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Italian national newspapers have recently remarked on the ‘Renaissance’ 
of  Trieste. Also in the words of  its Mayor, Roberto Dipiazza, Trieste ‘is 
experiencing an authentic and sudden Renaissance’, in accordance with 
‘its cosmopolitan vocation’ (Zuin 2018; Parmegiani 2018; La Repubblica 
2017).262 The new city logo ‘We are InTriesteIng’ that was launched 
by Trieste’s Alderman for Tourism in September 2018 exemplifies the 
imagined ‘cosmopolitan Renaissance’ of  Trieste staged by the Mayor and 
local and national newspapers, while also marking how reductive tropes 
are at work in such forms of  city marketing. While the initial design of  
the slogan was written against the background of  the mountains of  the 
Carso (‘Karst’) - the mineral stone creating the rocky hillside that envelops 
the city - the background was eventually changed into the Habsburg 
Miramare castle. The municipality passed over the image of  the harsh 
and rocky Carso in favor of  images of  the city’s cosmopolitan markers: a 
gleaming white Habsburg castle, sea waves, and bird wings - because the 
sea would more easily promote the city to the (mostly German) cruise 
companies, the Alderman believed (Dorigo 2017, 2018). The English 
slogan ‘We are InTriesteIng’ can easily be read by foreign tourists as ‘we 
are interesting’, yet in their local dialect, the triestini pronounce this same 
text as ‘in triestin’ (‘in triestino’), referring to both the dialect itself  and 
to ‘doing things on the local Trieste way’. Although the new slogan for 
Trieste had been the result of  a public competition and part of  a wider 
project of  city branding in Trieste, the competition resulted into heated 
public discussions about how such triestinità should be branded - eventually 
spurring an alternative, citizens’ initiative competition.263 

‘Renaissance’ of  triestinità. 
Heritagizing 

the cosmopolitan city

Chapter three
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The city campaign fits into Trieste’s wider imaginations 
of  cityness that I have described in chapter 1 - as a place that invites 
citizens and visitors to inscribe their own narratives onto the city and 
whose sense of  cityness indeed invites such new re-imaginations. In this 
chapter, I will highlight how contemporary triestinità is not only a sense of  
cityness embedded in historical narratives of  the city but is also actively 
being restaged in local marketing and cultural projects for the city. The 
chapter will thus show how Trieste’s historical narratives have since the 
1990s increasingly been restaged as subjects of  local marketing and city 
branding, through urban heritage projects. Moreover, it will highlight 
how that such contemporary city-making projects have cultivated Trieste 
as a place defined by its ‘grounded’ or ‘actually existing’ cosmopolitanism.
 With the renewed attention for Trieste’s urban narratives and 
new projects of  urban renewal from the 1990s onwards, such projects also 
became subject of  a diverse range of  academic studies interested in the 
sites and markers of  Trieste’s urban imaginary. Several projects of  urban 
renewal, gentrification and waterfront development that were initiated 
by the city administration during these years reached scholars’ attention 
(Colombino & Minca 2005; Minca 1995; Colombino 2007, 2009; Cocco 
2010). Others explored Trieste’s urban memory landscapes, revealing 
the dynamic nationalized and imperial memory politics of  the city’s 
heritage, such as monuments and food cultures (Klabjan 2019; Ličen 
2018; Hametz 2014; Hametz & Klabjan 2018; Ballinger 2003b). These 
studies all emphasize the framing of  urban renewal projects and heritage 
objects into a broader urban image of  Trieste’s cosmopolitan past. What 
is more, Colombino (2009) showed how Trieste’s heritage even evoked a 
particular time experience for the triestini, which enables city marketers 
to connect narratives of  the city’s cosmopolitan past to contemporary 
debates of  multiculturalism. Overall, the meaning-making process of  the 
‘cosmopolitan’ imaginary in such urban heritage and renewal projects 
has only been discussed in context of  individual objects and projects, 
often within a limited historical framework. 

This chapter builds upon this research, yet aims to add a new 
perspective too. My study sets these urban renewal projects into a wider 
perspective of  city-making by exploring the reworking of  historical urban 
imaginaries into contemporary city branding. It explores Trieste’s city 
branding and heritage debates, following the paths of  urban heritagization. 
I understand heritagization as the process of  selecting ‘things, places 
and practices’ that have ‘been handed down from the past’ and that are 
‘viewed as a precious and irreplaceable resource, essential to personal 
and collective identity and necessary for self-respect’ (Lowenthal 2005, 
81). In so doing, I thus follow Stuart Hall’s (1999, 4) argument that ‘those 
who cannot see themselves reflected in its [heritage] mirror cannot 
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properly “belong”.’ This heritagization of  historical urban imaginaries 
of  the city into contemporary urban cultural policies of  city branding, 
requests a particular attention for the contradiction between the ideas of  
a ‘sense of  place’ and city branding. Scholars have highlighted the first 
being dynamic and undefinable, the latter demanding a fixed marking 
of  urban identity (Kalandides 2011; Kavaratzis and Kalandides 2015). 
City branding thus ‘runs counter to, even while it draws upon, the tight 
relation between identity and place’ (Malpas 2009, 191). Place marketing, 
in other words, draws upon the art of  seduction and simplification. The 
discussion around Trieste’s new city logo above demonstrates too how 
image marketing offers a possibility to market more complex place 
images. Because of  the complexity of  cities as objects of  place marketing, 
city administrators have warmly welcomed image marketing as a way to 
effectively market the vaguely delineated urban imagination (Kavaratzis 
2004, 60; Ashworth and Voogd 1994). Examining the heritagization of  
Trieste’s distinct sense of  cityness (triestinità) into a staged city brand – 
considering the latter the product not only of  seduction and simplification 
but also of  image marketing – will enable me to describe the process of  
meaning-making of  Trieste as cultivated ‘cosmopolitan city’.

I trace the path of  heritagization in a wide body of  sources, from 
official policy documents from both municipality and cultural institutes, 
promotional material from the tourist board, to literary production and 
the local newspaper Il Piccolo, the latter functioning as a rich soundboard 
of  everyday life in the city and as site where this city-making is performed. 
In-depth interviews with key political and cultural actors in Trieste’s local 
political and cultural scenes provide me with a unique chance to evaluate 
the choices made and obstructions in the heritagization of  a distinct sense 
of  a Triestine cityness.
 The chapter first maps the emergence of  Trieste’s post-World 
War Two borderland imaginaries. The first section shows how the 
imagination of  Trieste as borderland in crisis found resonance in 
contemporary city branding of  Trieste as city of  ‘grounded’ or ‘actually 
existing’ cosmopolitanism. The second section zooms into the urban 
governance structures in contemporary Trieste, arguing that the image 
of  the ‘entrepreneurial city’ does not only reflect a local governance 
structure, but moreover, is strongly embedded in Trieste’s historical 
urban imaginations. It then discusses two projects of  urban renewal and 
analyzes how, in different manner, the renovation of  the urban heritage 
sites Porto Vecchio (‘The Old Port’, 1971 – present) and the Città Vecchia 
(‘The Old City’, 1990s) restage narratives of  a cosmopolitan past for 
contemporary purposes of  city branding. The fifth section eventually 
discusses a project that offered a public critique on the municipality’s 
projects for a ‘cosmopolitan Renaissance’. It explores how the MetaCarso 
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project (2011-2013) aimed to breach the simplification and seduction 
of  the branding policies and challenged urban narratives of  convivenza. 
Overall, the chapter critically interrogates how Trieste’s city-makers 
cosmopolitanize Trieste’s city image and shows how the heritagization of  
triestinità is a city-making process which embeds a local sense of  Triestine 
cityness to wider dynamics of  experiencing citizenship in a European and 
even global world. 

cosMopolitanizing the Border

My reading of  the heritagization of  triestinità into city branding reflects 
upon a wider scholarly and public tradition in which Trieste is imagined 
to be shaped by its borderland experience, most famously been criticized 
by Angelo Ara and Claudio Magris (1982) and appropriated in a wide 
range of  historical, geographical and literary scholarship.264 This section 
explores the various narratives attached to that borderland imaginary, 
analyzing the historicization and meanings assigned to this borderland 
experience from the end of  World War Two until the 2000s, which 
often find resonance in the contemporary city and tourist branding 
representations that will be discussed later in this chapter. In this section, 
I argue that the starting point for Trieste’s contemporary city branding 
for local city-makers is the marketing of  Trieste as a city of  ‘grounded’ or 
‘actually existing’ cosmopolitanism (Bhabha 1996; Werbner 2006), which 
is an image embedded in the local imagination of  Trieste as border(less) 
city.
 As I already discussed in chapter 1, Trieste’s border imaginaries 
have from the Habsburg era onwards, all throughout the eras of  Fascist 
and Nazi occupation, tended to reflect on the city’s position within wider 
harsh European geopolitics of  the twentieth century. After World War 
Two, these experiences gave rise to an urban imagination of  Trieste as a 
‘city of  nowhere’ -exposing the desire to overcome the identity-making 
processes so present in the region. Imaginaries reflecting on Trieste as 
a border city continued also after that time. A returning narrative in 
Trieste’s border imaginaries is one of  which the city is represented as a 
city of  ‘Freudian duality’. In 1958, four years after the city of  Trieste had 
eventually become part of  the Italian state, Trieste historian of  irredentism 
Carlo Schiffrer ([1958] 1992, 90) reflects on what he calls Trieste’s two 
traditions –patriotic irredentism and cosmopolitan emporium – by 
writing that ‘on the basis of  these two traditions, however, and on the 
basis of  the history of  modern Trieste stands a sort of  Freudian dualism. 
The two strands, the cultural-political and economic one, have intersected 
and come across each other for a long time without having so far arrived 
at a unified synthesis.’265 Schiffrer’s mention of  the Freudian duality of  
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Trieste refers to the presence in the 1870s of  the psychoanalyst Sigmund 
Freud in the ‘cultural, linguistic and political ambiguous city’ (ibid.) of  
Trieste, what has both in scholarly reflection and local realm of  the triestini 
proudly been remembered as having influenced Freud’s development of  
his theory of  psychotherapy.266 

In the contextual situation of  the 1950s, Schiffrer aimed with his 
phrase of  ‘Freudian duality’ to indicate the political and economic power 
constellations Trieste was part of  as being literally on the border between 
various national and imperial power constellations - between local and 
global concerns. After the end of  World War Two, Trieste’s local political 
economy had become subject to international geopolitics of  the time. 
Making the strategic port city part of  the economic recovery plans of  the 
American Marshall project, the region of  Trieste was divided into two 
zones – a British-American one that included the city and a Yugoslav one 
mainly embracing the hinterland. As such, Trieste had to function as a 
‘warm zone’ between the two dividing ideologies of  Europe’s 1940s and 
1950s. In order to avoid social conflicts in the politically divided city, the 
British-American military government invested in the city’s industry to 
guarantee a strong labor market.267 When Trieste’s zone A and its political 
economy was Italianized in 1954, this resulted into industrial crisis. The 
strong dependence of  the city’s economy on state capital and impulse of  
its production was impossible to continue. Moreover, the Italianization 
of  the city also meant that Trieste lost important connections to its 
historical hinterland, which had disastrous consequences: nationalizing 
politics went against the city’s cosmopolitan oriented market economy. 
Thus, Trieste experienced in the 1950s a paradox between the quest for 
a cultural-political nationalized – Italian – destiny on the one hand, and 
for a feasible economy that was dependent upon a transnational and 
transborder hinterland. Trieste’s ‘Freudian duality’ that had already in 
the nineteenth century been identified by Freud as an ambiguous city that 
was characterized by its ‘in-betweenness’ and found resonance throughout 
the twentieth century, referred to a paradoxical duality between political 
destiny and economic development - which were so strongly interrelated, 
yet however, impossible to unite. 

The urban imaginary of  Trieste as borderland is thus also 
strongly embedded in the experience of  Trieste’s position as regional hub 
for dynamics in the wider hinterland. This relation became of  increasing 
significance from the 1970s onwards and was restaged at the end of  the 
Cold War (late 1980s and 1990s). Economically, the wider region provided 
the conditions for the economic growth and regional political importance 
of  the city. The post-Fordist world economy after the 1970s replaced 
mass production by more flexible forms of  production, such as electronic 
technology and professionalized craftsmanship. The increasing focus on 
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personal and business services – the so-called tertiary economy - provided 
new conditions for regional economies such as Trieste’s.268 The crisis 
of  the center-based national economy resulted into new opportunities 
for Trieste’s regional economy - where industry had collapsed yet the 
business services flourished.269 For instance, during the years of  the 
Cold War, Trieste came to function as a commercial hub for a Yugoslav 
market (Rolandi 2015). These historical experiences find resonance in 
contemporary urban imaginaries of  Trieste as the ‘city of  blue jeans,’ 
referring to the historical moments when Yugoslav citizens visited the 
market on the Ponte Rosso during the weekends to buy ‘western’ products 
such as jeans and coffee. Such urban imaginaries last until today and have 
been adopted in the cultural representations of  the city, such as booklets 
and documentaries (Image 3.1 and 3.2).270 

The image of  Trieste as regional hub for the wider hinterland 
was politically appropriated and enforced by European regional politics 
in which the city on the border of  the Iron Curtain was considered a 
strategic cultural and political border zone. Bialasiewicz and Minca have 
for example outlined how Trieste ‘was its border’ during the binary Cold 
war years: 

Represented for many years as a civilizational divide between the 
Communist East and the Free World and an iconic site in the 
early Cold War imaginary of  a Europe split in two, the Italian 
border at Trieste had also come to define the city itself. With the 
delimitation of  the Yugoslav - Italian border, Trieste was formally 
transformed into a `border city’. The border defined all that it 
was, all that it could become. The border became the excuse and 
the explanation for everything, for all the limits and advantages 
of  Trieste’s `special condition’. The border, its procedures, and 
its banal, everyday geographies marked all cultural, political, 
and economic relations in the city. Trieste became one with the 
Cold War border and learned to express itself  almost exclusively 
through that border identity (Bialasiewicz and Minca 2010, 
1085).

Western films released between the 1940s and 1960s situated in a Trieste 
during the polarizations of  the Cold War era, delineate the urban 
imaginary of  a glamourized and Orientalized city of  spies (Pizzi 2019). 
Interestingly, the imagination of  Trieste’s Cold War border experience 
was internalized by Triestine political discourse with the harsh local 
critique following the Treaty of  Osimo in 1975. While the Treaty 
formalized Trieste’s division of  territory (Zone A and B) between Italy 
and Yugoslavia, the rebellion of  triestini against the treaty focused on 
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the proposal’s creation of  a cross-border free-trade zone – an act which 
would neglect Trieste’s complex border realities and the ‘limited nature 
of  “official” representations of  the border’, critics argued (Bialasiewicz 
and Minca 2010, 1099; Cattaruzza 2007, 349; Valdevit 2004, 89-157). 
These critiques not only provoked street protests all throughout the city, 
but also brought electoral success for the new local party Lista per Trieste 
(in regional politics between 1978 until the 1990s), bringing the local 
identity into political focus.271 The political positioning of  the city as 
capital of  the Friuli-Venezia Giulia region (established in 1963) moreover 
provided an impulse to the imagined position of  Trieste as main hub of  
the surrounding hinterland.
  As from the 1990s and early 2000s onwards, the imagination of  
the border was restaged in a new way. With the disappearance of  the Iron 
Curtain in 1990 and access of  Slovenia into the Schengen space in 2007, 
the physical border disappeared, yet the border city Trieste transformed 
into symbol of  a ‘borderless Europe’ (Bialasiewicz and Minca 2010, 
1085). In our interview, the Triestine journalist and writer Paolo Rumiz 
remembered this moment when the EU-Slovenian border disappeared as 
follows: ‘After having worked all my life to trace the border, the border was 
already missing to me. Because that border was the guarantee of  diversity. 
So after that moment [in 2007] I started to be afraid that Slovenians 
and other Slavic people could be no more different [from Italians as EU 
citizens]’ (Rumiz 2017). Here, Rumiz turns the image of  a borderless 
Europe into one of  the identifying narratives of  Trieste. The idea that 
in the new geopolitics of  post-Cold War Europe, Trieste could function 
as a bridge towards the East, was appropriated in EU political projects 
and popular imagination, and thus also by Rumiz. Politically, this image 
was for instance embodied by the establishment of  a new Ionian-Adriatic 
Euroregion in 2006 which was a transregional political body, from time to 
time producing smaller initiatives such as ideas for ‘cooperation between 
Adriatic and Danube’ (EUREGIO 2007).272 And also in local tourist 
policy, Trieste became framed as a borderless city. In 2012, for instance, 
a local marketing office advised Trieste’s municipality not to find markers 
of  Trieste’s border identity, but rather to tell tourists about ‘the integration 
of  peoples and religions […] guided tours aimed at making known the 
places (Catholic church, Greek Orthodox, Serbian Orthodox, synagogue, 
cemeteries), thematic encounters on religions, cultures, exhibitions of  the 
Balkans, testimonies of  war in former Yugoslavia, performances involving 
the Euroregion but especially the Balkans’ (SWG 2012, 19).273

Another example of  how Trieste became imagined as symbol of  
a ‘borderless Europe’ was provided by the awarding of  Trieste novelist 
and intellectual Claudio Magris of  the Erasmus Prize in 2001. The jury 
emphasized this was because the author was particularly able to give 



Image 3.1 – Mirella Boutique, one the rare remaining shopping malls originating from the 1970s and 
which still attracts a mixed Italian, Slovenian, Croatian and Serbian clientele (2019).



Image 3.2 – Interior of Mirella Boutique (2019).
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words to how European and urban diversity influences our perception 
of  identity. The jury wrote that ‘it is also in these border areas, where 
the question of  the relationship to Europe as a multi-cultural community 
will arise most dramatically’ (Stichting Praemium Erasmianum 2001, 49). 
Moreover, stated the jury, ‘the essay crosses borders’ (ibid., 10). The words 
of  this laudation present the local issues of  Trieste as exceeding the region 
and connect the city to specific – wider – European values. The jury refers 
to questions such as how far Europe can reach, while taking regional 
identities into account and trying to prevent exclusion and humiliation. 
It is through these themes that Claudio Magris is known in the European 
public debate, as witnessed by the aforementioned Erasmus Prize and 
Magris’ awarding of  various honorary doctorates. The discussions and 
debates organized with the Italian writer on these occasions indeed 
focused on opportunities and challenges for a heterogeneous European 
society of  the future (Magris and Hendrix 2009; Dupré 2011). They 
confirm the image that exists of  the microcosm Trieste that would reflect 
a more general European cultural or identity crisis. The success of  his 
cultural history Danubio (1986), which is often read as a timeless journey 
through a Europe that no longer exists, as well as the fame of  two of  his 
academic studies Il mito asburgico nella letteratura austriaca moderna ([1963] 
1982) and Trieste: un identità di frontiera (with Angelo Ara, 1982), indeed 
turn Claudio Magris into a famous forerunner of  thinking of  a borderless 
Europe.

Such an imagination of  Trieste in the post-Cold War world 
as symbol for a borderless Europe, is enclosed in two stubborn myths, 
described by Luiza Bialasiewicz (2009) as the myth of  diversity and 
the myth of  an identity in crisis. The former refers to the multicultural 
society of  the city, on the one hand originating from its historical position 
as port city and on the other deriving from Trieste’s cultural border 
position between Italian and Slavic cultures. Annalisa Colombino (2009) 
demonstrated that the myth of  Trieste’s diversity was not an everyday 
multicultural experience but rather a privileged cosmopolitanism from an 
urban elite of  scholars and expats. At the same time, this cultural diversity 
ensured that Trieste was ‘shaped by some of  the most tragic individual 
and collective dramas of  the twentieth century and [...] contradictions 
of  European modernity - from the origin of  nationalisms to the crisis of  
the European subject’. This resulted in the myth of  an identity in crisis, 
concluded geographer Claudio Minca (2009, 257-258). Trieste appeals 
to the imagination of  a European society in crisis. The city appeals 
to historical and contemporary, unanswerable, yet urgent European 
questions such as: how to live ‘united in diversity’? And how to create 
legitimate forms of  governance ‘beyond the nation state’?274
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resonating a haBsBurg past and staging authenticity

The above described mythification of  Trieste’s border identity also 
resonates in current public, political and scholarly nostalgic re-enactments 
of  a Habsburg past. Trieste does not stand alone in such restaging of  
a Habsburg nostalgia.275 Although scholars have recently emphasized 
that the image of  an ideally Habsburg Empire ‘as a mosaic of  mutually 
exclusive ethnic groups increasingly came into question as it became 
apparent that ethnicity was not a relevant category of  identification in 
all situations’ (Stergar 2018, 19), it was precisely the Habsburg nostalgic 
vocation of  local identification that brought the Habsburg empire back 
to contemporary identity politics and public narratives of  identification 
in many Central-European regions.276 This restaging of  the Habsburg 
past does only in part concern issues about the social-cultural possibilities 
offered by the ‘mosaic of  cultures’ that was believed to be the Habsburg 
empire. Rather, I want to argue, the Habsburg restaging in contemporary 
city policies meets a wider tendency in the development of  post-
Fordist cities in that cities have been developed into ultimate places of  
consumption. The urban spaces and experiences as products drawn from 
these urban landscapes have become consuming places (for an argument 
on the city as consuming places, see: Urry 1995; Zukin 1991, 1996). The 
landscape of  Habsburg Trieste became a place of  consumption.

In the case of  Trieste, imperial nostalgia also reflects current 
concerns of  identity and tolerance (Ballinger 2010). Such Habsburg 
re-articulations are invoked by the municipality itself, who considers 
the narrative as a welcoming way of  engaging with contemporary 
social issues. For instance, when I asked Trieste’s Alderman for Culture 
Giorgio Rossi (from 2016) about his policy agenda for the near future, 
he presented an image of  a progressive and tolerant past under Austrian 
empress Maria Theresa and described how she had brought the city not 
only a free trade-zone but also healthcare, schools and jurisdiction (Rossi 
2018). The people lived in tolerance, according to the Alderman - a social 
context that in contemporary Trieste has totally changed, he continued. 
We find this same narrative on the website that was dedicated to the 
celebrations around the 300th anniversary of  the birth of  empress Maria 
Theresa in 2017. It clarifies that empress Maria Theresa is central to 
Trieste’s Habsburg myth:

Hence it was a woman and Sovereign, Maria Theresa, who 
changed Trieste’s destiny, opening it up to the nineteenth century 
and making it the Central European city we know it today, 
enlivened by people from all sides of  the Mediterranean. To 
her we owe the multi-ethnic soul, the commercial and maritime 
vocation, the architectural and urban characteristics and the 
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extraordinary period of  modernization that made it carry out 
reforms in the educational, institutional and financial fields, and 
in state innovations too, such as the establishment of  the cadaster 
and the book registers, or health reforms such as the introduction 
of  vaccinations, after having been affected by smallpox herself. 
(Patrimonio Culturale FVG online, n.d.).277

It would have been the Habsburg empress, so the narrative goes, who 
formed Trieste’s society as it remains today. 2017 was then also a year of  
by the municipality sponsored exhibitions, scholarly conferences, book 
publications and an initiative for a prominent new monument (Klabjan 
2019; Hametz and Klabjan 2018; Edinost 2018; Andreozzi and Mocarelli 
2017; Patrimonio Culturale FVG online, n.d.).

Yet, such nostalgic performances are by Trieste’s city makers 
also instrumentalized for the tourist industry, as triestini ‘have come to 
recognize the Empire as repository of  opportunities in the present and for 
the future’ (Edinost 2018). When in May 2018 for instance, a new cruise 
ship of  the German travel company Tui visited the city, Il Piccolo reported 
about the ‘well-organized’ welcoming ceremony where also the Alderman 
for Culture Maurizio Bucci was present: ‘Trieste passes with flying colors 
the first test of  the important international vector Tui and confirms, for 
the Germans, the traditional Habsburg punctuality’ (Franco 2018, 22).278 
The ‘Habsburg punctuality’ that had, according to the narrative of  Il 
Piccolo, internalized into the character of  the triestini, was now used to 
please the German tourists. Exemplifying is also the central place of  the 
Miramare castle into the local tourist promotion. The Miramare castle 
(Image 3.3), build for emperor Maximilian and his wife Charlotte of  
Belgium and after their death residency of  the Habsburg royal family – 
especially well known as ‘Sissi’s castle’ - has been promoted by the local 
tourist board as the main tourist site of  Trieste. ‘The white fairy-tale 
castle standing sheer above the sea’ (Agenzia TurismoFVG, n.d.) has also 
recently become subject to renewed attention in literary imaginations of  
the city – a topic that is further discussed in the next chapter. Trieste’s 
city marketing plans, have shown that the Miramare castle is part of  the 
municipality’s tourist policy to let tourists experience the sea in a different 
manner than experiencing the sea through bathing (SWG 2012, 17).279

The mythification of  Trieste’s Habsburg border identity finds, 
moreover, resonance in re-enactments of  a local ‘authentic’ experience 
embodied by renewed popularity of  Trieste’s food cultures. For those 
having visited Trieste, the city’s culture of  coffee houses – often staged as 
historical literary cafes – are probably best known as the places ‘in a retro 
style, of  Central European tradition’ (Agenzia TurismoFVG, n.d.) where 
contemporary and historical citizens met each other. Scholars have also 



Image 3.3 – Miramare Castle (2017).
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pointed to the renewed popularity of  ‘typical’ Triestine food culture and 
dishes of  Austrian character, such as the presnitz, gulash or krapfen which have 
become constructions of  longing for a Central European or Habsburg 
past (Ličen 2018; Hametz 2014). Cultural representations have moreover 
rediscovered the osmize on the karst – the inns on the countryside run 
by Slovenian families, which, conventionally restricted by the Habsburg 
authorities for only eight days during the year, serve traditional food and 
wine. Represented as places serving ‘authentic’ food, the osmize seem to 
be experienced as a simultaneously traditional and rediscovered ‘hip’ way 
for young and old city dwellers to meet with friends in a ‘multicultural’ 
and multilingual environment during the weekend. The gastronomic 
experience in the Carso, so the tourist policy plan goes, is a European 
multicultural experience: ‘In Italy you can eat and drink well everywhere, 
in Trieste too and even with an extra possibility: a mix of  tastes between 
the Adriatic, Eastern Europe, Northern Europe and Italy!’ (SWG 2012, 
18).280 The spaces of  the literary cafes in the creation of  a distinct sense of  
Triestine cityness will be discussed in more detail in chapter 7.

For the analysis in this chapter on the heritagization of  triestinità, 
it is important to note that the reference to Trieste’s ‘authentic’ experience 
as reflected by these scholarly and public representations of  local food 
cultures presents a single image of  what the authentic experience in these 
places does: the staged Habsburg experience of  Trieste’s food cultures 
is ‘authentic’, not because these dishes are somehow the original, but 
rather because they are able to create an experience of  origins – a wider 
phenomenon in urban experiences that has extensively been described 
by Sharon Zukin (2010, 3). For local city dwellers as consumers, the 
renewed attention for local dishes ‘brings Trieste closer to Central 
Europe’ and a Central European economy, reflecting ‘modern-day hopes 
for Trieste’s revitalization in the united Central Europe’ as Ličen (2018, 
51) and Hametz (2014, 143) have argued. Simultaneously, for Trieste’s 
visitors, tourists and local travel agencies, the staged ‘authentic food 
culture’ has everything to do with style and the quality of  the tourist 
experience. As Emilio Cocco (2010, 54) already noticed: ‘longing for a 
more international and cosmopolitan past does not necessarily produce 
good tourism strategies.’ Rather, I would conclude, Habsburg nostalgia, 
and the restaging of  this past as experiences of  authenticity – ‘whether 
it’s real or not’, have become a powerful tool of  meaning making (Zukin 
2010, 3), both in terms of  economic goals and regional identity politics.

This section has discussed how the marketed imaginary of  
Trieste as a city of  ‘grounded’ or ‘actually existing’ cosmopolitanism 
is embedded in a local imaginary of  being a border city in crisis. The 
exploration in this section of  the imagination of  Trieste as border city, has 
shown that it is an historically constructed urban imaginary that has been 
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assigned various political meanings and economic values. Having found 
resonance in current public, political and scholarly nostalgic ‘authentic’ 
re-enactments of  a Habsburg past, Trieste’s urban imaginary has in the 
post-Cold War era become a powerful tool for city-making, as will now be 
further explored in the following section.

iMagining the ‘entrepreneurial city’

Before turning to the question of  how the above described urban 
imaginaries are heritagized into local city branding through projects of  
urban renewal, I will shortly map the modes of  urban governance and 
key actors in Trieste responsible for the heritagization of  triestinità into 
a city brand. This model of  urban governance, I argue, is one centered 
around the narrative of  the ‘entrepreneurial city’, which is for Trieste not 
only a governance structure but is simultaneously deeply embedded in 
historical urban imaginations of  Trieste as cosmopolitan city. The urban 
imaginations produced of  Trieste as entrepreneurial city, have a crucial 
function in creating a possibility for successful urban development. David 
Harvey has explained this mechanism as one of  the first:

The production of  an urban image of  this sort also has internal 
political and social consequences. It helps counteract the sense 
of  alienation and anomie that Simmel long ago identified as 
such a problematic feature of  modern city life. It particularly 
does so when an urban terrain is opened for display, fashion 
and the “presentation of  self ” in a surrounding of  spectacle and 
play. If  everyone, from punks and rap artists to the “yuppies” 
and the haute bourgeoisie can participate in the production of  
an urban image through their production of  social space, then 
all can at least feel some sense of  belonging to that place. The 
orchestrated production of  an urban image can, if  successful, 
also help create a sense of  social solidarity, civic pride and loyalty 
to place and even allow the urban image to provide a mental 
refuge in a world that capital treats as more and more placeless. 
Urban entrepreneurialism (as opposed to the much more faceless 
bureaucratic managerialism) here meshes with a search for local 
identity and, as such, opens up a range of  mechanisms for social 
control (Harvey 1989, 14).

Following these insights, more recent scholarship on city marketing has 
shown that ‘the context in which marketing became accessible to city 
administrators was provided by the rise of  the so-called “entrepreneurial 
city”. […]. [T]he marketing of  places has been one of  the defining features 
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of  the entrepreneurial modes of  urban governance that have come to 
prominence since the 1970s’ (Kavaratzis 2004, 59). It transformed more 
traditional urban policies by local governments into practices of  urban 
governance in which cities are run in more businesslike manners. This 
was a ‘response by individual cities to the collapse of  the Fordist social 
democratic arrangements that had facilitated the spread of  managerial 
forms of  governance’ (Griffiths 1998, 41; Harvey 1989). In the case of  
Trieste, the city has claimed a political personality marked by being an 
‘entrepreneurial city’, which is a historical narrative and simultaneously 
opens up to new possibilities of  city-making. 

The contemporary urban governance in Trieste is guided 
by a threefold group of  official and semi-official city-makers: urban 
governmental institutions; an influential private sector; and a network 
of  NGOs and cultural patrons. Main institutional powers in the city are 
the Municipality, the Province and the Friuli-Venezia Giulia Region, but 
also the Chamber of  Commerce and the Port Authority. Developments 
in Trieste’s cultural sector are moreover guided by non-governmental 
organizations such as the local heritage organization Italia Nostra and 
cultural festivals such as Trieste Bookfest – often driven by individual citizens 
who function as cultural patrons for the city’s cultural scene. Historically, 
Trieste has a tradition of  urban development in which the private sector 
has a strong voice in the organization of  the city, next to its urban 
governmental institutions. As also discussed in chapter one, Trieste’s port 
and trade activities determined, decided and financed the city’s social, 
political and cultural development impulses – a phenomenon well-known 
in trade cities. Trieste’s entrepreneurial imagination is thus embedded in 
its history as lively trade city, finding resonance in contemporary urban 
politics. 

The city presents itself  along narratives of  its historical tradition 
of  entrepreneurship, probably most famously represented by the Illy 
coffee family (Spirito 2009). Riccardo Illy for instance, as member of  the 
successful Illy coffee dynasty, is not only an entrepreneur himself  but is 
also an active actor in the image making of  Trieste as entrepreneurial 
city. Riccardo Illy was as member of  a center-left coalition Mayor of  
the city for two terms in the 1990s, followed by the presidency of  the 
region Friuli-Venezia Giulia. He won the mayoral elections in 1993 with 
the appropriate slogan ‘Il sindaco espresso dai cittadini’ (‘The Mayor 
expressed by the citizens’). Illy’s successor Roberto Dipiazza (2001-2011, 
and 2016-present) was a former entrepreneur himself  too. The former 
retail manager, as member of  Berlusconi’s party Forza Italia and later Il 
Popolo della Libertà, led a center-right municipal government.281 One period 
of  center-left governance under Roberto Cosolini (Partito Democratico, 
2011-2016) meant that the city was guided by a manager instead of  
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entrepreneur. From 2016 onwards, Dipiazza returned as Trieste’s Mayor, 
this time in name of  his own party Lista Civica Dipiazza, laying emphasis 
on the ‘civic’ character of  his Trieste governance style.

That Trieste wishes to present itself  along the narrative of  an 
urban governance run in businesslike manner is also reflected by the 
policies of  the city’s cultural Aldermen of  the last years. The position 
of  cultural Alderman moved the last years from visual designer Paolo 
Tassinari (2014-2016) – who dedicated his aldermanship to designing a 
marketing of  Trieste as cultural city within a European context (Tassinari 
2016) – to the seventy-years-old entrepreneur Giorgio Rossi (2016- 
present). Rossi has announced to work towards a business model of  
culture in Trieste. During our interview (Rossi 2018) he even argued that 
in Trieste ‘men of  culture are very egocentric – they don’t do anything, 
they don’t write a book, they don’t make an exhibition…’.282 Public 
narratives of  urban development in the city are often centered around 
successful individual entrepreneurs. Exemplifying is the success story 
of  father and son Delithanassis who are the renters of  the historic Caffè 
San Marco. Their success is often exemplified in the local media and by 
the triestini I spoke to during my fieldwork as the entrepreneurial agency 
that enabled to relaunch Trieste’s ‘Renaissance’. For example, when the 
previous owner of  the cafe passed away, the future of  the historic place 
was widely discussed in the local newspaper Il Piccolo in 2013. Whereas 
the debates called for the municipality to take responsibility for the 
protection of  a unique Triestine urban site, it was, at the end, the large 
capital of  the Assicurazione Generali (General Assurances), who owns the 
building, together with the small capital and inventive ideas of  the family 
Delithanassis which ‘saved’ the Caffè San Marco from closure (Il Piccolo 
2013; Tonero 2013). Owning a small publishing house, father and son 
became the managers of  the decaying literary Caffè San Marco and turned 
it into an impressive entrepreneurial and cultural success, combining the 
atmosphere of  a traditional coffeehouse with a bookshop. The place of  
Caffè San Marco in the urban imaginings of  Trieste will be discussed in 
more detail in chapter six.

This section has shown how the urban imagination of  Trieste as 
entrepreneurial city is part of  the city-making process during the 1990s 
and 2000s. The urban entrepreneurs do not only precondition urban 
developments, but create structures of  a sense of  cityness themselves. 
As such, the urban imagination of  the ‘entrepreneurial city’ opens up a 
sense of  cityness that emphasizes the city-making process as a self-making 
feature. Imagining Trieste as entrepreneurial city is thus a powerful tool 
for Trieste’s city-makers to gain economic and political ownership to their 
city, and meaning while offers the local inhabitants an inclusive urban 
image in which they can participate. Starting from this insight, the analyses 
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that follow will further focus on the redevelopment of  two particular 
urban sites and examine how these function as spaces of  ‘presentation of  
self ’ where various groups can participate in the production of  senses of  
cityness.

‘non se pol’ at the porto vecchio

Entering Trieste by train involves arriving at the headend of  the Italian 
railway – providing the visitor the experience of  arriving at the end of  
Italy. The train station is situated directly next to the Porto Vecchio (‘Old 
Port’), providing a necessary railway connection of  the port goods into 
the Italian mainland. Though the Porto Vecchio is situated at a for 
visitors experienced peripheral place, the heritage space is key to the 
urban imaginings of  the triestini, I show in this section. The nowadays 
mainly abandoned port area is the subject of  probably the longest 
and most debated discussions of  urban renewal in the city of  Trieste, 
which increased during the 1970s. The many years of  political plans to 
relaunch the area of  the Porto Vecchio and its abandoned warehouses, 
offer a unique perspective on the changing visions of  urban heritage 
development in Trieste. Starting from the assumption that the selling of  
a city as a location for activity depends heavily upon the creation of  an 
attractive urban imaginary, since these urban brands produces effects for 
investors and tourists, but also for the inhabitants themselves (Harvey 
1989, 13-14; Vanolo 2017, 11), this section explores these changing 
visions on the Porto Vecchio. It analyzes the heritagization of  this urban 
space, thereby examining the various imaginaries connected to the Porto 
Vecchio that reflect on triestinità as an urban ‘sense of  place’. Eventually, 
the section shows that the carefully constructed urban imaginations of  
the Porto Vecchio as cosmopolitanized everyday free trade zone creates 
obstacles for the renewal of  the Old Port itself. 

The construction of  the Porto Vecchio started in 1868. It was 
designed by architect Paulin Talabot who had won the competition that 
was set by the Austrian emperor Franz Joseph to create a new port for 
the empire.283 The structures of  this port were built according to the 
newest industrial and architectural insights and trends and existed of  
five breakwaters, 3100 meters of  docks and 38 large buildings such as 
hangars and warehouses. It stretched from the Canal Grande with the 
current Ponterosso, to the shores of  Barcola. Situated in between the 
railway station and the old city center, the vivacity in the port area moved 
the daily emphasis of  urban social life from the Città Vecchia – the old 
city center - to the waterfront. The historic facades of  several important 
port institutions such as the Lloyd Triestino, the City Hall, the Associazioni 
Generali (General Assurances) and the Porto Doganale (Port Customs) around 
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the central square that today is called Piazza Unità d’Italia, integrated 
the port heritage into the contemporary urban landscape (Image 3.4).284 
The port stands as a symbol for a flourishing Habsburg past. Indeed, its 
port activities – already before the construction of  the Porto Vecchio - 
are the reason why Trieste could turn into a wealthy city: the Habsburg 
emperor Charles VI (1711-1740) granted Trieste the status of  a free port 
already in 1719. The status was extended to the urban periphery in 1766 
by Empress Maria Theresa (1740-1780), an act that fostered Trieste’s 
economic wealth at least until the Italianization of  the city in 1918, and 
has nowadays found resonance in contemporary urban imaginings, as 
discussed earlier in this chapter. Trieste’s position as free port was re-
introduced with the 1947 Peace Treaty between Italy, the Allies and the 
Associated Powers. Its status as free custom zone lasts until today – as 
being Italian state territory yet extra-territorial and international trade 
space, Trieste’s port functions beyond EU and Italian customs regulations 
(Autorità di Sistema Portuale del Mare Adriatico Orientale 2017).

The dynamics of  the Porto Vecchio from its early establishment 
in the eighteenth century up till the twentieth, have conditioned 
the economic development of  the city. The space only received its 
denomination as ‘Old Port’ after the construction of  the Porto Nuovo 
(‘New Port’) on the eastern waterfront of  the city in the 1920s and 
1930s. Already with the Italianization of  Trieste and consequently its 
port activities in 1918, Trieste’s port economy declined. Especially in the 
1960s and 1970s, under a new economic boom of  this Porto Nuovo, the 
nineteenth century industrial structures lost their function. 

The transfer of  the port activities to the Porto Nuovo, especially 
from 1973 onwards, turned the area of  the Porto Vecchio more and more 
into an abandoned urban space, calling up nostalgic urban imaginaries 
of  ‘revival’ of  the old port (Image 3.5). Since the 1970s, thus already for 
a period of  almost fifty years, more than fifteen plans have already been 
developed to redevelop the urban area – until today without any structural 
success. Interestingly, the very latest plan that has been recently launched 
in the spring of  2018 by Trieste’s Chamber of  Commerce, moved its 
ideas for a Parco del Mare (‘Sea Park’) away from the Porto Vecchio 
area towards the Lanterna on the eastern side of  the city’s waterfront.285 
Three ‘pillars’ of  decision-making are responsible for the many plans for 
redevelopment of  the Porto Vecchio: Trieste’s politicians (Aldermen for 
Culture, Urbanity, and Tourism and the Mayor); cultural patrons and 
NGOs (Antonella Caroli who is the main expert and lobbyist for renewal 
of  the port, currently director of  the Italian heritage organization Italia 
Nostra); and entrepreneurs (in various forms, however in case of  the latest 
plans for the Parco del Mare represented by the Chamber of  Commerce).

The first plans for renovation and valorization of  the Porto 
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Vecchio originate from 1971. Although none of  these projects from 1971 
up to today has been accomplished, they are of  particular interest because 
they all express – though in diverse ways - a philosophy about how to 
intervene in and stage a crucial part of  the urban landscape. In 1971, 
the famous modernist Japanese architect Kenzo Tange designed a series 
of  projects named Linee guida per lo sviluppo dell’area di Trieste (‘Guidelines 
for the development of  the Trieste area’) in which he rethought the 
functioning of  the port. It was a project in line with the worldwide 1970s 
trend in cities that aimed to rebuild their industrial and waterfront land, 
but it has however never been accomplished (see: Caroli 2004, 28). A look 
into the redevelopment plans of  the 1970s and early 1980s shows that 
these all aimed to develop the port area in such a way that it retained its 
trade activities (ibid.).

From the early 1990s onwards, in contrast, the Old Port received 
a more symbolic function. The plans for regeneration of  the port literally 
heritagized the space by according it a museum function. Throughout the 
years, proposals for regeneration of  the Porto Vecchio started to explicitly 
connect the redevelopment of  this area with a revival of  the urban identity 
of  Trieste, and consequently, considered the port as necessary part of  a 
broader urban future. For instance, in 1991 the Polis project was the first 
regeneration project of  the Porto Vecchio that not only rethought the 
function of  the port, but also aimed to ‘heritagize’ the concept of  the porto 
franco (‘free port’) by dedicating it a museum space, which would document 
the city’s maritime history as a free port (ibid., 29-31). The 1997 marketing 
campaign of  the Associazone Trieste Futura (‘Trieste Future Association’) 
even came up with the idea of  an Area dell’Immaginario Scientifico (‘Area 
of  scientific imaginary’) which included a maritime museum, conference 
centers and an aquarium – a project very similar to the later plans for the 
Parco del Mare (Caroli 2004, 32-33; Colombino and Minca 2005, 58-61). 
By doing so, Trieste Futura was the first to valorize the Old Port and its 
Habsburg warehouses for touristic purposes. 

Despite its low level of  activity, the Porto Vecchio became an 
important marker in Trieste’s urban landscape. The association Trieste 
Futura expressed high ambitions in valorizing the city, which were adopted 
by Trieste’s city-makers. ‘Trieste was an old lady at sunset, “a mortified 
city, pessimistic, self-damaged to isolation”,’ the Italian newspaper La 
Repubblica cited in 1997 Trieste’s Mayor Ricardo Illy, who remembered 
the Trieste of  two years earlier (Longo 1997).286 In this same interview, 
Illy remarked that Trieste had changed because of  the dynamics of  
Trieste Futura: 

“No se pol”, you cannot: this was the slogan of  the local 
impotence, produced by objectively unfavorable circumstances, 
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but also by a good dose of  self-pity. Now we turn the page. 
Left and right, long incited by the ideological watershed of  the 
border, return to talk to each other and do not a priori refuse to 
support a project for development of  the city. Srečko Kosovel, 
a Slovene poet, is honored in the city with a monument in the 
Giardino Pubblico. The statue of  Empress Sissi returns to its 
place. The memories of  the city, often opposing and tearful, are 
painstakingly reunited. To the skeptics, Mayor Illy, who has the 
optimism of  the entrepreneur, sends a message: “Sometimes one 
also has to dream” (ibid.).287

The article shows that regeneration of  the Old Port, which was the core 
of  Trieste Futura, gave space to a wider revival of  reflection on the city’s 
ideologically and culturally divided past. Although difficult, the article 
argues, the ‘memories of  the city are reunited’. Overcoming the old 
ideological borders which had divided Trieste, also a Slovenian poet and 
Austrian princess were now included into the staged urban narrative, so 
Trieste’s Mayor presented the new urban heritagization project. 

The aims of  urban heritagization of  the Porto Vecchio were 
without exception twofold: they express a combination of  historical – 
ideological - reflection and economic revival. The above cited interview 
with Mayor Riccardo Illy shows in that sense remarkable similarities with 
an interview in 2018 with Illy’s successor Roberto DiPiazza:

I am convinced [...] that all this turmoil will lead to new jobs 
and a recovery of  the city also from a demographic point of  
view. As in the days of  Maria Theresa of  Austria, even in a more 
contained way, Trieste will attract new inhabitants coming from 
Italy and the world and go beyond the current 208 thousand, 
confirming itself  as a welcoming, cosmopolitan and multicultural 
city (Parmegiani 2018).288

Thus, hopes for urban renewal show on the one hand a by the city’s 
‘multicultural’ and ‘divided’ past inspired rethinking of  the demography 
of  the city. On the other hand, this hope is based on an entrepreneurial 
imaginary that expresses optimism for economic development. In this 
context, the Old Port – as both multicultural and business hub - was 
increasingly presented as the designated place from which to develop a 
new city branding project. 

Despite the physically distanced position of  the port in relation 
to the contemporary city dynamics, the plans for renewal of  the port 
heritage positioned the Porto Vecchio as central to the city’s identity – 
or in the words of  some - ‘brains’ of  the city. Caroli – director of  Italia 



Image 3.4 – Molo San Carlo (today’s Molo Audace), around 1900.
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Nostra Trieste and one of  Trieste’s main experts of  and lobbyists for 
the redevelopment of  the Porto Vecchio - remarked about the port area 
that ‘the city had almost excluded them. The port was seen as a separate 
section of  Trieste. […] But they are the brains of  the city’ (Caroli 2018).289 
In our interview, she continued that 

The Porto Vecchio has been too political. And I realized that here 
[at the port] was the treasure of  this city. Because [in Trieste] 
there was no historical center, even though we have dealt with 
the Citta Vecchia in the historic center. This city had another 
important historical center – an historical port center [un centro 
storico portuale] (ibid.).290

For Caroli, the Old Port embodies the ‘treasure’ (tesoro) of  Trieste. The 
Porto Vecchio is, as Caroli already suggested, a political tool. Being key 
to the urban renewal projects of  that time, the ‘treasure’ was used for 
political gain, as well as for economic profit of  the city. ‘Other than public 
funds, however, the relaunch of  the Porto Vecchio has already attracted 
the attention of  private investors,’ a regional newspaper reported about 
the developments in the Porto Vecchio (Parmegiani 2018).291 On the 
day of  the mayoral elections of  19 June 2016, the editorial comment of  
Trieste’s newspaper Il Piccolo, reminded the readers of  what they called 
a ‘primavera di Trieste’ (‘Trieste spring’) ‘made of  scientific excellence, 
of  tourist vocations, of  a stronger port, of  new economic relations with 
the East and China’ (D’Antona 2016).292 Suggesting (once again) a 
‘revolution’ in the political and touristic economy of  the city, the director 
of  Il Piccolo assigned the Porto Vecchio a crucial role: ‘it will be a point 
of  no return’ (ibid.). ‘The start of  the renovation of  sixty hectares of  city, 
a space of  great urban and architectural value, will be decisive not only 
for the waterfront of  Trieste, but for its very essence.’293 A vote on either 
Dipiazza or Cosolini as mayoral candidates, so the director seemed to 
suggest, should be guided by the question who would be capable to guide 
the city towards that changing future. 294

Despite the high expectations and ambitions, none of  these many 
plans for renewal of  the Porto Vecchio were put into practice. There exist 
several narratives around the reason of  the failures. Some narratives 
emphasize the lack of  knowledge and ignorance of  the historical technical 
structures (as argued by Porto Vecchio expert in: Caroli 2004, 27). Others 
argue that local politicians only care about the Porto Vecchio in times 
of  municipal elections, arguing that the port’s political future has been 
truncated by political intrigue - ignorance and unwillingness - of  the 
contemporary city managers (Greco 2018; Caroli 2018).

Yet, there is another key issue that complicates the heritagization 



Image 3.5 – View on the Porto Vecchio from the Molo Audace (2016).
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of  the Porto Vecchio, as has also been highlighted by Colombino (2007). 
The redevelopment plans show a large paradox between imagination of  
the Old Port on the one hand and use-value in the Port on the other. This 
structural complexity became visible when the city was preparing in 2004 
its candidacy to host the World Expo in 2008 and in which the Porto 
Vecchio played a key role.295 Initiated by Trieste Futura, Trieste’s city 
council decided to candidate their city for the World Expo bid in 2008. 
This city branding campaign, I will further show, offers an insightful 
source for analyzing the imaginaries around the Porto Vecchio.

The urban imaginaries of  the Porto Vecchio presented by the 
Expo campaign were embedded in a broader city campaign in which 
Trieste was branded as Italian candidate under the title ‘The Mobility of  
Knowledge’.296 Trieste was here presented as ‘multicultural’ city with a 
‘Mitteleuropean Habsburg’ past. Colombino showed that the first three 
years of  the bidding process emphasized the glorious Habsburg past that 
would have provided the ‘capacity of  integrating different ethnicities and 
cultures’ (TEC 2002, cited in: Colombino 2007, 161). She also showed 
how during the last year of  the bidding process, this conceptualization of  
multiculturalism changed towards an understanding of  a ‘multiculturalism 
of  the elites’ that was connected to its international scene of  Trieste 
as a ‘city of  science’. This change was motivated by the findings of  
the Expo marketing team that the triestini did not connect Trieste’s 
multicultural image with the city’s Habsburg past. Yet, both imaginaries 
of  a multicultural city - the historical Habsburg multiculturalism and 
a multiculturalism of  its scientific elite – served, so Colombino (2009) 
argued, to emphasize the city’s ‘recovered geo-strategic position’ in the 
context of  the EU enlargements of  that time.

By choosing “the mobility of  knowledge” as the title for Trieste’s 
contemporary identity, the marketers attempted to position their 
city within the temporal boundaries of  Post-Fordism. That is, an 
era of  Capitalism when many cities’ and countries’ economic 
base is regarded to rely largely on the production of  services 
and knowledge. […] This image was […] imbued with a sense 
of  time envisaged as a linear path that would drive the Italian 
city to flourish economically and socially in the years to come 
(Colombino 2007, 223). 

In sum, the Trieste Expo Committee and the Italian Ministry of  Foreign 
Affairs presented the Expo ‘as an opportunity and focal point for 
development and growth’ of  the city in the wider geopolitical European 
circumstances.297 The Porto Vecchio would become the main location for 
the Expo, literally the place where the mobility of  knowledge should take 
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place. Since it was abandoned for years, it was practically available, so 
was argued. Moreover, there was a symbolic argument which emphasized 
the crucial role of  the port in the history of  the city (ibid., 189-190). 

Indeed, the Porto Vecchio is often represented as a space of  
urban heritage where the material presence of  the warehouses calls to 
mind a flourishing past.298 The materiality of  the buildings themselves 
makes that past directly visible. For this reason, from the 1980s on, most 
buildings at the port area have been protected by the Italian Sovrintendenza 
ai Beni Culturali (Department of  the Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali) 
(Caroli 2004, 56 – 58).299 It is here, in city branding campaign of  the Expo 
that the Porto Vecchio becomes explicitly presented as a heritage space 
that should not only be protected by city makers, but attributes an agency 
itself. 
 The affective role of  the industrial heritage of  the Porto Vecchio 
area can best be illustrated by a quote from one of  the officers that 
prepared the Expo bid:

Trieste chose the Old Port as the site [for the 2008 Expo] because 
it’s a magnificent place, and also because it is a very important 
area for us… for Triestines… […]. Trieste developed as a rich 
cosmopolitan city thanks to the Old Port, to its status as a free 
port that attracted merchants from all over the world […]. Inside 
the port you can ‘breath’ [respirare] the history of  Trieste’s birth… 
If  you walk inside it you can really perceive… and understand… how 
our city developed as one of  the main cities of  the Habsburg 
Empire. By visiting the warehouses… you can [imagine] that once 
these buildings were full of  goods from all over the world […]. 
[The Old Port] is very evocative in its present state, because yes, it is 
in [a state of] disuse, in a state of  decay, but it possesses this appeal 
of  history which is immediately perceivable. […] [I]t is something 
absolutely emotionally important to experience and to look at (italics 
added) (TEC’s officer, cited in: Colombino 2007, 210).

The port as described in the experience of  the officer becomes an affective 
historical actor itself. By walking through the urban port landscape that 
is the abandoned heritage site, one can create imaginations of  how the 
past has been and feel effect of  the current state of  decay. The officer’s 
reflections suggest a material condition that evokes sentiments of  
belonging as well as an urge for revival of  this key space of  the urban 
experience. ‘It was the belief  that the port area was inhabited by a past 
that deserved to be protected in the present for the future, and that was 
“contained” in the Old Port, that fostered Trieste’s marketers’ belief  that 
the experience of  the port area was “emotionally intense”,’ Colombino 
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(2007, 213) argued.300 The affective experience evoked by the industrial 
heritage served as necessary catalyst for a wider revival of  the city. The 
Porto Vecchio was a place that was ‘handed down on the city from the 
past’, an ‘irreplaceable resource’ for collective identity and self-respect 
(Lowenthal 2005, 81). And this historical experience was conditioned by 
its status as free port, so the officer cited above emphasized. The Porto 
Vecchio thus turned into an imaginative cityscape: the warehouses evoke 
experiences of  the past and a sense of  cityness as they function as spaces 
of  creation (of  urban imaginations, senses of  belonging, and emotions).

The Expo marketers had based their campaign on the status of  
the Porto Vecchio as free port. This status as free port, however, became 
one of  the main obstructions in the implementation of  the redevelopment 
plans. Whereas it served as powerful imaginary force in the restaging 
of  Trieste’s Porto Vecchio, it meanwhile provided the place with an 
uncertain legal status about the regulations on the free zone of  the port. 
Being a free zone since the earlier mentioned Peace Treaty of  1947, the 
municipality of  Trieste itself  did not have actual authority in the port 
area. Legal authority for the port space was assigned to a complex system 
of  stakeholders, which did not fall under responsibility of  the city council. 
Changing the regulations of  the Peace Treaty was an almost unresolvable 
problem, since the responsible states that had once composed the treaty, 
such as the USSR, Czechoslovakia, and the Republic of  Yugoslavia, did 
not anymore exist (Colombino 2007, 213-322). In case of  the feasibility 
of  the Expo, the Expo jury was not sure whether the area of  the Old Port 
was effectively available for hosting the Expo. In 2004, the Expo 2008 
title was assigned to the Spanish Zaragoza. Hence, the past restrained the 
city-making process, rather than enabling it in the present.
 This section has shown how with the decline of  Trieste’s port 
activities, the Porto Vecchio became from the 1970s onwards increasingly 
focal point of  plans for urban renewal and heritagization. Although the 
initial aim was to provide an impulse in the port’s trade activities, the 
revival plans soon assigned the Porto Vecchio a strong symbolic function. 
The port as site of  urban heritage touched upon several key elements of  
what Trieste’s city-makers experienced as Trieste’s sense of  cityness: The 
Porto Vecchio was mainly restaged along urban imaginaries of  its status 
as porto franco – a free trade zone - and along nostalgic urban imaginings 
of  a flourishing Habsburg past, the latter enclosed in the port’s material 
heritage structures themselves. These imageries turned the Porto Vecchio 
into key space that would guide the rest of  the city towards future progress, 
so was hoped for. 

Such image marketing, the analysis eventually highlighted, 
simplifies the urban imaginations that mark the city’s historical 
narratives. The Expo campaign for redevelopment of  the Porto Vecchio 
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revealed some key issues in the heritagization of  triestinità. First, the city’s 
multicultural identity, so was discovered by the campaign team, was not 
experienced by the triestini as ‘their’ heritage. Destroying its own urban 
myth of  the Habsburg roots of  the city, this multiculturalism was by 
Trieste’s inhabitants rather perceived as a multiculturalism of  the elites, 
enclosed in Trieste’s scientific activities. Second, the urban imagination 
of  the city’s status as free port, turned out to be a practical legal obstacle 
in heritagizing the area of  the Porto Vecchio. The case of  the restaging 
of  the Porto Vecchio thus shows how Trieste’s complex sense of  urban 
place and city marketing clash and work against each other. In order to 
explore this tension within the heritagization process further, the following 
sections will investigate how Trieste’s image marketing was based on the 
art of  simplification and seduction. It will first discuss one of  the first 
urban renewal projects in Trieste - the Città Vecchia – and explore how 
this project applied the art of  simplification and seduction to brand the 
neighborhood as a key place of  Trieste’s convivenza.

re-enacting convivenza in the città vecchia

Trieste’s Città Vecchia – the old city center neighborhood – is presented 
to visitors as atypical from other Italian old city centers. The online 
tourist platform DiscoverTrieste of  the Municipality emphasizes that 
Trieste never had remains of  the Renaissance or Barocco, as other old 
Italian cities have.301 Instead, DiscoverTrieste describes the city’s Città 
Vecchia by its medieval quarter. This neighborhood served as a little 
mercantile universe, it is presented, which was in ‘dialogue with the 
modern city’ aimed by the Habsburg Empire (DiscoverTrieste Online, 
n.d.c). Therefore, DiscoverTrieste highlights, the contemporary visitor to 
the Città Vecchia will encounter remains of  the Roman and Medieval 
past, but also neoclassicist architecture from the eighteenth century and 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century buildings in liberty style.302 That 
the particularity of  the neighborhood speaks to the imagination of  many 
visitors, is exemplified by the fact that the narrow streets are described in 
the works of  Trieste’s writers like Umberto Saba and Italo Svevo, but also 
by the famous Yugoslav author Ivo Andric (DiscoverTrieste Online, n.d.c). 
Città Vecchia stretches in a network of  narrow streets from the San Giusto 
hill down towards Piazza Hortis and exists of  three smaller quarters: San 
Giusto, the old Jewish ghetto and Cavana. Indeed described by Svevo 
and Saba in terms of  the neighborhood’s small, dark and crowded streets, 
the contemporary visitor will find streets and squares filled with hip bars, 
restaurants, crowds of  youth during the weekends and specialty beer 
shops.303

 This section traces this change in and the heritagization of  the 
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Città Vecchia during the 1990s (Image 3.6). It examines the restaging 
and negotiation of  triestinità as an urban sense of  place in this process of  
heritagization. In other words, I am thus particularly interested in how 
this local project of  urban renewal staged Trieste older urban imaginaries 
into a city brand. The analysis starts from the same assumption as the 
previous analysis on the Porto Vecchio: namely, that the selling of  a city as 
a location for activity depends heavily upon the creation of  an attractive 
urban imaginary, since these urban brands produces effects for investors 
and tourists, but also for the inhabitants themselves (Harvey 1989, 13-
14; Vanolo 2017, 11). Analyzing the heritagization of  the Città Vecchia 
shows that this process produced urban imaginaries based on material 
remains of  the local past, and simultaneously restaged Trieste’s historical 
border imaginary along the re-enactment of  branding Trieste as city of  a 
‘grounded’ everyday practice of  convivenza (‘cohabitation’ or ‘coexistence’). 
I argue that the forceful restaging of  these urban imaginaries is the reason 
why the ‘Città Vecchia’ is generally considered as one of  the first successful 
heritagization projects of  contemporary Trieste. 

The quarters containing the neighborhood of  the Città Vecchia 
formed one of  the central places of  urban social life in 1990s Trieste. At 
the same time, they formed also the area of  highest spatial and social decay 
in the city. The neighborhood was inhabited by a relatively old, poor and 
new migrant population, according to a 1997 report of  the municipality 
(Comune di Trieste 1997, cited in: Colombino and Minca 2005, 44-45). 
Trieste’s city administration had initiated a ‘Programma Urban’ (‘urban 
program’) in 1996, aiming social regeneration of  Trieste’s central yet social-
economic underdeveloped neighborhood. This initiative formed part of  a 
wider European and global trend in which urban neighborhoods in decay 
became subject to projects of  urban renewal and gentrification (Zukin 
2010). Indeed, the Programma Urban was part of  the EU’s largest urban 
redevelopment programme which enacted in a wide number of  cities. 
Main aims were improvement of  the spatial and social infrastructure: 
cleaning of  the buildings and public space; establishment of  social and 
health services; a plan for safeguarding historical and archeological 
heritage; as well as promotion of  new commercial and labor practices 
- especially aimed to attract private labor workers and non-profit and 
cultural organizations (Colombino and Minca 2005, 45-46). Several 
initiatives were created to establish these goals, among which a social 
center intended to function as social forum (a project never established); 
an antiviolence center for women; the establishment of  student houses 
intended to introduce a younger generation into the neighborhood; and 
a multi-ethnic center where triestini and foreign migrants could encounter 
and exchange cultural experiences. The initiatives should make the Città 
Vecchia ‘revive’ and would consequently lead to a more socialized and 



Image 3.6 – Città Vecchia, old and renovated buildings (2019).
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safer neighborhood, was the hope of  the city council (Comune di Trieste 
1997, cited in: Colombino and Minca 2005, 51-53).

Image marketing was a crucial part of  the project. The framing 
of  a historical image of  the neighborhood and in particular the 
neighborhood’s historical heritage remains received particular attention. 
For example, the project was named Progetto Tergeste, along the Roman 
origins of  the quarters and referring to the ancient Illyrian name of  the 
city. Initially, the archeological excavations to the neighborhoods’ Roman 
past served to literally ‘clean’ the streets and environment of  the historical 
center. Eventually, the excavations revealed much more ancient remains 
than foreseen. Re restaged Arco di Riccardo at the Piazza Barbacan, 
part of  a larger construction discovered of  an ancient Roman house, is 
probably the best known.

As Colombino and Minca (2005, 55-6) argued, the excavations 
and heritagization of  the quarter’s Roman remains turned unforeseen 
out to be that successful, that this Roman heritage became to function 
as a solid reconstruction of  the Città Vecchia’s historical memory. The 
archeological Roman material heritage of  the neighborhood was thus 
actively preserved in two ways. First, materially – through exhibiting 
the archeological remains in the public space, and second, as an urban 
imaginary of  the neighborhood. This Roman past of  the Città Vecchia 
became the core to the tourist imaginings projected upon this Triestine 
quarter too. The tourist map offered by the local tourist agency as part 
of  the ‘We are inTRIESTEing’ campaign indeed suggests in particular 
Roman ‘points of  interest’ when visiting the Città Vecchia as a tourist 
(Mappa Trieste e Provincia Online, n.d.).

Although the restaging of  the neighborhood’s Roman past was 
an unforeseen success, the other planned projects for social revival of  the 
area were delayed. The delay forced Trieste’s municipality in 2002 to 
lose in extension of  its previous European funding. Yet, since the project 
had in the meantime attracted the attention of  the Italian Ministry of  
Infrastructure and the non-governmental Italian heritage organization 
Italia Nostra, the Progetto Tergeste managed to make a restart with help 
of  financial support of  these two partners and the municipality itself  
(Caroli 2018).

The neighborhood changed. Gentrified urban places, where 
students and artists praise the working-class bars and handicraft shops, 
are often slowly overwhelmed with boutiques, cafes, luxury shops and 
fancy restaurants.304 The Città Vecchia too started to give space to bars 
and aperitivo places appealing to an ‘authentic’ Triestine experience of  
mixed Italian-Austrian cuisine, attracting a hip and young audience. 
Colombino and Minca (2005) demonstrated in their analysis of  the 
Progetto Tergeste, that the neighborhood was restored from its poverty 
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and social degradation. In contrast to the global gentrified neighborhood, 
the Città Vecchia did, however, not only become a neighborhood full of  
luxury shops and fancy restaurants, neither did the old inhabitants leave 
the neighborhood. Colombino and Minca (ibid., 47) showed in contrast 
that the renewal of  the Città Vecchia did not result into expelling the 
poorer classes from the city center, as has often been the result in many 
gentrification processes worldwide. Rather, the transformation of  Città 
Vecchia into a vivid urban quarter integrated a diverse social population, 
especially diverse in terms of  inclusion of  various generations. 

As intended by the municipality, the Città Vecchia became 
increasingly imagined as a place of  urban convivenza – everyday 
cohabitation. This imagination was, indeed, in first instance based on 
an everyday practice of  urban cohabitation established by the social 
institutions that were part of  the initial design of  the Progetto Tergeste. 
What is more, the imagination that the Città Vecchia was a place of  
convivenza, was embedded in the broader image of  the site as a gentrified 
neighborhood, as a sort self-fulfilling prophecy. The renewal of  the 
Città Vecchia can be considered as exemplifying for how scholars have 
described the mechanisms of  branding cities: branding policies in general 
focus on immaterial aspects of  the city, addressing only indirectly and 
marginally the hard facts of  the challenges of  contemporary urban life 
and the related issues in urban planning (Vanolo 2017, 11). Colombino 
and Minca (2005, 70), for instance, in their study on the Progetto Tergeste, 
explained the success of  the project from the perspective that it had found 
inspiration 

in a vision, even if  perhaps at times utopian and excessively 
optimistic, of  a society capable of  managing its own conflicts, a 
vision that could have been/would have been taken shape under 
the pressure of  the program of  reconstruction of  the social space 
of  Città Vecchia.305 

The gentrification process in Città Vecchia was thus not only a social 
reality, but served a more idealistic political purpose. Core to its success 
is the vivid imagination of  the area as an urban site ‘virtually without 
tensions and conflicts’: 

Although animated by a sometimes idealistic rhetoric, which 
described the integration of  extremely different social groups 
(youngsters, elderly, addicted persons and migrants) not only 
as possible but also as a process virtually without tensions or 
conflicts, it was nevertheless representing a real experiment in 
social gentrification (ibid., 57).306 
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Not the question if the neighborhood had turned into an everyday social 
reality of  convivenza and social integration counted for the evaluation of  
the Progetto Tergeste. Rather it was the vivid imaginary of  the Città 
Vecchia as urban place of  convivenza that started to ‘have a life of  its own’ 
and fed as such the city branding of  Trieste as ‘grounded’ cosmopolitan 
city.
 This discussion of  the heritagization process of  the Città Vecchia 
by Trieste’s municipality in the 1990s shows the key role of  cultivating 
historical narratives of  the urban past for the perception that determines 
the success of  the urban renewal project. The staging of  the neighborhood 
as a site of  diverse heritage from various historical eras, and in particular 
showing the city’s Roman traces, conditions the Città Vecchia’s new 
image as tourist destination and gentrified hip neighborhood. The 
historical narratives around Trieste’s diverse past and populations - 
turning the Città Vecchia into a ‘grounded’ cosmopolitan place of  
triestinità - is thus cultivated here within a new contemporary context of  
global processes of  gentrification. Although the gentrification project of  
the Città Vecchia offers an example of  how simplified image marketing 
finds wide resonance, Trieste’s heritagization policies also show attempts 
to heritagize triestinità as a discourse that in itself  represents a complex 
sense of  place. The following section will therefore focus on a project 
that takes the historical and difficult dynamics of  triestinità as its starting 
point, exploring the cultural mechanisms underlying the meaning making 
process of  such a discourse of  complexity.

Metacarso

So far, we have been reflected in each other, Italians and Slovenians, and it was 
important to do so, now we are in need of  an external gaze – see here the hypothesis 

of  MetaCarso – we need someone from outside to help us explore with a different gaze 
the place in which we live.

Mauro Covacich (2013b, 2).307

‘Here’s MetaCarso, I said to myself. And still, Trieste is so in need of  a 
bridge. Maybe the next person who’ll design a bridge will manage to 
bring us further’ (Covacich 2013c).308 With these words, Mauro Covacich 
dramatically finished his open letter to Mayor Cosolini of  February 17, 
2013. Walking along the Ponterosso and observing the work in progress 
on the new and highly debated foot bridge Ponte Curto over the canal, 
Covacich decided to end his efforts for his MetaCarso project which he 
had initiated several years before. If  not the new polemic Ponte Curto over 
the Ponterosso, MetaCarso had become at that point one of  the most 
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notable public projects in the city engaging with Trieste’s urban cultural 
narratives. With the newly elected Mayor Roberto Cosolini (Partito 
Democratico) Covacich discussed in the summer of  2011 the possibilities to 
develop a new cultural project for the city. The Triestine author designed 
a cultural project that aimed simultaneously to ‘revive’ and critically 
reflect upon the marketing of  Trieste’s cultural identity. MetaCarso was 
a highly ambitious project in its aim to provide cultural self-reflection for 
Trieste. One and half  years after the first talks between Covacich and 
Cosolini, however, the project ended in a public fight between the two in 
Trieste’s main newspaper Il Piccolo, resulting an anticlimactic death of  the 
MetaCarso project. Although never implemented, this cultural project 
offers a unique critique onto the experiences of  Trieste’s heritagized 
urban identity and the ways in which Trieste’s city-makers have marketed 
Trieste as cosmopolitan city brand. The MetaCarso project, this section 
will show, was an attempt to heritagize the complexity of  triestinità as a 
narrative expressing the city’s complex sense of  place.
 This section discusses how this narrative of  self-reflection was 
cultivated by one of  Trieste’s autobiographic ‘urban writers’ and describes 
the author’s struggle with the municipality to implement the ideas he 
designed. The self-reflective efforts of  the project were established by 
its thematic focus, I will show: Trieste’s citizens were invited to look out 
into the world beyond their Carso plateau and, it addressed the negative 
and difficult narratives of  Trieste’s past too. Chapter 1 has shown that 
the Karst plateau was indeed a symbolic place for the definition of  a 
distinct sense of  Triestine cityness. The city-karst relation was inherent to 
the urban narrative of  Trieste as a site of  encounter between the Slavic 
and Italian cultures, and it provided intrinsic meaning to the modernist 
experience of  the Triestine writers in the early twentieth century city. The 
MetaCarso critically interrogated the urban narratives of  the karst and 
by so doing, forced to question the experiential memories and perceptions 
of  Trieste as ‘cosmopolitan’ city marked by convivenza. This section will 
moreover show how the critical reflection of  MetaCarso was enabled 
by the medium of  representation – being both a cultural policy and 
literary project. The project, I argue, critically reflected upon Trieste’s 
cosmopolitanism as a marketed urban imagination, and puts into question 
the ‘grounded’ cosmopolitan experience that serve as core to other urban 
policies of  heritagization and city branding in Trieste.
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a literary oBservatory 
‘I would like to create in Trieste a permanent observatory on cultures 
which is called MetaCarso,’ were the words of  the author Mauro Covacich 
(Mezzena Lona 2012).309 Direct occasion for the author to initiate the 
project in 2011 was the upcoming centenary of  the Great War. The name 
MetaCarso referred by its name to

a move beyond the old positions and discussions that have 
characterized them [the cultures in Trieste]. Blood, roots, 
language, border identity are concepts of  which we [Triestines] 
have said everything possible. If  we insist on this, we risk again 
to talk to ourselves. We need to go “beyond the Karst” (ibid.).310

Going beyond (oltre) the Carso thus had the aim to reach self-reflection in a 
city where issues of  blood, roots, language and border identity have always 
been key to debates on urbanity, Covavich explained. As mentioned above, 
the author considered the project as a collaborative with the municipality 
of  Trieste and had several meetings with the Mayor and the Alderman for 
Culture.311 In the meantime the author wrote a project proposal, a program 
for one summer – with the intention to turn it into a yearly festival. He 
invited a great number of  international authors, artists and thinkers. The 
program existed of  a cultural repertoire of  lectures, discussion, music 
and theatre with renowned international authors, scientists and artists, 
also setting up an artist in residence program. The program was filled 
by contemporary global authors, artists, and some Nobel prize winners, 
such as the south-African writer John Maxwell Coetzee, the Turkish 
writer Orhan Pamuk, Israelian writer Abraham Yehoshua, south-African 
artist William Kentridge, Dutch journalist and writer Frank Westerman, 
German film maker Edgar Reitz, and many others (Covacich 2012; 
2013b, 6-9). The invitees were described by Covacich in terms of  
‘migrant artists’, concerned with ‘the Other’, or with histories of  division 
and apartheid. Their presence in Trieste would become an ‘implicit 
testimony’ to issues of  cosmopolitanism and multiculturalism, according 
to the ideas of  Covacich (2013a): cosmopolitanism and multiculturalism 
would be performed and practiced, rather than discussed. Due to a public 
polemic between Covacich and Cosolini in 2013, as will be discussed later 
in this chapter, the project was, however, never put into practice.
 Before I explore MetaCarso in depth, it is important to understand 
more of  the author who designed the project, since, I believe, the literary 
work of  the author highly affects the way to read his MetaCarso project. 
Mauro Covacich (1965) was born and raised in Trieste, where he 
graduated in philosophy with a thesis about Gilles Deleuze. He lived and 
worked for many years in Pordenone as a school teacher before he moved 
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to Rome, where he lives and writes. His oeuvre exists of  novels, theater 
plays, columns for Il Piccolo and Corriere della Sera and literary essays, most 
of  them dealing with the theme of  the human body and psyche.312 In 
relation to Trieste, Covacich is especially well-known for the literary city 
guide Trieste Sottosopra. Quindici Passeggiate nella Città del Vento (‘Trieste upside 
down. Fifteen walks in the City of  the Wind,’ 2006) which became a local 
and national publication success. Published in the Laterza Contromano 
series, this topographic self-portrait of  the city is typical for the literary 
style which characterizes Trieste – a theme I have discussed extensively in 
chapter 1. Covacich’s literary work is by critics characterized as exploring 
self-reflection in the contemporary and postmodern context, especially 
using metafiction, autofiction and autobiography as reflexive devices 
(Santi 2014, 2015). His work is considered as example of  a new trend 
in Italian contemporary fiction that searches for new forms of  narrative 
consistency (Savettieri 2013).313 The author uses various expressive styles 
to create such self-reflection: in Trieste Sottosopra the author explored these 
devices in the form of  a literary city guide, and in his pentalogy Ciclo delle 
stelle (2003-2011) the author explored these with help of  a composition 
of  four books and a video performance. Mara Santi (2015, 434) has 
argued that the way Covacich merges reality and fiction creates moral 
consequences. His literary engagement does not only create a ‘fictional 
character with a complicated relationship to the authorial self ’, but such 
storytelling also creates an ideological correspondence between the writer 
and the first-person character. 
 Auto-fictional storytelling (the literary term used for fictionalized 
autobiography) through self-reflection is for Covacich a cultural 
mechanism to examine the complex crises of  our contemporary society. 
In that sense, Covacich shows similarities with New Italian Epic (NIE), 
the movement that observes a ‘”need for reality” in Italian literature and 
society’ (Santi 2015, 436-437). Santi (ibid.) indeed remarks in Covacich’s 
work a similar longing for a realist storytelling that will receive meaning 
by the mechanisms of  mythic meaning-making. After the publication 
of  Covacich’s most recent novel, La città interiore (‘The interior city’, 
2017b) - of  which the title explicitly refers to Trieste’s literary tradition 
of  autobiographic literature that internalizes the author into the city – 
the author reflected on the myth-making at stake in Trieste, internalizing 
himself  in this tradition. Covacich (2017a) mentioned that ‘it is right to 
put my identity in line with the identity of  the city. I build the heritage 
of  the Italian culture in Trieste. I feel myself  as a sort of  the last author 
of  this line – that finishes with me, or after me. I am one of  this kind 
of  literary line, that came from Italo Svevo and so on.’ At the same 
time, by ascertaining this Triestine literary myth, Covacich represents 
a reality of  Trieste’s mythicized society and demonstrates this reality in 
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all its complexity without any attempts to consolatory mediation (Milani 
and Dobran 2010, 386). In this chapter, I understand the MetaCarso 
project in context of  the author’s literary oeuvre in which he ‘grounds 
his assumption of  collective responsibility’ in the world in which he lives 
‘on the exemplarity of  his own real and fictional characters’ (Santi 2015, 
437).

reading Metacarso

I thus propose to ‘read’ MetaCarso as a similar practice of  auto-
fictional storytelling that attempts to function as mythic meaning-
making. MetaCarso reflects upon several thematic narratives of  triestinità, 
representing Trieste as a ‘cosmopolitan city’: experiences of  diversity, 
melting pot of  cultures, and tolerance. The MetaCarso project maps 
the various elements that together constitute a historical experience of  
triestinità. In so doing, the project critically questions how this identity is 
constructed. 
 MetaCarso approaches Trieste as a ‘casa delle differenze’ (house 
of  differences) and ‘crogiolo di razze’ (melting pot of  races), consisting 
of  a dialectic between city and Carso. ‘Trieste and the Karst are two 
inseparable entities, a dialectic of  opposites that adds to the Habsburg 
heritage of  our city those things most painful and controversial of  the 
twentieth century’ (Covacich 2013b, 2).314 Covacich does not define 
what this ‘Habsburg heritage’ consists of, yet he suggests an opposition 
between the Habsburg nineteenth century and the twentieth century that 
was ‘more painful and controversial’. Trieste consists of  the ‘corpo del 
ventesimo secolo’ (body of  the twentieth century), a body of  people still 
alive and taking all these histories of  the twentieth century with it, listed 
by Covacich as follows: irredentism; annexation of  Italy; declaration of  
the racial laws; Italianization of  the Slovene people; the foibe under Tito; 
the Risiera San Sabba; the exodus of  the Istrian people; the American 
protectorate; the Treaty of  Osimo, the division of  Zone A and B; and the 
struggle for bilingualism (Covacich 2013b, 2). In this political historical 
context, theater makers, politicians and poets, Covacich continues, have 
worked and reflected upon the issue of  identity – Italians in Italian, 
Slovenes in Slovene (ibid.). Covacich thus seems to suggest that the 
identification process of  the triestini is one of  auto-image (identification 
through self-imagination) and hetero-image (identification based on 
imagining the other). ‘The portrait that we have realized so far risks to 
restore only in part the spirit of  the place,’ Covacich then explains the 
motivation for his MetaCarso project.315 Going ‘oltre il Carso’ (beyond 
the Carso), is what the idea of  MetaCarso stands for.316 The author creates 
an image of  the Carso in which the history of  the city is enclosed into the 
landscape:
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We must try to overcome the Karst understood as a mental 
barrier, place of  conflict, wound of  the twentieth century, 
inexhaustible mine of  resentment, we need to go beyond the 
Karst understood as a burden of  the history of  the local people. 
This metaphorical range must be overcome because Trieste is in 
need of  a new portrait, something that transforms wounds into 
precious gems. Hence the name of  the manifestation: from the 
will of  this transformation, of  this overcoming (ibid., 3).317

That what should be overcome and transformed, is not only the afore 
mentioned controversial history of  the twentieth century, but consequently 
also the way how Trieste’s citizens have constructed their identities.
 The text of  the project proposal remarks that in order to avoid 
that Trieste will turn into a ‘theme park of  the past’, 

we need to renew the portrait. We must make a next step, always, 
of  course, treasuring the tradition that characterizes the city as 
a “melting pot of  races”. So far we have been reflected in each 
other, Italians and Slovenians, and it was important to do so, now 
we are in need of  an external gaze – see here the hypothesis of  
MetaCarso – we need someone from outside to help us explore 
with a different gaze the place in which we live.
[…]
The idea behind MetaCarso is to propose Trieste as the “House 
of  Differences”, a city that can regain a central role in the reborn 
Central Europe, but that above all speaks to the world with the 
same language as Jerusalem, Johannesburg, Mumbai, Istanbul, 
Belfast, places that symbolize conflict and at the same time pilot 
projects for coexistence (ibid., 2, 3).318

Returning to a Mitteleuropa from the past, an era that provided the city its 
‘melting pot of  races’, is the goal of  the MetaCarso. However, the aim is 
to do this in a reflective way. Not as a city in which the citizens identify 
along local typical categories of  Italianness or Slovenianness, but with 
help of  an ‘external gaze’, from similar cities that knew how to transform 
the hate into a form of  convivenza, yet not through the nostalgic Habsburg 
experience. Longing for the Habsburg myth of  convivenza is not enough, 
according to Covacich: Trieste should approach its diversity from a wider 
global experience similar to other cities of  conflict, in order to explore how 
convivenza really functions in everyday urban life. Covacich formulates the 
need for another portrait of  the triestini, but this time no self-portrait. The 
author makes a call for formulating a meta-image (identification through 
how a subject thinks it is perceived by others) of  Trieste.
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Forming a new portrait, without forming a self-portrait, but with 
help of  foreign eyes from beyond the Carso would thus help the triestini 
to face the meaning of  their ‘cosmopolitan’ tradition. The subtitle of  
MetaCarso – Arti, Culture, Diritti (arts, cultures, rights) – referred to that 
intention to make MetaCarso an ‘observatory on the arts, cultures and 
rights’ during the summer. As mentioned, international authors, artists, 
and Nobel Prize winners would help to create such an observatory. From 
a distance, Covacich believed, it is easier to see things clearly – Trieste 
does not need ‘magic formulae, but a bit of  extra oxygen’ (Mezzena Lona 
2012). Then, Trieste would be able to reflect upon the question of  what 
its cosmopolitan past consists. 

In our interview Covacich (2017a) further explained that

It is easy to say about yourself  that you are a cosmopolitan. But 
in Trieste a cosmopolitan means: remember what we were. And 
so we were citizens of  the Austrian empire - we were in the past. 
And if  you say right now you are a cosmopolitan, you are really 
thinking about the past.

 […]
We can reevaluate the Habsburg past and heritage. It is only then 
that we can restart to understand the multicultural challenges of  
Trieste. We have forgotten the second part of  Trieste’s twentieth 
century. This part is about hate. And the goal of  MetaCarso 
was to transform the hate. Triestine people transformed hate 
into convivenza, into a kind of  living. It is similar as Belfast, or 
Jerusalem, or Montreal. These are places where hate is a way of  
living.

The concept of  convivenza is central in understanding the aims and cultural 
mechanisms of  the MetaCarso project. Whereas cosmopolitanism 
refers for Covacich to a past heritage, convivenza refers to contemporary 
multicultural challenges of  the urban society. Covacich suggests here 
that convivenza is a ‘way of  living’ in which people live together despite 
the feelings of  hate in the recent past - considering convivenza thus as a 
state of  tolerance. Scholarly critiques of  tolerance have discussed how 
the appearance of  tolerance can be considered as crucial element of  
historical differences, since these create discourses of  otherness. Wendy 
Brown for instance has argued that tolerance is enacted through a process 
of  depoliticization in which differences in a society are considered of  
essence, instead of  being occasioned by historical experiences of  inequality 
and power structures (Brown in: Di Blasi and Holzhey 2014, 61; Brown 
2006). In multicultural societies that consider themselves as ‘suffused 
with difference’, Brown argues – like in Trieste, tolerance is a crucial 
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element of  historical differences and consequently produces a continuous 
discourse about the ‘other’ (Brown in: Di Blasi and Holzhey 2014, 10). 
Othering stabilizes the unequal position between those tolerating and 
those tolerated. When returning to the words of  Covacich, who makes in 
MetaCarso a call to ‘reevaluate the Habsburg past and heritage […] only 
then [the triestini] can restart to understand the multicultural challenges 
of  Trieste’ (Covacich 2017a) – we understand that these ‘multicultural 
challenges’ exist of  recognizing inequality in the urban society. Trieste’s 
Habsburg and ‘cosmopolitan’ society was as much full of  unequal 
convivenza as the second part of  the twentieth century (‘full of  hate’) and 
the contemporary multicultural society.
 Covacich makes the concept of  convivenza part of  the self-
reflective storytelling in MetaCarso. Trieste was able to transform the 
hate in a form of  convivenza, ‘a form of  convivenza where one speaks white’ 
(Covacich 2017b, 158).319 This ‘speaking white’ is an important element 
in how Covacich understands and formulates a critique of  convivenza 
and of  experiences of  cosmopolitanism and tolerance in Trieste. With 
this phrase, the author refers to the 1968 poem ‘Speak White’ of  the 
Canadian poet Michèle Lalonde. ‘Speak White’ is a bilingual French-
English manifesto performance poem, written in context of  the Canadian 
debates on bilingualism and identity of  that time.320 

Lalonde wrote her poem performance in support of  the Quebec 
francophone case.321 The central phrase along which Lalonde builds 
her manifesto - ‘speak white’ – originates from the North-American and 
Canadian context where it was used as racial insult against minority 
groups. ‘Speak white’ forced them to speak English in the public space 
(originally used to force slaves in the Southern states of  the US to speak 
the English language of  their master). The poem supports the struggle 
for equal rights of  self-expression for the francophone community in 
Canadian Quebec. Lalonde’s poem follows the Quebec independence 
movement by adapting a discourse of  American desegregation and Civil 
Rights in order to form a critique to myths of  Anglo-Saxon liberty (Killick 
2006, 188). Both the meaning of  the text as well as the performance 
itself, in which the English phrases are pronounced hard and compelling 
while the French are restrained and modest, articulate an experience of  
oppression by the French speaking community.

Speak white
Soyez à l’aise dans vos mots
Nous sommes un peuple rancunier
Mais ne reprochons à personne
D’avoir le monopole
De la correction de langage/
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Speak white
Be easy in your words
We’re a race that holds grudges
But let’s not criticize anyone
For having a monopoly
On correcting language

Speak white
Tell us again about Freedom and Democracy
Nous savons que liberté est un mot noir
Comme la misère est nègre/

Speak white
Tell us again about Freedom and Democracy
We know that liberty is a black word
Just as poverty is black.322 

 The poem asserts self-expression and self-affirmation for the 
francophone community in Quebec. In a socio-political context in 
which French and English are both official languages and consequently 
perceived as equals, Lalonde’s poem shows the power of  language – in this 
case English - in creating a cultural dominance and hierarchical society. 
Using a language of  equality between French and English, the poem 
creates the suggestion of  a seemingly equalitarian society. Yet, an equal 
position is only to be maintained when expressing oneself  in English. The 
poem indeed refers to that understanding of  tolerance that is by Brown 
(2006, 187, 188) perceived as hiding historical power struggles behind a 
depoliticized discourse.
 Covacich refers to Lalonde’s ‘Speak White’ because the poem 
enables him to address the inequality behind the convivenza of  Trieste’s 
society. The slaves from the American plantations who had to ‘speak 
white’ and the Quebec francophones had in Trieste turned into people 
from Slovene origin (Covacich 2017b, 157-158). Although hidden behind 
a discourse of  equality, tolerance and convivenza, also in Trieste one 
‘speaks white’, namely Italian. Making the concept of  convivenza part of  
his storytelling, the author uses a mix of  non-fictional historical events 
and poetry to address issues of  collective responsibility that address also 
the Trieste society. The triestini were able to turn hate into a sort of  living 
together, Covacich noted in the MetaCarso project proposal. Yet, he 
continued by arguing that this key Triestine urban narrative of  convivenza 
conditioned inequality between Italians and Slovenians in the city.
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a project never accoMplished

The MetaCarso project was never turned into practice and remained 
unaccomplished. As mentioned before, Covacich wrote a public letter 
to Mayor Cosolini in the local newspaper Il Piccolo on February 17, 
2013. In the letter the author announced that he would end his efforts 
for the MetaCarso project and listed the reasons why he decided to do 
so. Covacich brought up that he had fully fashioned the program and 
content of  the MetaCarso project and repeatedly requested the Mayor 
for official confirmation, technical and financial support to continue 
the implementation of  the project. The author accused the Mayor and 
municipality of  bureaucratic unwillingness and lack of  decisiveness. With 
only four months to go before the start of  the summer, it was not able 
to receive the Mayor’s confirmation and resources on time, Covacich 
remarked. Therefore, the announced that he canceled all the arranged 
encounters. ‘Where has ended the manifesto for the neo-identity of  the 
city?’ (Covacich 2013a).323 Covacich asked the reader of  his letter in Il 
Piccolo, referring to Cosolini’s administration program with which he won 
the 2011 municipal elections.324

 The next day Cosolini (2013) responded with a similar open 
letter in Il Piccolo to Covacich. The Mayor, in turn, wrote that Covacich 
had decided to cancel the project at the moment when the municipality 
just offered organizational and financial clarity and certainty. The Mayor 
defended that the municipality needed to follow the administrative routes 
and legislation, which made the implementation of  new ideas such as 
MetaCarso a long road. Where Covacich had interpreted the slow response 
of  the municipality as silence, the Mayor explained that his officers were 
busy evaluating the project. Also, Cosolini accused Covacich of  wanting 
to be in control of  everything, not accepting input of  other parties. ‘Can 
a great cultural project on the identity of  the city be realized and take so 
little into account what this city produces and expresses?’ (ibid.).325 There 
exist other cultural summer festivals in the city, with which the author did 
not want to collaborate or take advices, according to the Mayor. ‘Trieste is 
still rich’ (ibid.).326 Cosolini described the last meeting with Covacich some 
days earlier. The Mayor had to announce that because of  regional budget 
cuts the municipality could not offer financial certainty before the start of  
the MetaCarso and as a possible solution advised to organize the summer 
project together with Teatro Verdi, a solution which Covacich refused. 
‘Basta to set oneself  in the center of  the world,’ the Mayor concluded his 
response in Il Piccolo and accused the author of  distorting the facts.327 At 
this stage in the debate between author and Mayor, the author himself  
had become narrative subject and storyteller in one. 
 Covacich publicly shared his feelings of  dissatisfaction about the 
unsuccessful collaboration with the municipality, his frustration about 
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the cancelation of  the project and his shame for having to cancel the 
encounters with ‘highly esteemed colleagues’. In doing so, the cancelation 
of  MetaCarso turned into a collective responsibility of  the wider 
community. The open letters made the citizens of  Trieste part of  the 
controversy between the author and the Mayor. The person of  the author 
here remains strongly anchored to the narrative, which becomes - because 
of  its open publication – to function as a window in which to reflect upon 
himself. Through the open letter Covacich performs as exemplary subject 
of  critically discussing Trieste’s cosmopolitan narratives of  cityness.
 Covacich returned to literature. Whereas MetaCarso was 
intended as an urban cultural project, he continued the MetaCarso project 
in his latest book La Città Interiore (2017b), arguing that in the book he 
finished what he had started with MetaCarso (Covacich 2017a). Already 
in 2012 the author had declared that he wanted ‘that MetaCarso would 
be my oral novel, made by listening to the voices of  the others’ (Mezzena 
Lona 2012).328 La Città Interiore mingles the family history of  Mauro 
Covacich with the history of  the city of  Trieste and the many stories of  
the people that inhabited and observed this city, constructing a delicate 
balance between various levels of  focalization and between fictional and 
non-fictional narratives. ‘The plot is a map of  this city – it was already 
ready in my head,’ Covacich explained in an interview (TG2000 2017).329 
Rather than a novel with one clear storyline, the book can be considered 
as a memoire drawing many storylines. The plot consists of, on the one 
hand, a memoire about the Covacich family in search of  valid terms of  
identification in the present (the family name Covacich obviously refers 
to Slovenian roots in the contemporary Italian dominated city) and which 
is told by the autobiographic first person. On the other hand, the book 
draws a memoire of  Trieste, a city which – as I discussed in chapter 1 – is 
historically particularly characterized by its multitude of  identifications 
or rather its ‘non-identification’, often described as ‘city of  nowhere’. The 
book forms a mosaic of  narratives guided by the motto: ‘Nostalgia is not 
having homeland [patria] in time,’ attributed to the South-African artist 
William Kentridge.330 It collects a plurality of  histories and forgotten 
histories of  twentieth century Trieste, the narratives and heritage of  
Trieste’s many writers, and the family histories of  Covacich himself. The 
multitude of  narratives all deal in one way or another with the quest for 
belonging announced by the motto attributed to Kentridge.

The motive of  belonging guides the book towards a reflection 
on the question why the Trieste society and its citizens are who they are, 
thereby critically engaging with the theme of  how the triestini live together. 
For the author, his book contains two central motifs. The first is what he 
calls an intellectual one, ‘connected with the MetaCarso stuff and so on’ 
(Covacich 2017a). This one questions what it means when one is from 
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Trieste and questions how one can be influenced by Trieste’s intellectual 
culture. The second motif  is about a personal quest for oneself. The 
author explains that – in context of  living in Trieste – it is surprising 
that he never reflected on his belonging before. Especially in the 1990s, 
Covacich (ibid.) explains, 

words like root, blood, ground, nation, family, were words to 
take away. A negative connotation. You cannot face that kind 
of  words. Words full of  rhetorical meanings. Meanings easily 
used by a right party, for national reasons. […] We dreamed to 
be citizens of  the world. You cannot think about that kind of  
borders. Why do I have to think about the question if  my family 
was Italian or Slovenian in the past? It is not interesting for me 
[…], it was in the past. Now a lot of  things changed.

The triestini never reflected on their way of  convivenza, Covacich suggested 
here – it was a given never discussed. La Città Interiore forms a mosaic of  
Triestine narratives - in search for the question why they became and 
lived the way they do. Language is, for example, a returning theme in the 
book. Italian, Slovenian and the triestino dialect alternate in accordance 
to the various memories. One of  the quests of  the first-person narrator 
Covacich is the reason why at home in Trieste – even though having a 
Slavic-sounding family name - everyone speaks Italian. ‘The language is 
there to remind you that when you are in house, you are a foreigner at 
your home for a Triestine’ (TG2000 2017).331 Here, Covacich takes his 
own personal and family story as a fictional example for the internalized 
complexities of  belonging for a wider Triestine community. 

Focal point throughout the book is the way of  narration, creating 
a returning motif  of  fragmented memory. For instance, the book opens 
with an extensive description of  a photograph. A seven-year-old child 
walking on the street of  Trieste, broken glass crisping under his feet and 
the flash of  the photo that lights up the broken glass. The image on the 
photograph incites to wider descriptions – three pages - of  the situation 
in Trieste’s streets shown on the photograph but outside the image. These 
descriptions situate the scene on the photograph in the wider geographical 
environment (‘From there one goes north to Slovenia, ever further north 
to Austria’) as well as within the political situation of  that time (4 May 
1945, the city has just been liberated from the Nazis, Yugoslav troops 
entered the city) (Covacich 2017b, 9).332 The descriptions are based on 
perceptions and memories of  the first-person narrator or memories told 
to him by others. The descriptive delay – by Carolina Pernigo (2017) 
indicated as ekphrasis – underlines the form of  creation: the way in which 
experiences, memories and images are created. The photograph as artistic 
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object functions as ‘foundation of  reality’ (Pernigo 2017) – ‘but there is 
no point in running away now,’ the narrator warns (Covacich 2017, 9.)333

The narratives – personal memories, family histories, histories of  
the city, reflections on the city’s writers – blend into and follow each other 
as a continuing flow of  thoughts, blurring the experiences between reality 
and imagination. Pernigo (2017) points that the ‘continuous returning 
motif  of  fragmented memory’ creates a sense of  fluid time:

Each fragment of  reality that is proposed is to form a mosaic in 
which all the pieces have equal relevance. The idea of  a fluid, 
continuously reversible time emerges, within which emotional 
connections are created, rather than logical or chronological. 
The immediate effect is that of  a disorientation of  the reader, 
who ends up being perfectly in line with the spirit of  the author 
and with the theme addressed: it is one’s own research, that of  
which one is reading, the own journey, the own identity.334 

The effect of  such a writing style is thus de-centering from the reader, who 
by the act of  reading undertakes a journey and in this journey a quest 
to his or her own identity. Indeed, in an interview, Covacich remarked 
that La Città Interiore ‘is a book about strangeness that one proves towards 
oneself ’ (TG2000 2017).335 
 La Città Interiore is a return to the dominant literary way of  
expressing ‘cityness’ in Trieste. The motifs of  belonging and fragmented 
memory are invoked through the creation of  a sense of  fluid time, 
continuously taking the way of  narration under question. In a plot in 
which the author Covacich depicts himself  through a mirror of  multiple 
possible stories – blending memories of  the autobiographical first-person 
narrator, family memories, collective histories and experiential memories 
of  other triestini, the reader is forced to question his or her own experiential 
memories and perceptions of  Trieste as ‘cosmopolitan’ city marked by 
convivenza.

This section showed how the MetaCarso project critically 
discussed convivenza as indelibly linked to urban imagination itself. The 
MetaCarso project offered a critique to the idea that the act of  living 
together in Trieste derives from experiences from a nostalgic Habsburg 
past. Rather, considering convivenza as an urban imagination, reveals that 
such living together creates a form of  tolerance based in an unequal 
society. The MetaCarso project was an attempt to heritagize Trieste’s 
urban imaginary as a discourse that in itself  represents a complex sense 
of  place. My discussion of  this project has shown that Covacich took the 
historical narratives of  triestinità as its starting point, yet also highlighting 
the negative and difficult narratives of  Trieste’s past. For him, literature 
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is the only way to assign meaning to Trieste’s urban imaginations of  
complexity, a key understanding of  the city-making process which 
Covacich had tried to incorporate in the MetaCarso project. As such, 
Covacich’s project and his literary adaption also touches upon another 
crucial phenomenon of  urban sense of  place in Trieste: namely, how to 
heritagize a literary sense of  place into city brand. 

conclusion

This chapter has examined the heritagization of  Trieste’s historical urban 
imaginations into contemporary city branding. It showed that triestinità is 
not only a sense of  cityness embedded in historical narratives of  the city 
but has been actively restaged in local marketing and culture projects for 
the city in the 1990s and 2000s. By exploring the mechanisms through 
which cosmopolitan urban imaginaries were appropriated into city 
marketing, my research traced the meaning-making of  a marketed sense 
of  place in relation to particular urban heritage sites. It showed how such 
contemporary city-making projects cultivated Trieste as a place with a 
‘grounded’ or ‘actually existing’ cosmopolitanism.

The study examined the cosmopolitanization of  Trieste’s border 
narratives against the international context of  Cold War politics. The city’s 
position on the frontier of  the Cold War evoked after the disappearance 
of  the Iron Curtain in 1990 an urban imagination of  Trieste as hopeful 
symbol for a borderless Europe. This urban imagination found wide 
resonance in European political and scholarly discourse, appealing 
to broader imaginations of  a European society dealing with issues of  
new borders and diversities. It resonated locally and internationally 
into nostalgic re-enactments of  the city’s Habsburg past. I showed, 
moreover, how this restaging of  the Habsburg past turned the landscape 
of  Habsburg Trieste into a place of  consumption. Habsburg nostalgia, 
and the restaging of  this past as authentic experience, have become a 
powerful tool of  city-making, both in terms of  economic goals and 
regional identity politics. What is more, Trieste’s Habsburg nostalgia as a 
site of  consumerism confluenced with its distinct political personality that 
was marketed from the 1970s as being an ‘entrepreneurial city’. Trieste 
as ‘entrepreneurial city’ was both a historical urban narrative and local 
governance structure, opening up to new possibilities of  city-making. 
Trieste’s Illy coffee family is maybe the most remarkable example of  how 
marketing of  an Austrian coffee(house) tradition went together with both 
a powerful image of  Trieste’s entrepreneurial success and a successful 
local electoral campaign guiding Riccardo Illy to the position of  Trieste’s 
Mayor in the 1990s. The urban imaginations persisting a distinct sense of  
Triestine cityness were cultivated into marketing and tourist projects by 
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Trieste’s municipality in the 1990s and presented Trieste as a ‘grounded’ 
cosmopolitan city.

This marketed city image of  Trieste was embedded in ‘naturally 
cosmopolitan’ historical sites in the city, such as the Porto Vecchio and the 
Città Vecchia. This chapter has examined how projects of  urban renewal 
at these two key urban heritage sites restaged narratives of  the city’s 
cosmopolitan past for contemporary purposes of  city branding, showing 
how such cosmopolitan narratives were then included into global theories 
on gentrification and urban renewal. Whereas my analysis revealed 
the mechanisms of  simplification and seduction as key to the urban 
renewal and branding projects of  the old port and historical city center, 
it meaning while highlighted the tensions around and impossibility of  
fixing Trieste’s urban narratives in a simplified narrative of  place. Indeed, 
the third project discussed in this chapter offered a public critique on the 
municipality’s projects for a ‘cosmopolitan Renaissance’. The MetaCarso 
project (2011-2013) aimed to breach the simplification and seduction 
of  the branding policies and challenged urban narratives of  convivenza. 
At the end not finding resonance in a cultural project supported by the 
municipality, the author of  the MetaCarso project returned to literary 
expression as a way to express his ideas and critique on Trieste’s urban 
narratives of  cityness. Through the means of  an autobiographical novel, 
Covacich was able to force the readers to question their own experiential 
memories and perceptions of  Trieste as ‘cosmopolitan’ city marked 
by convivenza. Altogether, this chapter has thus critically interrogated 
how Trieste’s city-makers cosmopolitanized Trieste’s urban narratives. It 
showed how the heritagization of  triestinità was a city-making process of  
simplification which embedded a local sense of  Triestine cityness into 
wider dynamics of  experiencing citizenship in a European and even 
global world. As such, these contemporary dynamics of  city-making were 
acts through which the various urban actors discussed in this chapter 
enacted cultural citizenship.

My discussion of  the MetaCarso project also showed that literature 
is a crucial element of  triestinità, both in terms of  literary techniques 
evoking highly complex aspects of  the city’s historical experiences and as 
body of  literary heritage. The impossibility of  fixing a complex sense of  
cityness into dynamics of  city marketing is, however, even more true for 
Trieste’s literary heritage. The question how Trieste has heritagized its 
literary tradition as part of  its contemporary city branding projects, thus 
deserves to be studied in a separate chapter. 
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Trieste […] the cosmopolitan free port of  the dying Austro-
Hungarian Empire […]. The fabled city, which sits on the 
Adriatic coast east of  Venice and beside the border with Slovenia, 
has long attracted artists as well as conquerors. From their 
grandiose harbor-front HQS, shipping and insurance firms once 
linked the empire to the world; generations of  literary exiles and 
nomads have flowed in, and made Trieste their own. […] Yet at 
a time when politicians pour scorn on “citizens of  nowhere”, the 
dreamy enclave that Joyce dubbed “Europiccola” –a miniature 
Europe- still casts a melancholy spell. (The Economist 2018).

The above description of  Trieste, published in the Economist in August 
2018, forms the opening paragraph of  a review of  a new novel set in the 
city. The accompanying picture to this article was captioned ‘Written on 
the water’.336 The British magazine’s representation of  the Adriatic city 
is characteristic of  literary cosmopolitanism: the city is here imagined 
as an enclave of  writers who found a home in the free European port-
, border- and migrant city that Trieste once was, producing a literary 
enactment of  the cosmopolitan experience. As I have shown in chapter 1, 
triestinità indeed has been strongly shaped by the city’s literary patrimony. 
In this chapter I examine how Trieste’s literary heritage has informed 
the development of  a distinct sense of  Triestine cityness in two ways. I 
argue that while Trieste’s literary heritage developed a particular literary 
‘specialty’, it has also more recently become a marketing strategy and 
subject of  city branding. As such, the city’s literary tradition continues 

City of  literary paths.
The afterlife of  Trieste’s literary 

tradition in city branding

Chapter four
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to shape the literary and cultural imagination of  Trieste as cosmopolitan 
border city. 

This chapter follows Trieste’s various literary paths by exploring 
how Trieste’s cosmopolitan imaginary has travelled from a theme in 
literary production to contemporary city branding. Trieste’s literary 
cosmopolitanism has been subject to wide scholarly attention, in which 
literary scholars have extensively explored the trope of  Trieste’s border 
literature (Ara and Magris 1982; Campanile 2006; Ciccarelli 2012; 
Dupré 2008; Pizzi 1996, 2001, 2007). In a similar vein, historians have 
recently turned their attention from the city’s nationalized memory 
politics to the local cultural and political reinvention of  nostalgic 
Habsburg memory dynamics (Ličen 2018; Hametz 2014; Hametz and 
Klabjan 2018) - the disappearance of  the Habsburg Empire considered 
the historical ‘cosmopolitan’ moment giving birth to the trope of  border 
literature.337 Both scholarly bodies provide the imaginary of  Trieste as 
cosmopolitan border city that is a ‘miniature of  Europe’ (The Economist 
2018). Although the city’s literary marketing as ‘cosmopolitan border city’ 
might be Trieste’s best known export product – both in Italy and abroad, 
as was already addressed by literary scholar Katia Pizzi (2001, 48-54), no 
research has been conducted so far on the role of  this literary heritage in 
the city and tourist branding of  Trieste. In addition to this extensive body 
of  research on Trieste’s ‘border identity’, this chapter explores how the 
contemporary engagement with Trieste’s literary heritage in practices of  
tourist and city branding plays a crucial – yet by scholars understudied - 
role in the meaning-making of  the ‘cosmopolitan city’.

As part of  the wider investigation of  experiences of  cityness and 
the cosmopolitanization of  Trieste’s urban imaginaries in this study, here 
I am particularly interested in the meaning-making of  a literary ‘sense of  
place’. The paradox of  simplification within the process of  city-branding, 
also addressed in the previous chapter, is especially at stake when it comes 
to the branding of  a literary sense of  place. An urban sense of  place, in 
particular when drawing on literary representation, is defined by dynamic 
and undefinable processes. City branding, in contrast, demands a fixed 
marking of  urban identity, even while it draws upon an undefinable 
sense of  place (Kalandides 2011; Kavaratzis and Kalandides 2015; 
Malpas 2009, 191). In order to grasp this tension of  branding a literary 
sense of  place, this chapter will focus on the heritagization of  Trieste’s 
literary tradition – the process of  how meaning is attached to objects, 
practices, and places from the past and transforms into diverse forms of  
heritage. By considering literary heritage as the combination of  literary 
geography (the practice of  writing about authors’ lives shaped by their 
surroundings); literary memorialization; and literary tourism (Zemgulys 
2008) the analysis thus attributes this patrimony an afterlife of  its own.
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 Such an approach derives inspiration from Ann Rigney’s 
argument that the afterlives of  literary figures and their cultural production 
open up the past as an imaginative resource for collectivizing memory. 
Attributing agency not only to cultural actors yet also to literary products, 
makes Rigney ([2012] 2017, 6) argue that literature contains the ‘ability 
to cross existing cultural borders and to provide an imaginative template 
for articulating values and defining identities’ - which is simultaneously 
the ‘cosmopolitan’ label that literary studies have attached to the 
valorization of  literature.338 In order to trace the development of  literary 
production into city branding, I thus focus on the ‘afterlife’ of  Trieste’s 
literary heritage, through in-depth analyses of  the heritagization of  the 
urban literary tradition. I traced this in a wide range of  sources: from 
archival material, local newspapers, and interviews with key cultural 
actors, to cultural objects such as writer statues, museum spaces, and 
tourist itineraries.
 Continuing the examination of  the making and cultivation of  
Trieste’s border imaginaries that I have started in chapters 1 and 3, this 
chapter envelops through a discussion of  Trieste’s ‘border-literature’. It 
shows how the trope of  Triestine border literature developed from the 
1970s and 1980s onwards in parallel as both literary-analytic specialty 
and as an urban marketing strategy. The chapter then moves to the 
contemporary twenty-first-century discussions in the city about ways 
how to preserve and stage the literary tradition in public space, showing 
that key question to these discussions is how to ‘translate’ the urban 
landscape drawn in literary imagination into the real urban landscape. 
The chapter examines several heritagization projects of  Trieste’s literary 
sense of  place - from the staging of  static busts and dynamic statues 
in the city’s public spaces throughout the twentieth century, to the re-
enactment of  a literary past from the 1990s onwards by means of  the 
literary museum and literary city walks. It traces the various meanings 
and values assigned to the urban literary heritage in its spatial context 
and as such aims to provide an understanding of  the relationship between 
literature and the site of  its production. This research to the city’s literary 
tradition shows that whereas literature is the cultural medium par excellence 
that provides a mode of  narrating Trieste’s complex border experiences, 
the heritagization projects of  the city’s literary tradition provide an 
opportunity to an embodied experience of  the border within the physical 
urban landscape.

Marketing trieste’s Border literature 339

Trieste has an extensive literary tradition in which the literary ‘self ’ 
is inscribed onto the city, making the quest for the ‘self ’ a particular 
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characteristic of  triestinità (Pizzi 1996, 2001, 2007). Chapter 1 already 
discussed the historical development of  the city’s ‘border literature’ 
throughout the twentieth century. It emphasized the self-reflective nature 
of  Trieste’s authors in the extent that they explore the borders and realm 
of  the modern condition of  existence. Until today, these writers – of  
which Italo Svevo, Scipio Slataper, Gianni Stuparich, Claudio Magris, 
Mauro Covacich and foreign authors writing from Trieste such as James 
Joyce and Jan Morris, are best known – ‘succeed in transforming Trieste 
into a landscape of  the mind, a city shaped by the authors’ personal 
experiences, a city where cafes, streets and squares all take on symbolic 
significance’, as Pizzi and others have argued (Pizzi 1996, 54; 2007; Ara 
and Magris [1982] 2007; Campanile 2006; Dupré 2008). 

The trope of  Trieste’s border literature speaks upon wider urban 
imaginations that present Trieste as a border(less) city. This border 
imagination was, as I also discussed in chapter 3, increasingly cultivated 
from the 1970s onwards, in relation to a wider international political 
context of  the years during and after the Cold War. The marketing of  
Trieste’s border literature took an important role in this process. Trieste’s 
border literature reached significant fame after the publication of  Trieste: 
un’identità di frontiera (‘Trieste: a border identity’) in 1982 by Angelo Ara 
and Claudio Magris, probably the most influential book on the city and 
its changing identities. Significant was the sigh by Claudio Magris when 
we met for an interview during my fieldwork in Trieste, in which he 
started the interview by saying he hoped that we would not talk about 
Trieste again. The author provided me with a copy of  his Trieste: un’identità 
di frontiera in order to avoid having to explain this Trieste where he lives 
and writes about to a foreign scholar once again. In so doing he expressed 
the expectation that I would indeed ask him about Trieste (which I did) 
and indirectly suggested that his book would provide me with the answers 
(only partly) (Magris 2017). My reason to talk with Magris was driven 
by the urge to reflect how this renowned author and intellectual had 
shaped his imaginaries of  Trieste. The border identity Magris and Ara 
describe in their book comprises the image of  a cultural diversity and 
heterogeneity of  a people that moves between diverse cultures, languages, 
ideologies, states and histories and which is simultaneously a real and 
present, but elusive experience. This border experience drawn in the 
book is a lived experience but is impossible to describe, according to the 
authors: it emanates from the by authors experienced crisis of  modernity 
(Ara and Magris [1982] 2007).

The staging of  Trieste as a border city gained strength during and 
because of  a period of  increasing international attention for this city and 
its authors from the late 1970s onwards in context of  Cold War politics. 
During these years, the fame of  Triestine writers and poets starts to reach 
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beyond Trieste. The poems in triestino dialect by Carolus Cergoly, in 
particular Ponterosso. Poesie mitteleuropee in lessico triestino (‘Central European 
poetry in Triestine lexicon’, 1976) and Il complesso dell’Imperatore. Collages 
di fantasie e memorie di un mitteleuropeo (‘The emperor complex. Collages of  
phantasies and memories of  a Mitteleuropean’, 1979), found for instance 
a large public in Italy in that these narrated about the wider theme of  
Mitteleuropa. The wider attention for Triestine literature was not only 
artistic-literary, but also served a commercial aim. Katia Pizzi (2001, 49-
50) observed in her A city in search of  an author, among other things, that 
during and directly after the Cold War the ‘Trieste product’ appeared 
as commercial exploitation of  the city’s literary past: ‘The development 
of  commercial publishing during and after the Cold War channeled 
money that was made available locally by the many banks, building 
societies and insurance companies in Trieste towards cultural investments 
and in particular the publishing industry.’ These Triestine and Italian 
publishing houses, such as Garzanti, Italo Svevo Editore, Rusconi and 
Mondadori, focused mainly on the ‘literature of  Trieste’.340 They made 
local literature enter national and international literary markets. The 
local literary production was encouraged in these years by the promotion 
of  literary awards and the implementation of  a marketing strategy in 
which new publications were embedded and contextualized within a 
literary landscape of  Trieste. 

Trieste was presented in this literary landscape as a city of  
writers: as a city shaped along its literature and eventually mainly evoking 
from the imagination of  author and reader; as an urban environment 
that is fashioned in the fiction about the city. For instance, the publishing 
house Garzanti wrote in 1978 on the back cover of  Claudio Magris’ 
Dietro le parole (‘Behind the words’): ‘A motif  of  particular suggestion stems 
from the fact that Magris often tries his hand at different subjects and 
cultural areas here, from the small Triestine patria to the intrigues of  great 
cosmopolitan literature’ (Magris 1978).341 Pizzi (2001, 50-54) added to her 
observations that the authors themselves – among which Claudio Magris, 
Fulvio Muiesan and Manlio Cecovini – were not to the full extent aware 
of  this marketing process, yet encouraged as they were by the publishing 
houses as well as by national and international bestsellers successes, they 
increasingly chose Trieste as main theme in their writings.342 

Slowly yet consistently, Trieste was framed as a city with a distinct 
literary motif. For instance, the publishing house Italo Svevo wrote in 
1992 on the back cover of  Fulvio Muiesan’s Giorni e avventure di un’infanzia 
a Trieste (‘Days and adventures of  a childhood in Trieste’): 

In this reckless attempt to reach the limit of  memory, along the 
edge of  a slight irony [...], a childhood in the Trieste of  the 1920s 
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reappears, smiling from the other side of  the century: a domestic 
enchanted garden that now only a few privileged are able to 
recognize. A time when life seemed like a game invented for us. 
And the city, a fascinating arouser of  everyday emotions, was the 
world (Muiesan 1992).343

This same trope of  Trieste as a site of  memories detached from the world 
gave birth to a genre of  literary essays in which Trieste was assigned the 
role of  main character. Fulvio Tomizza published for example in 1995 
Alle spalle di Trieste (‘On the shoulders of  Trieste’) and Mauro Covacich 
in 2006 Trieste Sottosopra: quindici passeggiate nella città del vento (‘Trieste 
upside-down: fifteen walks in the city of  the wind’).344 The Economist’s 
(2018) article discussed in the introduction of  this chapter is an example 
of  Trieste’s marketing in which ‘The city is its literature.’ At the same 
time, the development of  Trieste as trademark also produced a literary 
specialty in which the city was represented as a place for citizens to create 
their own memories and narratives.345 A good example is the back cover 
of  Covacich’ Trieste Sottosopra, where the publisher Laterza summarizes 
the book as follows:

“Alongside the Austro-Hungarian Trieste, there has always 
been another Trieste. Alongside the city of  literary cafes, of  
the composed friendship of  Svevo and Joyce, there has always 
been another city, soft, casual, picaresque, with connotations 
almost caricatural. There is an ancient, moral, hedonism, in 
the Triestines. And also a modern vitalism, a bit easy-going, 
Californian style. Trieste is a southern city, the southernmost city 
in northern Europe.” Walking through alleys and small squares, 
along steps overlooking the sea, loitering in the bora wind that 
breaks your breath and cleans the air: with a flashing writing 
of  ironic tenderness, fifteen narrative itineraries reveal and 
recompose the emotional and affectionate puzzle of  a Trieste full 
of  history, curiosity, contradictions (Covacich 2006).346

The book itself  is the result of  the increased attention for Trieste as 
literary trope from the 1970s onwards, yet the trope itself  represents the 
possibility for writer and reader to create his or her own narratives and 
memories. This, I would conclude, explains how Trieste has developed 
into the literary city as we know it today: on the one hand as result of  
a self-fulfilling prophecy and on the other as literary-analytic ‘specialty’ 
around the theme of  border identity.
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if trieste would BecoMe a gigantic MuseuM dedicated to its 
writers…

Despite Trieste’s strong embodiment as city of  literature, the internationally 
most famous representative of  this border literature – Claudio Magris, 
made a to many surprising decision. In June 2016, Claudio Magris 
announced that after his death, his private archive would be left to the 
University of  Pavia and not to the city of  Trieste (Curci 2016). The news 
lead to a long discussion in local newspapers about the meaning and 
caretaking of  Trieste’s literary heritage. One of  the main critiques forming 
a returning narrative along Trieste’s key literary actors, was that the city 
council disavows and misunderstands Trieste’s ‘extraordinary artistic 
season’ that had started in the 1920s (Stanese 2016). Although I showed 
above that the trope of  Trieste as a literary border city has developed 
in the last decades as a powerful marketing strategy of  local Triestine 
and national Italian publishing houses and resulted into a successful local 
literary market, the meanings and ways of  preservation of  this literary 
heritage remain subject to vivid public discussions. This section shows 
how these local controversies were situated around the questions, first, 
how and what to preserve of  Trieste’s literary heritage and, second, how 
this literary heritage should be staged in urban public space.

Three days after Magris’ announcement, the Triestine journalist 
Alessandro Mezzena Lona (2016) expressed in Il Piccolo his hope to 
transform Trieste into a literary museum: ‘If  Trieste would become a 
gigantic museum dedicated to its writers’, Mezzena Lona opened his 
article on 24 June 2016.347 He shared with the readers of  the newspaper 
his concerns about the missed opportunities for Trieste’s cultural tourism 
in redeveloping its literary itinerary. Trieste has a two-room museum 
dedicated to Italo Svevo and James Joyce, it has several statues of  historical 
authors, plaques above the entrances of  several writer houses – however, 
being a literary city is more than exhibiting the literary memory places, 
Mezzena Lona suggested: ‘Sticking into the controversy is not of  any use 
anymore. One needs to look ahead, believe in the project of  a prevalent 
literary museum. Stop being satisfied with three bronze statues and a 
handful of  plates sown around the streets of  Trieste.’348 He continued: 
‘Does it seem to be enough for the city that has a front row place in the 
collective imagination thanks to masterpieces such as the “Consciousness 
of  Zeno”, the “Ulysses”, the “Canzoniere”?’ (Mezzena Lona 2016).349 The 
journalist finished his letter with his main concern, namely that Trieste 
and its citizens did not take care of  their urban literary heritage. In so 
doing, Lona referred to the recent decision of  Magris to leave his private 
inheritance to Pavia, and emphasized that the author Fulvio Tomizza 
(1935 – 1999) had similarly left his inheritance to Lugano. Moreover, 
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when Anita Pittoni (1901 – 1982) passed away, the municipality had not 
wanting to take care of  her literary inheritance. The critique that the 
municipality of  Trieste does not take care for the private archives of  its 
writers, is an often heard one.350 

Mezzena Lona’s open letter was responded a week later by Riccardo 
Cepach, director of  the Museo Svevo e Joyce, who was interviewed by the 
online Triestine platform Bora.La (Stanese 2016). Cepach recognized the 
need for a better connection between ‘literary places’ and ‘literary words’. 
However, surprisingly, he considered the institution of  his own literary 
museum core to the preservation of  this urban heritage. Cepach argued 
that a museum would in particular be able to distribute the history of  
the city’s heritage, which would eventually build trust among Trieste’s 
writers in the museum as institute for preservation of  Trieste’s literary 
inheritance. The museum’s main task was education, Cepach explained.
 Debates about Trieste’s literary heritage often focus on the 
question how and what to present and preserve. In 2014 the Joyce scholar 
Renzo Crivelli had already put forward the idea of  an open-air literary 
park to stage and honor Trieste’s writers. In the local newspaper Crivelli 
(2014) made a call to center the city’s literary narrative not only around 
the persons ‘that had made the city great’ – Italo Svevo, James Joyce and 
Umberto Saba - but also around a larger network of  intellectuals in both 
Trieste and the surrounding area. He proposed the names of  the ‘great 
explorer and ethnologist Sir Richard Francis Burton, the archeologist 
Johann Joachim Winkelmann, and […] Rainer Maria Rilke.’351 The call 
was made in order to expend Trieste’s tourist development, in corporation 
with the tourist offices of  Friuli Venezia Giulia (FVG) and Duino.352

Touristic development of  the city was crucial for preservation of  
the literary heritage, argued Crivelli. The idea of  touristic exploitation of  
the city’s literary itinerary had also been advocated, already in 2008 and 
again in 2016 by ‘a prestigious scholar of  Italian studies such as Harald 
Hendrix, professor at the University of  Utrecht’ (Mezzena Lona 2016).353 
Trieste’s literary heritage, Hendrix intervened in the local debate, should 
be exploited by the city to provide focus to the tourists’ visits to the city, 
therewith repeating the original plans of  Mayor Illy in 1993. Trieste was 
in need of  ‘materializing the connection between the city and its literary 
heritage’ (Hendrix 2008, 2016).354 ‘But how to narrate Trieste on the base 
of  its literary heritage’, asked Hendrix in his contribution to the debate 
at Bora.La in 2016.355 The literary scholar advocated a preservation of  
Trieste’s literary tradition that was not embedded in a museum archive, 
but in the public space of  the city and being subject to city branding 
– presented in apps, lectures, brochures, etc. Trieste’s literature would 
preserve the city’s ‘border identity’ and thus form an ‘exceptional [local] 
heritage’, so Hendrix (2016) argued. This would not only be of  interest 



Image 4.1 – The fountain La Piccola Leda, frozen (1985).
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for Trieste’s visitors, but also for the Triestines, whom with the passing of  
generations slowly were losing the memory of  its particular cultural roots 
‘in a world that inexorably evolves towards a global homologation that for 
that very reason feels the need to know and to detect its roots.’356 Thus, 
in his aim to preserve Trieste’s ‘cultural border identity’, Hendrix made 
use of  the often used argument that tourism conserves local authenticity 
in times of  an ever globalizing world. The intervention of  Hendrix as a 
foreign scholar into this local debate presents the same representations 
of  the city as by his Triestine colleagues, namely Trieste as a city slowly 
losing its historically imagined – and carefully marketed - cultural border 
identity. 

The discussions above provide a glance into the local debates 
in Trieste about how and what to preserve of  Trieste’s literary heritage 
and how this literary heritage should be staged in urban public space, for 
means of  tourist and city branding. For the one, Trieste’s literary heritage 
is understood as the writers’ private archival inheritance, for the other, it 
is embedded in the stories of  the written novels and poetry, for a third it 
is embedded in places of  memory throughout the city, and for a fourth 
literary heritage is enclosed in its broader Trieste-specific meaning as 
cultural border city. Overall, key to the discussions is how to ‘translate’ 
the urban landscape drawn in literary imagination into the real urban 
landscape.

In order to grasp how the branding of  literary heritage is 
embedded in both an imaginary and ‘real’ urban landscape, I will now 
turn to an investigation of  the recent heritagization of  Trieste’s literary 
tradition, thus tracing the process of  how meaning is attached to the 
historical literary tradition and is transformed into diverse contemporary 
forms of  heritage. The analysis focuses on three interrelated yet distinct 
projects as case studies of  heritagizing literary itinerary, analyzing the 
various meanings and values assigned to the urban literary heritage in 
its spatial context. Projects of  focus are the literary museum, the literary 
walking tours, and the writers’ statues. I start with a discussion of  the most 
visible engagement with the city’s literary tradition: the historicization of  
Trieste’s literary past through the creation and staging of  statues, which is 
an element of  Trieste’s contemporary city branding that responds to an 
older existing phenomenon in the historical urban landscape of  Trieste.

statues and Busts: 
changing perceptions of literary heritage

The statues of  Trieste’s and foreign writers are probably the most visible 
markers in the urban landscape of  Trieste. In general, statues, sculptures 
and monuments are the most visible expressions of  local engagement 
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with the urban past and as such are thus rich sources for understanding 
the heritagization of  Trieste’s literary tradition. Statues represent a past 
on which authorities have found consensus, they form a selection of  
memories that speaks to the present and likewise hide other histories. 
The debates around the creation, placing, replacements and falling into 
amnesia of  Trieste’s monuments, sculptures and statues have been subject 
to a wide body of  scholarly attention, since scholars have considered 
these offering important insights on the nationalizing and nostalgic 
imperial memory politics in the city (Klabjan 2019; Hametz and Klabjan 
2018; Ličen 2017; Edinost 2018; Sancin 2009). Trieste’s writer statues are 
rich sources for tracing the staging of  Trieste’s literary heritage. They 
are well-presented in the urban public space yet remain out of  attention 
of  contemporary scholarship on Trieste’s memory politics. Analyzing 
the ‘afterlife’ of  Trieste’s literary tradition, the following discussion will 
thus be based on analyses of  the creation of  writer statues in relation 
to their situational context in Trieste’s public landscape. I study their 
replacements, reception, and responses by the public, in order to provide 
insight into the sort of  urban historical narratives these statues transmit 
to today’s visitors of  Trieste.
 Trieste has a long tradition in creating statues of  its historical 
writers, being considered cultural and social key actors in Trieste’s 
history. Indeed, the city has a special park dedicated to the memory of  
these writer-figures: the Giardino Pubblico Muzio de Tommasini (named after 
its creator, but simply known as the Giardino Pubblico, ‘public park’) that 
was constructed at the end of  the contemporary Via Cesare Battisti, in 
between the Via Giulia and the Via Guglielmo Marconi, between 1854 
and 1864. In comparison to Trieste’s other main remembrance park, the 
Parco della Rimembranza situated high on the San Giusto hill overlooking the 
city and which was created as war memorial by the Italian (and Fascist) 
city authorities in the 1930s – the Giardino Pubblico is a modest and 
non-pretentious park in the outskirts of  the city. Yet, the park has always 
taken a crucial role in the urban experience of  Trieste, often appearing 
in the literary novels of  Trieste as well as in debates about the city’s 
public space,357 and nowadays branded as the ‘galleria civica’, as a sort 
of  public civic gallery (DiscoverTrieste Online, n.d.b). The monumental 
park contains many statues and sculptural fountains that form as such an 
open-air museum for the triestini - the busts of  Trieste’s writers functioning 
as a remembrance park of  the city’s literary and cultural tradition. The 
plurality of  the statues are busts of  writers, cultural or political figures of  
historical meaning for the city. The busts are placed on high pedestals, 
along the walking path. A variety of  Triestine sculptors has contributed to 
the sculptural park, yet the Trieste-born sculptor Nino Spagnoli (1920 – 
2005) has made a majority.358 Spagnoli created a large number of  statues 
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for the park from the 1940s till late 1990s. His first works were the fountain 
La Piccola Leda in 1956 (Image 4.1 and Image 4.2) and the probably most 
debated one is the bust of  writer and journalist Silvio Benco, added to the 
park in 1985.359

The debates around and replacements of  the bust of  Silvio Benco 
provide a small but insightful glance into the changing perceptions about 
Trieste’s literary heritage. Silvio Benco was a prominent actor in Trieste’s 
literary scene of  the early twentieth century, being writer, journalist and 
literary critic. After his death in 1949, Nino Spagnoli created a bronze 
statue of  the writer, that was placed at the cultural institute Circolo della 
Cultura e delle Arti (‘Circle of  Culture and the Arts’), where Benco had 
acted as president. Being a powerful institution at that time, it had as 
main task to preserve the Italian culture. The bust was inaugurated at 
Trieste’s Ridotto del Teatro Verdi in 1951, the seat of  the Circolo. In 1984, 
however, the statue was replaced to the Giardino Pubblico, on initiative of  
Trieste’s city council (Image 4.3). In a letter to the Mayor, a city councilor 
wrote in September 1984 that the call for a statue of  Benco in 1949/1950 
had been a public call – made by (political) parties and civil institutes – 
but that because of  the ‘tormented times’ of  that time, the statue was 
temporarily situated at the Circolo della Cultura e delle Arti. 

It would be at least right your very duty today, Mr. Mayor, to 
respect the will of  the subscribers of  that time [when the statue 
was made], generous fellow citizens, who by participating 
intended to argue that the bronze image would be placed in the 
Giardino Pubblico where are the busts of  the persons dear to the 
memory of  the Triestines.360 

Indeed, in Spagnoli’s private archive, I found newspaper articles from 
1950 that report an initiative of  the Partito Liberale Italiano together 
with a wide variety of  private and public institutes to create a public statue 
of  the ‘noble figure’, ‘illustrious writer’ and ‘Trieste patriot’ Benco.361 
It is plausible that placing a statue of  a writer, who was presented as 
Italian-Trieste patriot, in public space was a problematic act in the years 
of  harsh Italian-Slavic and Catholic-Communist identity politics in the 
Free Territory of  Trieste (1947-1954). When the public call was made 
for replacement of  Benco’s bust to the public space – in between these 
other figures ‘dear to the memory of  the Triestines’ - this is done in 1984, 
the same year when the city celebrated the 30th anniversary of  Trieste’s 
return to Italy. When both the Mayor and the president of  the Circolo 
agreed with its replacement, the bust of  the ‘illustrious co-citizen’ received 
in 1985 a new position in the Giardino Pubblico in front of  the busts of  
Umberto Saba and James Joyce.362 The bust received a new pedestal and 



Image 4.2 – The fountain La Piccola Leda, frozen. Photography by Nino Spagnoli (15 January 1985). The 
photographs provide a view on the geography of the Giardino Pubblico, where various pedestals with 
busts extend along the walking paths.



Image 4.3 - Inauguration of the bust of Silvio Benco in the Giardino Pubblico (1985).
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was included in this re-experienced urban identity narrative of  Trieste, a 
triestinità in which Saba and Joyce had been assigned a place – respectively 
in 1983 and 1982 – and that had publicly been staged in the open air 
(Image 4.4).

The reception of  Spagnoli’s bust of  Benco moved from (the by 
circumstances forced) preservation of  an Italian writer in a closed cultural 
elite circle, to public staging in a monumental park of  a local Triestine 
cultural figure next to a Jewish (Saba) and Irish (Joyce) triestino. In 1993, 
a copy of  the Benco bust in the Giardino Pubblico was placed on the 
wall of  the Sala Benco in the Biblioteca Civica Hortis, on initiative of  the 
Trieste Rotary Club.363 Such renewed attention for Trieste’s historical 
literary actor fits into the city’s new policy of  city branding that was 
started by Mayor Illy in 1993. Illy’s urban politics reinforced also the 
heritagization of  Trieste’s local literary identity through the marking of  
literary itineraries (the Biblioteca Civica Hortis), as well as highlighted 
Trieste’s entrepreneurial tradition (embodied by the Rotary in this case).364 
Perceptions on how and where to heritagize Trieste’s literary tradition 
thus changed over time, as the history of  the bust of  Silvio Benco shows. 
From the early 1990s onwards, the city council introduced new plans for 
city branding and tourist development, in which also statues of  Trieste’s 
writers were re-staged in the public space.
 The contemporary visitor to Trieste cannot miss the three bronze 
statues of  the writers Umberto Saba (1883 – 1957), Italo Svevo (1861 – 
1928) and James Joyce (1882 – 1941). These bronzes, also work of  sculptor 
Nino Spagnoli, have been placed at several central places in Trieste’s city 
center. Very different from the busts discussed above, they are recognizable 
for their real-size format, realist facial, and bodily expression, and the 
absence of  a pedestal, which situates the statues directly on the street level. 
The statue of  Umberto Saba was inaugurated in September 2004 and 
placed where the busy shopping street Via Dante Alighieri crosses the Via 
San Nicolò (Image 4.5). The bronze depicts a real-sized Saba, walking 
towards his bookshop, dressed in a long coat, an English cap, and walking 
stick. In front of  the poets feet lays a bronze plaque which writes: ‘I HAD 
A BEAUTIFUL CITY BETWEEN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS 
AND THE BRIGHT SEA’365 - cited from his 1944 poem Avevo in which 
Saba described his belonging to and life in Trieste that was taken away 
from him by the Nazis and Fascists, Saba wrote in the original poem.366 
The phrase suggests to the contemporary passer-by a Trieste d’antan, 
that has been lost forever, because of  aggressive political domination 
imposed on Trieste’s citizens. Originally, Saba’s statue smoked a pipe, but 
after the bronze pipe and walking stick had disappeared several times – 
removed by vandals - the current statue remains without his pipe. The 
vandalism led to discussions in local newspapers at which anger about 
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the high restoration costs intermingled with curiosity about the question 
why Saba’s statue was vandalized while Joyce’s remained intact. Mayor 
Dipiazza eventually concluded that the statue attracted vandals because 
the hollow bronze construction invited to easy demolishment (Il Piccolo 
2014; Esposito 2015; TriestePrima 2016; Dorigo 2016). The demolishment 
also give initiative to several replacements of  the pipe by triestini themselves 
(Pizzione 2014).367 

The second statue in the same style presents James Joyce, the 
Irish writer who lived for many years in Trieste. It was placed on the 
Ponte Rosso, on the bridge of  the Via Roma, in October 2004. That year 
celebrated the centenary of  Joyce’s first arrival in Trieste. Like Saba, also 
Joyce walks directly on the street, his hands in his pockets and book under 
his right arm, in the direction of  his first house in Trieste on the Piazza 
Ponterosso. The urban environment where Joyce’s statue is situated is not 
without symbolism. The Ponterosso is part of  the Canal Grande that 
was created by the city in the eighteenth century, as symbolic cultural 
counterweight to the competitive city of  Venice. The Canal Grande soon 
became one of  the centers of  the city’s commercial activities. Trieste’s 
richest merchants and entrepreneurs build their palaces there, such as 
the Palazzo Gopcevich and Palazzo Carciotti. The canal is surrounded 
by the famous historic cafés where merchants conducted their business, 
and it hosts the monumental Serbian Orthodox Church and Church of  
Sant’Antonio Taumaturgo. In this vibrant, monumental and symbolic 
urban space, the statue of  Joyce ‘walks around’, appropriating this 
historical past that is enclosed in its monumental architecture. The 
inscription on the plaque accompanying the statue writes ‘MY SOUL 
IS IN TRIESTE’368 – which is a citation from a letter to his wife Nora of  
27 October 1909. The text suggests to the spectator a decisive statement 
of  self-chosen belonging to Trieste from this Irish foreigner, who even 
learned triestino dialect - which is appropriated as proud narrative of  the 
city’s history (McCourt 2000, 53-212).
 The series of  writer statues of  Spagnoli’s hand was finished with 
the inauguration of  the statue of  Italo Svevo – some sources report this 
happened in 2004, others report the presentation happened not earlier 
than March 2005 (Sancin 2009, 148; Virtual Museum Online, n.d.). It 
has been placed on Piazza Hortis, just outside the park on the square, 
facing the communal Biblioteca Civica where Svevo was said to be a 
frequent visitor. The statue of  Svevo holds his hat in his left hand and a 
book under his right arm. The plaque in front of  his feet writes ‘LIFE IS 
NEITHER BRUTAL NOR BEAUTIFUL, BUT IT IS ORIGINAL!’369 
– which is a fragment from the seventh chapter of  his novel La Coscienza 
di Zeno (1923). This chapter is often considered key to the novel, since it is 
there where the main character Zeno (in general read as autobiographical 
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character of  the author himself) expresses his ideas about life as the result 
of  the randomness and unpredictability of  human affairs (See, e.g.: 
Virtual Museum Online, n.d.b). In this reading, the autobiographical 
author expresses astonishment about the path his life has taken: from 
businessmen, to literary writer who was only discovered as a talent at 
the end of  his life by his friend James Joyce. Also the statue of  Svevo has 
been subject to vandalism, for instance in 2012, when it was besmirched 
with red paint. However, as far as I could find, the vandalism was only 
a sole incident, in comparison to the demolishing of  Saba’s statue, and 
the incident received much less media attention at that time (Il Piccolo 
2012).370

The three statues were placed in Trieste’s streets on initiative of  
the Fondazione CRTrieste (a foundation of  the bank Cassa di Risparmio 
aiming to promote economic development in the city), AIAT (Agenzia di 
Informazione e di Accoglienza Turistica Trieste – the tourist board), and 
the Cultural department of  the Municipality of  Trieste. The project was 
part of  the municipality’s redevelopment plans in which Trieste’s literary 
and cultural actors had made a plea to turn Trieste into an open-air 
literary park to stage and honor Trieste’s writers. The establishment of  a 
literary museum and creation of  ‘literary’ historical walking tours were 
part of  this plan too – on which I will write later in this section. 

The three writer statues by Spagnoli create an ‘embodied’ 
experience of  Trieste’s literary heritage for its spectators. This is enabled 
by their situational placement in the vibrant city life, by the realist and 
literally down-to-earth sculptural style that makes them accessible to the 
passer-by, by the many tourists making the statues subject to their tourist 
photographs and selfies, and in a sense by the acts of  vandalism too. The 
statues are part, not only of  the urban landscape, but also of  everyday 
urban life. They are participants in the crowd of  citizens and visitors that 
continues to fill the streets of  the city throughout its history. Whereas the 
writer statues in the Giardino Pubblico are static busts placed on high 
pedestals, all situated along the walking path, the three statues of  Spagnoli 
in the city center invite for interaction with the passer-by and as such bring 
to life a past in the present. The city they present and cultivate is a city 
of  writers – as is the imagination evoked by the busts in the ‘traditional’ 
Giardino Pubblico. Spagnoli’s contemporary statues make imagine and 
cultivate a city in which every individual – local inhabitants and visitors 
– can inscribe their narratives onto the city. The urban experience of  
Trieste they present is a lifestyle. These statues suggest that triestinità in 
the 2000s is not an experience of  political or national identity, as exposed 
by the Nazis and Fascists (which Saba’s plaque indicates) and which is 
shown by the short history of  the Benco bust. Rather, the distinct sense of  
Triestine cityness that is staged by the writer statues of  the early 2000s, is 



Image 4.4 – Drawing by Nino Spagnoli for the design of a new pedestal for Benco’s bust, with 
instructions on the replacement of the work in the Giardino Pubbblico (1984).
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an experience of  observing your environment (the ‘rocky mountains and 
splendid sea’), merging into this environment, and living in between the 
opposites present in this environment. 

literary itineraries

The contemporary visitor to Trieste can walk a literary tour through the 
city, taking selfies with the statues of  Triestine writers and drinking a capo 
in b in one of  the literary cafes along the route, guided by a Trieste podcast, 
Svevo Virtual Tour, ScopriTrieste app, or map of  Trieste’s historical literary 
cafes. The literary urban landscape of  Trieste as marketing strategy. Also 
the tourist office and the Museo Sveviano e Joyce – which together developed 
the podcasts and literary walking tours – make use of  the literary heritage 
as memory place. The above discussed project of  the writer statues was 
part of  wider redevelopment plans of  branding Trieste’s literary heritage 
initiated in the 1990s and 2000s by the municipality and tourist board. 
The establishment of  a literary museum and the creation of  several 
historical ‘literary’ walking tours were part of  this plan too. Whereas 
Trieste’s writer statues evoke an embodied experience of  the literary 
past in the present, the literary museum and literary walking tours ask 
more imaginary skills of  its visitor wanting to experience the city’s literary 
heritage. They rather function, I argue, as lieux de mémoire of  a literary past 
in a twofold way: first, by literally preserving the literary heritage and, 
second, through linking the literary experience to particular urban places.

Technically, Trieste’s ‘literary museum’ exists of  two separated 
but institutionally connected ‘museum spaces’, which are the Museo 
Sveviano and the Museo Joyce, dedicated to respectively Italo Svevo (1861-
1928) and James Joyce (1882-1941) (Image 4.6). The Musei Sveviano e Joyce 
have a museum function that is in particular focused on preservation 
of  the personal documents and literary itinerary of  Trieste’s writers, 
having its origins in the history of  the museum’s foundation. In 1997, the 
municipality created the Museo Sveviano, consisting of  one exhibition room 
dedicated to Italo Svevo. The initiative was the result of  a donation by 
Svevo’s daughter of  a large patrimony of  personal papers and objects of  
her father to Trieste’s municipality. The donation, so was secured in the 
testimony of  daughter Letizia Svevo Fonda Savio, could only be accepted 
by the municipality when they, within five years after the death of  the 
daughter, would create an exhibition serving as Museo Sveviano that was 
dedicated to the heritage of  her father.371 In 1996, three years after the 
date of  the testimony, the Museo Revoltella (the city’s art museum) initiated 
together with the Biblioteca Civica (the public library and host of  Svevo’s 
literary manuscripts) the arrangement of  an exhibition space that would 
exhibit art works of  Svevo together with those of  other artists.372 Already 
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from 1960 onwards, there had existed the Saletta Sveviana which was also 
sponsored by the Svevo family. It was a place where scholars and other 
interested could consult the work of  Italo Svevo. In 1997, its reading 
room was expanded into a Museo Sveviano, made possible by the donation 
of  Svevo’s patrimony and supported by extra financial help of  the Rotary 
Club Trieste Nord. The little museum was situated at the second floor 
of  the Biblioteca Civica’s literary library building. It narrated the life of  
the Triestine author through personal objects and notes.373 The narrative 
presented to the visitors was divided in the sections: La città di Svevo (‘the 
city of  Svevo’); La vita (‘the life’); I luoghi svevianie (‘Svevian places’); I 
personaggi (‘the characters’); Svevo e il mondo culturale (‘Svevo and the cultural 
world’); and La Gloria (‘the Glory’). The narrative focused in particular on 
the quest of  Svevo’s multicultural identity within the ‘border city’ Trieste. 
The author’s life was situated within the wider urban landscape and at 
specific places in the city. The border identity of  Trieste was defined 
along the city’s historical ‘conditions’ as ‘Central-European port city; 
as flourishing trade city with a strong bourgeois society; and as mix of  
cultures and languages.374

 In 2004 the Museo Joyce opened, adding a second ‘Joyce’ room 
to the Museum that had until then solely been dedicated to Italo Svevo. 
The museum presented Trieste through the eyes of  Svevo and Joyce, 
and through their friendship. It had been Joyce who had discovered 
and supported the writing talent of  Svevo, so the museum’s narrative 
highlighted.375 The museum followed a wider interest evolving in the city 
for the Irish writer. In 1982 a statue of  Joyce had been presented (after the 
centenary of  Joyce’s birth); in 1993 the university first organized the Joyce 
festival; and in 1997 the James Joyce Summer school was first held. The 
narrative of  Joyce was presented in a similar manner as Svevo’s: a tour 
through Trieste through the eyes of  the writer Joyce. The presentation of  
Joyce was linked to several urban places too that guided the visitor along 
the life narrative of  the writer. These showed the places where the author 
lived and worked and marked the cafes and cultural centers he frequently 
visited. Both itinerary tours were developed into podcasts that guided 
visitors from the museum through the city center, turning the city into an 
‘open-air museum’.376 The visitor could download the Svevo Virtual Tour 
app and receive background information during the tour, such as images 
and video content about Joyce and Svevo.377 The museum dedicated to 
Joyce and Svevo became a lieux de mémoire of  the city’s literary past, not 
only through its activities around the material preservation of  the literary 
heritage, but moreover, it depicted a literary map in the urban landscape 
that functioned as memory place for the staging of  this literary heritage.

Recently, Riccardo Cepach (2005- present), director of  the Joyce 
and Svevo museum, and the Alderman for Culture Giorgio Rossi (2016- 
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present), developed the idea to move the literary museum from the small 
literary library on the Via del Mare to the central seat of  the Biblioteca 
Civica on Piazza Hortis, which provided space to an extra exhibition space 
for the Trieste writer Umberto Saba. The museum would be renamed 
‘Il grande museo della letteratura del 1900’ (‘The grand museum of  
twentieth-century literature’), so Rossi hoped. These plans for a renewed 
literary museum were part of  a broader municipal redevelopment plan 
for Trieste’s museums (Moro 2018). Although the plans for the new 
literary museum are not yet fully developed, the discrepancy between the 
ambitious name of  ‘literary museum of  the twentieth century’ and the 
fact that this museum would bring only three writers on stage, brings up 
the question why these three writers are experienced by the Alderman 
and museum director as representative for Trieste’s literary heritage and 
for the twentieth century literary in general. The answer can be found in 
the narratives of  how the writers are represented. Svevo was represented, 
we have seen, as bringing together in particular the two worlds of  Trieste’s 
early twentieth century: a city of  trade and business as well as preserving 
a special cultural and literary scene. Svevo represented the Triestine 
quest for self-identification within the complex modern world Trieste was 
part of. Joyce was rather presented as the foreigner fully able to integrate 
in Trieste’s local life and society, representing the city’s multicultural 
existence and open mindset to others. How Saba will be staged remains to 
be seen: the museum might choose for putting emphasis on Saba’s poetry 
in which he fused Italian with triestino dialect and Hebrew, representing a 
very local yet intercultural urban experience of  Trieste; the museum can 
also choose for highlighting Saba’s antiquarian activities in his book shop.
 The museal mechanisms of  representation of  the writers are 
crucial for guiding the visitor’s experience of  Trieste’s literary heritage. 
Key to this experience is the literary myth that conditions a general 
disillusion to the visitor, as the museum director emphasizes. On first 
sight, the literary myth of  Trieste often cannot meet the expectations 
of  the visitors, as was indeed emphasized by Cepach in our interview. 
Yet on second sight, it becomes clear that it is precisely this disillusion 
that conditions the narrative experience of  the literary museum. The 
disillusion of  the museum visitors is described by Cepach (2017) as follows: 
In general, the Joyce museum does attract foreign tourists, while the Svevo 
museum mainly attracts Italian school classes, according to Cepach. 
For the museum director, the museum’s call to personal imagination as 
well as disillusion are key to experiencing Trieste’s literary heritage. In 
our interview he mentioned that on the one hand, the groups of  school 
students are very well prepared, which makes that the complex figure of  
Svevo invites to larger questions and narratives of  identification (Cepach 
2017). Similarly, foreign tourists need a similar imaginary capability, yet 



Image 4.5 – Passers-by in front of the statue of Umberto Saba (2019).
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often experience the museum as a disillusion, according to Cepach. As 
literary scholar Zemgulys also remarked in the context of  writer houses, 
‘literary tourism becomes problematic in that it provides the visitor with 
plenty of  incidental knowledge about a writer but does not teach him or 
her anything of  value about the author’s literary achievement’ (Zemgulys 
2008, cited in: Cornish 2009, 217). Cepach (2017) remarked that visitors 
arrive from Paris, Dublin, Zurich, to find Joyce, and they find the museum 
director. ‘If  you enter a structure that presents itself  as a Joyce Museum 
and when you enter, you don’t find anything inside – I am there. They [the 
tourists] think it is an office. This is the Joyce Museum.’378 The museum 
is rather a ‘structure rich in information from which you can start your 
explorations.’379 What happens here is that – as scholarship on heritage 
re-enactment has shown - ‘history offers up enormously attractive sites 
for physical and conceptual visitation, but oftentimes the “reality” of  such 
an encounter can be alienating’ (De Groot 2011, 589).

This insight reveals that for Cepach, it is exactly the disillusion 
of  the museum encounter that contains the key for how to experience 
the literary heritage of  Trieste. The disillusion is caused by the myth that 
surrounds this heritage. ‘However, it works [to make Trieste] the meeting 
point of  international tourism interested in the literary myth […],’ and 
therefore, ‘literature is an excellent vehicle for the study of  Trieste’s 
identity’ (Cepach 2017).380 Obviously, visitors have high expectations and 
expect to find a comprehensive museum. Yet, because of  the small size 
of  the two museum rooms and the limited number of  exhibited objects, 
the visitors can only ‘read’ the narrative of  the museum as it is told to 
them either by Cepach or through their own imagination. They can use 
the objects in the museum to imagine the storyline: ‘The glasses of  Joyce 
are an excellent metaphor because through him [his eyes] you can see 
directly this, you see here the cosmopolitan reality, a very metic identity, 
very varied. Which existed at a time an now much less’ (Cepach 2017).381 
The exhibited objects function as the transmitting medium through 
which contemporary visitors can understand what Trieste’s literature 
aims to tell. 

Literature helps to ‘read the city’ and the disillusioned museum 
experience plays a crucial role in understanding the complexity of  
reading the city through the eyes of  its (historical) writers. On this, 
Cepach suggests:

Literature can do this: That is, it shows the representation of  
complexity. Writers are those who are more universal than others 
– not all – there are absolutely chauvinistic writers. […] But clearly 
all with their existences and with their point of  view. Literature 
can represent the complexity, but through an incomprehensible 
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metaphor that is the narrative. […] So the museum has to be 
structured as a path – inside you have this plural representation. 
If  this becomes an identity perceived from the outside, you don’t 
need to do anything anymore. We no longer need to become 
something that doesn’t exist. We can stay shattered. […] Because 
there is a place, a narrative that fundamentally recounts this 
(Cepach 2017).382

Experiencing literature, is thus the experience of  a complex world, 
transmitted through a narrative that functions as a metaphor for the 
complexity of  the world, as the director of  the literary museum suggested 
above. The museum then, should be structured in a similar matter, 
Cepach proposed: as a path in which the visitors can form their own 
narratives which help to explain the plural complexity of  the city. It is 
not the museum staff or the municipality that should add meaning to that 
narrative, the visitors should be able to create their own narratives. Thus, 
as are the literary walking tours – which are a heritage performance that 
‘contributes meaning by reinserting the body’ (De Groot 2011, 589), the 
visitor’s disillusion is a similar embodied experience of  Trieste’s literary 
heritage which do make the ‘empty landscape of  the past live again’ 
(De Groot 2011, 589). The fragmented experience that Trieste’s literary 
heritage provides, has, at this point, been cultivated in the museum 
experience itself.

conclusion

This chapter has explored the afterlives of  Trieste’s literary heritage in 
contemporary city branding, in relation to a wider analysis of  the current 
heritagization of  Trieste’s border imaginaries. I adapted the concept of  
literary afterlives (Rigney [2012] 2017) to add a new perspective to the 
existing body of  scholarship on Trieste’s literary border identity, and 
which enabled me to follow the heritagization paths of  Trieste’s literary 
patrimony. Tracing this meaning-making process of  a literary ‘sense of  
place’ has shown how the city’s literary tradition was cultivated and re-
staged into city branding projects and tourist marketing. What is more, it 
showed that focus in this process was on creating an embodied experience 
with Trieste’s literature, through an interactive engagement with the 
literary heritage ‘in place’. By analyzing the afterlives of  Trieste’s literary 
heritage – its monumentalization and musealization, this chapter has 
shown that the trope of  Trieste as ‘literary border city’ was turned into 
a particular cosmopolitan imaginary of  local tourist and city branding.

The chapter explored how Trieste’s cosmopolitan imaginary 
has travelled from a theme in literary production to contemporary city 



Image 4.6 – Plaque at the entrance of the Biblioteca Civica Hortis at the Musei Sveviano e Joyce. 
The image suggests contemporary students to study in this library while being surrounded by the 
memory of Trieste’s writers (2019).
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branding. From the 1980s onwards, Trieste was increasingly marketed by 
local and national publishing houses as a ‘literary border city’, turning 
the tropes of  ‘border literature’ and ‘city of  writers’ key into the staging 
of  Trieste’s literary particularity. The idea that ‘Trieste is its literature’ 
derives, as this chapter has argued, from a marketing strategy that was 
a self-fulfilling prophecy. Yet, at the same time, it also developed as a 
literary-analytic specialty by Trieste’s writers around the theme of  border 
identity. Despite the city’s powerful literary marketing, implementing this 
image of  ‘literary border city’ into contemporary tourist and city branding 
purposes raised discussions about how and what to preserve of  Trieste’s 
literary heritage and in particular about the ways of  staging in urban 
public space. A key issue in branding Trieste’s literary heritage was the 
question of  how to ‘translate’ an urban landscape drawn in the literary 
imagination into an embodied urban experience.

Through an examination of  three heritagization projects of  
Trieste’s literary tradition, I traced the various meanings and values 
assigned to the urban literary heritage in its spatial context, aiming to 
provide an understanding of  a literary sense of  place. The city has a 
longer tradition of  presenting its literary tradition in public space. These 
statues and busts placed in the Giardino Pubblico functioned as static memory 
sites and physically marked the city landscape as a cultured Italian place. 
In contrast, the three contemporary statues of  Joyce, Saba, and Svevo 
in Trieste’s city center evoke a much more dynamic engagement with 
this literary past and invite the passer-by to interact with it. A similar 
mechanism was provided by the literary walking tours and the literary 
museum. These staged experiences of  the literary heritage by marking 
particular memory sites of  this literary past in the urban landscape, such 
as writers’ houses, the literary museum itself, or personal objects. These 
cultural projects of  heritagization of  Trieste’s literary tradition do not 
offer the inhabitants and visitors of  Trieste an institutionalized script of  
how to experience Trieste’s border literature and literary past, but instead 
invite them to write and create their own narratives onto the city.

In sum, the contemporary engagement with Trieste’s literary 
heritage in practices of  tourist and city branding played a crucial role 
in the active creation of  a distinct Triestine sense of  cityness and in 
the meaning-making of  the ‘cosmopolitan city’ in particular. Whereas 
literature is the cultural medium par excellence that provides a mode of  
narrating Trieste’s complex border and cosmopolitan experiences, 
the heritagization projects of  the city’s literary tradition provide an 
opportunity to embody this border and cosmopolitan experiences within 
the physical urban landscape.
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Rediscovering Rijeka

Chapter five

In 2017, a sculpture of  a two-headed eagle was installed once more on 
the city bell tower in Rijeka (Image 5.1). This was the latest version of  a 
city symbol with a long history. In 1919, one of  the heads of  the original 
Habsburg sculpture was cut off by Italian troops. In 1949, the Yugoslav 
city council removed the sculpture altogether. In order to commemorate 
this moment of  the return of  the eagle in the urban history of  Rijeka, 
the citizens were offered the opportunity by the municipality to observe 
the two-headed eagle from a close distance. A lift brought the spectators 
to near the top of  the bell tower and enabled them to oversee their 
city, while bringing them physically close to this symbolic monument 
of  Rijeka’s history. For this remarkable historical moment, the cultural 
department had published a three-series booklet in order to document the 
eagle sculpture’s history, its restauration, and replacement on paper. Two 
of  these booklets were comic strips, which narrated the legends around 
the Indeficienter, as the two-headed eagle is named, in an accessible way 
(Steinfl 2017; Indeficienver 2017). Both the comic strips and the tower 
lift are examples of  the renewed attention for Rijeka’s urban history and 
historical imaginations of  cityness. What is more, Rijeka’s nomination 
as European Capital of  Culture in 2020 forcefully energized the city’s 
cultural economy and politics, and heightened its historical sense of  place.

The re-emplacement of  Rijeka’s Indeficienter fits into older 
historical narratives of  a Rijekan sense of  cityness, which I described in 
chapter 2. These narratives of  cityness frame the city as a place that is 
in continuous struggle for urban autonomy within the highly politicized 
world that surrounds the city. In this chapter, I will argue that Rijeka’s 
urban imaginations are not only historical narratives assigning to the city 
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a distinct sense of  cityness, but are also actively restaged in local and 
international cultural projects for the city, increasingly energized by the 
city’s nomination as European Capital of  Culture. The chapter explores 
how imaginations of  Rijeka’s past have increasingly been re-branded 
from the early 2010s onwards as part of  a dynamic and progressive urban 
cultural policy. It shows how these projects of  urban renewal aimed at 
‘recovering’ Rijeka after the disappearance of  the Yugoslav state and in 
so doing intermingled various cosmopolitan narratives of  Rijeka’s past.
 Rijeka’s ECoC nomination for 2020 has generated not only 
cultural activities in the city, but also energized academic scholarship in 
and on the city. The increased attention paid to the city’s historical sense 
of  place from the early 2010s activated local, national, and international 
scholarship on these themes, while the ECoC infrastructure offered 
a helpful platform to sustainably establish new knowledge networks 
and activities. The international conference Cities and regions in flux after 
border change: Reconfiguring the frontier, reshaping memory and visualizing change 
in twentieth century Europe, organized at the University of  Rijeka in July 
2019, is an example of  how the ECoC infrastructure brings together 
international research institutes and researchers from a variety of  
disciplines who focus on various dynamics in Rijeka and its wider region 
in past and present. Questions of  urban renewal and cultural identity 
politics in Rijeka have in recent years increasingly received attention from 
various disciplinary angles. Scholars have investigated Rijeka’s historical 
images of  multiculturalism and the contemporary practices of  the spatial 
infrastructures of  the city’s religious diversities (Abram 2017; Walton 
2015). Others have mapped the layers of  urban heritage that mark the 
city’s various pasts, and have discussed how the ECoC could offer renewed 
opportunities for urban regeneration and community building (Rijeka in 
flux 2018-2020; Wise et al. 2019). My research takes inspiration from 
the renewed scholarly attention for the city’s urban images and cultural 
policies, yet positions these studies within a longer historical analysis on 
city-making dynamics in this Adriatic border city.

In this chapter, I focus on the dynamics of  urban heritagization 
in order to understand the relationship between Rijeka’s historical urban 
imaginaries and city branding. This chapter also tries to understand how 
and why certain things, places, and practices from the past are ‘viewed 
as a precious and irreplaceable resource’ of  a distinct sense of  Rijekan 
cityness (Lowenthal 2005, 81). In chapters 3 and 4, I discussed the tension 
in the heritagization process between a complex ‘sense of  place’ and 
the city brand as a simplified image drawing upon the art of  seduction. 
Analyzing how Rijeka’s contemporary city-makers heritagize Rijeka’s 
urban narratives of  the past into contemporary cultural projects, reveals 
the struggle within the simplification dynamics in Rijeka’s city-making 
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process. They evoke a forceful critique towards the simplified city brand 
that markets Rijeka as a ‘cosmopolitan city.’ What is more, the chapter 
highlights how the cultural mobilization of  a Rijekan sense of  cityness in 
urban heritagization policies summoned a political activism.

In tracing the path of  Rijeka’s heritagization, the chapter builds 
on official urban policy documents and strategies from the municipality 
and international organizations such as the EU and UNESCO, official 
documents and reports around Rijeka’s European Capital of  Culture 
(ECoC) bid, city promotion from the local tourist board, and publications 
and public discussions at the local news channels, in particular Rijeka’s 
daily Novi List. The analysis draws, moreover, on a body of  in-depth 
interviews with key political and cultural actors in Rijeka’s local cultural 
and political scene, among which the team behind the successful ECoC 
bid. These interviews offered me a unique prospect of  following the paths, 
the choices made, and the obstructions encountered of  this city-making 
process as they occurred from the very start of  the bidding process.
 The chapter first maps the emergence of  Rijeka’s urban imaginaries 
after World War Two. It shows how Rijeka’s post-1990s city-making process 
was fashioned by, on the one hand, socialist and post-socialist transition 
experiences. On the other hand, these historical narratives evoked urban 
imaginations in which the city was presented as having taken a distinct 
path – both during socialism and during the transition period. The section 
also explores how these historical imaginaries have found resonance in 
Rijeka’s contemporary urban governance structures. The chapter then 
focusses on the emergence of  an urban cultural strategy in the early 2010s, 
showing how the municipality branded Rijeka’s distinct sense of  cityness 
by advocating the city as a place which had embraced the arts and culture 
as its core values. The third section explores how Rijeka’s nomination 
as ECoC in 2020 forcefully energized the city’s cultural economy and 
politics, and heightened its historical sense of  place. It shows how the 
ECoC cultivated historical urban narratives within a new Europeanized 
discourse to win the ECoC bid, while, simultaneously, forming a critique 
to EU institutional discourses of  inclusivity and diversity. The final two 
sections discuss two projects of  urban heritagization. I analyze how two 
of  the city’s largest festivals, the Riječki Karneval (Rijeka’s Carnival) and the 
Riječke Ljetne Noći (Rijeka Summer Nights), contributed, in different ways, 
to an active remaking of  Rijeka’s urban imaginations of  cityness. Rijeka’s 
‘rediscovered’ and restaged urban narratives were intended not only to 
inspire hope for recovery of  the local cultural economy, but in particular 
to enable citizens to regain ideological ownership of  their city that was 
subject to Europeanized discourses and nationalizing tensions in Croatia 
and the region.



Image 5.1 – The Indeficienter installed on the top of the Bell Tower, view from the Korzo (2019).
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urBan narratives of socialisM and transition

The ‘rediscovery’ of  Rijeka’s historical sense of  place and its heritagization 
into contemporary urban cultural projects must be understood in context 
of  the city’s experiences with the socialist Yugoslav rule in the city, and 
with the post-socialist transition period. Socialist cities have long been 
addressed as radical different to ‘western capitalist’ cities. The complexity 
of  socialist cities was often reduced to the idea that their urban societies 
were an elongation of  the will of  state ideology. Also, they were believed 
to be part of  the same longue durée process of  world-wide urbanization, yet 
remaining in a stage of  temporal delay. Consequently, after the end of  
socialism in the 1990s, all cities that had been under Yugoslav or Soviet 
influence, were simply turned into ‘post-socialist’ cities, while neglecting the 
variations and different trajectories in the experiences and developments 
of  urbanization. Recent urban theory has challenged the persistent trope 
of  the ‘socialist city’ (for a critique, see: Bodnár 2001; Andrusz et al. 1996; 
Musil [1981] 2018). This critical scholarship has called for analysis of  the 
variations of  urban dynamics within the discursive container that is the 
‘socialist city.’ My reading in this chapter of  the city-making processes in 
Rijeka, against a background of  its socialist and post-socialist experiences, 
follows this call and aims to explore the variety of  discourses that have 
fashioned the urban narratives of  Rijeka in the 1990s and 2000s. This 
section first explores the various narratives and imaginations attached to 
Rijeka’s Yugoslav and post-Yugoslav experiences from the end of  World 
War until the 2000s. It shows how Rijeka’s contemporary projects of  
cultural urban renewal draw upon older urban imaginaries that present 
Rijeka as a site of  ‘cultural rebellion.’ This imagination is embedded 
in not only pre-war imaginations of  a struggle for urban autonomy (an 
image I have discussed in more depth in chapter 2), but in the city’s 
particular position within the Yugoslav state and post-Yugoslav dynamics 
of  regional transition too. I will argue that post-socialist Rijeka was on 
the one hand formed by its experiences of  the socialist urban past and 
post-Yugoslav transition experiences. Yet, at the same time, Rijeka’s post-
1990s city-making processes were also inspired by urban imaginations in 
which the city was presented as having taken a distinct path – both during 
socialism and during the transition period.

Rijeka officially becoming part of  socialist Yugoslavia in 1947 
meant a forceful rupture in daily and political life in the city. This rupture 
took not only shape in terms of  political change, but also in terms of  a 
harsh politics of  population change. The exodus of  a significant part of  
the Italian population after World War Two had an important impact on 
the cultural, social, economic and spatial structures in Rijeka. In chapter 
2, I have argued that although the exodus forced the Italian-speaking 
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Rijekan citizens to leave their home-city, their memories and sense of  
belonging remained in ‘Fiume’. Despite their memories left in their urban 
patria, many other key aspects of  daily social and political life in the city 
were however replaced. A socialist Yugoslav, and Croatian speaking, local 
government took over the role of  the traditional Italian elite. How Rijeka 
changed after the Yugoslav turn, is perhaps still the least researched period 
in the city’s historiography, many questions remain to be investigated.383 
Many of  these changes, however, remain important markers of  Rijeka’s 
urban imaginations until today.
 One crucial element affecting the urban experiences of  Rijeka 
during its socialist period were the Yugoslav Brotherhood and Unity policies. 
These served after World War Two as guiding principle of  Yugoslavia’s 
inter-ethnic policies, prescribing the equality of  the Yugoslavian nations 
and its national minorities. The Brotherhood and Unity principle served 
as one of  the pillars of  the Yugoslav state identity, at least until the 1960s.384 
In Rijeka, this policy particularly affected the conscious promotion of  
the city as a binational Croatian and Italian city, later also including the 
Slovenian and Serbian minorities. The policy attempted in Rijeka, and 
the wider border region too, to reinforce Yugoslav patriotic memories 
of  the anti-Fascist People’s Liberation Struggle and to create a peaceful 
multinational society without hate (Abram 2017, 4). In the multinational 
city that Rijeka traditionally had been, yet which had disappeared after 
the violent foibe and exile experiences of  the 1940s, the discursive frame 
of  the socialist Brotherhood and Unity principle provided the city with 
a new powerful narrative of  the multinational border city, yet within a 
renewed socialist context. 
 What is more, the Brotherhood and Unity policies reinforced 
internal migrations from various parts of  Yugoslavia to Rijeka. A 
multinational body of  workers helped to relaunch Rijeka’s port industry, 
turning the city into one of  the most important industrial hubs of  the 
state (ibid.). Within this re-energized urban industry, two core principles 
of  Yugoslav socialism thus encountered: celebration of  labor and the 
working man on the one hand, and brotherhood and unity as a condition 
making possible the industrious labor production, on the other hand. 
Chapter 7 will remark on how these socialist ideals were in practice 
not always that idealistic as they were intended to be, as I will discuss 
in context of  the contemporary divided memories around the Rikard 
Benčić factory (serving as engine factory during Yugoslavia). Despite the 
ambivalence of  these socialist principles in daily practice, the themes of  
labor and multinational Brotherhood and Unity remain crucial in the 
post-2010s urban renewal imaginaries, as this chapter will later discuss.
 Rijeka’s particular position within the Yugoslav state as industrial 
hub gave rise to the development of  a distinct music reputation of  the 
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city. Rijeka’s rock and punk scene are until today commemorated as early 
acts of  cultural rebellion of  the city within the Yugoslav state. When 
the Rijekan municipality launched in 2013 an educational program for 
primary schools to introduce the children to Rijeka’s history, the city’s 
rock past was included into the second edition, arguing that the Rijekan 
marines brought music with Western influences from the United States 
(Sušanj 2014, 72). Also, The Guardian presented Rijeka in 2017 as the ‘red’ 
city that is ‘ready to rock’ (Hopkin 2017). The urban narratives around 
the city’s punk and rock scene are nowadays mainly centered around the 
Jan Palach club, recently restaged as one of  Rijeka’s historical cultural 
spaces. The club exists since the 1950s as student music center, yet was 
in 1968 renamed after Jan Palach, the Czech student who set himself  on 
fire as protest against the USSR invasion in Czecho-Slovakia. In 2013, 
Rijeka’s Mayor Vojko Obersnel adopted the club as part of  his municipal 
campaign Rijeka se vraća kući (‘Rijeka returns home’ – referring to Croatia’s 
access into the EU, which would be a home-coming for Rijeka, so the 
Mayor suggested), with the initiative Palach se vraća kući (‘Palach returns 
home’), which returned the club to the students (Benčić 2013). Rijeka’s 
past as rock and punk city assigned the city a reputation of  being a place 
in which the inhabitants searched their own path – during Yugoslav 
governance and until today symbolically restaged into a new context of  
Croatian Rijeka’s accession to the EU.
 The disintegration of  Yugoslavia resulted, again, into radical 
changes and violence in the whole region. With the death of  Tito in 
1980, Yugoslavia slowly felt apart and nationalist tensions heightened. 
Historians have debated the contingency and the various theories which 
together caused the break-up of  the socialist state and a series of  violent 
conflicts in the early 1990s.385 When Yugoslavia adopted a multi-party 
system for the individual six republics of  the socialist state in 1990s, 
elections brought Franjo Tuđman to power in Croatia, leader of  the 
nationalist Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ). From 1991 till 1995, 
Croatia fought a war for independence (remembered as the Croatian 
Homeland War), aiming to build an independent Croatian state, 
‘liberated’ from Serbian dominance. The call for independence by the 
various ‘nations’ of  Yugoslavia was strengthened by Slobodan Milošević’s 
attempts to create a Greater Serbia. The liberation struggles in all former 
Yugoslav republics heightened ethnic tensions. The former Yugoslav states 
were led to civil war and ethnic cleansings throughout the 1990s. Until 
today, the Croatian war of  independence has been particularly adapted 
into national historical memory through the 1991 Battle of  Vukovar and 
1995 Operation Storm. How local cultural actors in Rijeka have critically 
engaged with the nationalized historical memories of  these two events, 
will be discussed in chapter 7. Under Tuđman, as in the rest of  the region 
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of  the former Yugoslavia, Croatia developed strongly nationalist politics, 
meaning while hit by deep economic crisis and huge unemployment rates. 
In 1996 Croatia joined the Council of  Europe, opening up its gaze to 
Europe as a considered way out of  the plural crises. In 2003, the country 
indeed started accession negotiations with the EU, a process that was 
finalized in 2013. Since 1990 until today, the nationalist-rightwing HDZ 
party has been the largest governing party of  Croatia, only for two short 
terms alternated by the center-left Socijaldemokratska partija Hrvatske (SDP). 
Rijeka, in contrast, has a long leftish tradition of  SDP municipal politics, 
at times resulting into political disagreement, as this chapter will also 
highlight. Overall, the 1990s and early 2000s have been commemorated 
as a period of  ‘transition’ for post-Yugoslav countries.

It is important to locate Croatia’s – and thus also Rijeka’s – history 
of  the 1990s and early 2000s within this wider history of  ‘transition’. The 
post-Yugoslav ‘transition’ refers to the reform processes of  the former 
socialist countries into ‘democracies’ and ‘liberal economies’ after the 
breakup of  Yugoslavia late 1990s. This transformation of  the former 
Yugoslav countries - their civic society destroyed by war and genocide 
- into ‘liberal democracies’ was for a large part driven by EU forces. In 
many ways, the EU played from the early 1990s an ambiguous key role 
in the re-development of  the post-Yugoslav countries after a period of  
social, economic and political crises and ethnic conflict. The European 
motto ‘Unity in diversity’, introduced in 2000, symbolized the European 
cultural policy which became in 1992 one of  the new pillars of  the new 
Union (Shore 2000, 53-54). Enlargement of  the EU with new Central- 
and Eastern-European member states in the new millennium created a 
necessity for the EU to define common pillars of  a European identity, 
in relation to the diversity of  the member states. This explains the new 
orientation towards the democracy, culture and politics of  the regions. 
The European Commission ‘Europeanized’ Europe’s new regions by 
investing in cultural projects. Promises for future EU access (so-called 
‘conditionality’ policies) served to force candidate-countries such as 
Croatia to change its democratic and cultural values towards ‘European 
standards’ (Vos 2017; Patel 2013; Meinhof  and Triandafyllidou 2006; 
Verstraete 2010). What is more, EU cultural projects, such as art and 
urban subsidies like the European Capital of  Culture program, served as 
instruments to democratize new Central- and Eastern-European member 
states. The European city plays a central role in the ways how European 
politicians imagined this common, yet diverse identity. 

In the region, public, political, and academic rhetoric about the 
period of  transformation has largely focused on the incompleteness of  
the ‘failed transitions’. A deep financial crisis from the late 1990s and 
high unemployment rates have hit the former Yugoslav countries. The 
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transition was considered to underscore the semi-peripheral status of  
these post-socialist countries. Democratic values have not always been 
nourished, witnessing the protest of  social movements in Croatia, but 
also Serbia and Slovenia from 2008 on (Baćević and Kraft 2015; Baćević 
2015). Similarly, the academic discourse on the region underscores this 
failed transition, by traditionally focusing its scholarship, on the one 
hand, on the disintegration of  Yugoslavia and the subsequently conflicts 
and ethnic wars (as well as on the transitional justice and reconciliation 
afterwards) and, on the other, on the difficulties of  EU accession and 
integration politics (Petrović 2015).386 The role of  the EU, as well as other 
international bodies such as the United Nations and NATO, in steering 
the transitions in the region has been perceived as curtailing these states’ 
autonomy.

Similarly, the 1990s experience of  a failed transition gave rise to 
a scholarly critique that calls itself  ‘the New Left’ – a term introduced 
by Igor Štiks and Srećko Horvat. They argue that the ‘very concept of  
Transition – as an ideological construct of  domination based on the 
narrative of  integration of  the former socialist Europe into the Western 
core – actually hides the monumental neo-colonial transformation of  this 
region into a dependent semi-periphery’ (Štiks and Horvat 2012, 89). 
The emergence of  such a semi-sphere has by others also been determined 
as a still existing ‘Yugosphere’ (Judah 2009). Štiks and Horvat refer to 
the EU influence as active player in the transformations of  the post-
Yugoslav region, which had turned the post-socialist countries towards 
accession politics, monetary reforms, acquis communautaire and processes 
of  transitional justice. Some scholars have even observed a ‘Titostalgia’ 
as response to the EU’s political, economic and social interference in the 
region, a nostalgia towards past social policies, expressing the feeling that 
something is away in the new system (Velikonja 2015).
 ‘New left’ scholarship has made the transitions in the Balkans 
and the growth of  social movements into their main object of  analyses, 
described by Štiks (2015, 137) as a 

critique of  electoral democracy, followed by experiments or 
advocacy of  direct, participatory, and horizontal democracy; 
critique of  the neoliberal capitalist transformation of  the post-
Yugoslav societies and the so called “transition” resulting in 
huge inequalities and massive unemployment and poverty; 
critique of  the conservative, religious, patriarchal, and nationalist 
ideological hegemony that accompanied and made possible that 
transformation; defense of  common and public goods, including 
natural resources, and the remnants of  the socialist welfare state 
against privatizations and profit-oriented exploitation; and finally, 
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an internationalist approach to the post-Yugoslav and wider 
Balkan region, often coupled with an anti-nationalist and anti-
Fascist attitude.387

The New Left turns its struggle in particular against the nationalist 
discourse of  which they accuse their political elites. They aim to 
change the ‘public climate, challenge dominant media discourses, and 
reintroduce progressive ideas into wider society’, thereby ‘undermining 
the (neo)liberal hegemony that since 1989 has successfully delegitimized 
left traditions and promoted multi-party electoral democracy’ (Štiks and 
Horvat 2015, 15). Both the scope of  the New Left research questions as 
well as the socially and politically engagement of  their academic interest 
for the contemporary developments in the region, automatically turn 
these scholars into subjects of  a highly normative discussion in which 
the local and regional ‘critical left’ positions itself  against the ‘nationalist 
right’ of  the state.
 In such a context, cities turned into symbolic battlefields in the 
struggle for local self-determination of  citizens.388 From 2008 onwards, 
protests emerged in Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian, and Bosnian cities, 
which can be considered as a result of  the 1990s ‘failed transitions.’ 
The protests targeted general social injustices as well as specific policies, 
and expressed discontent about the experiences of  incompleteness and 
dissatisfaction with the post-socialist transition (Štiks 2015; Baćević and 
Kraft 2015; Baćević 2015). Citizens, social movements, workers, and 
students from all over the region accused their political elites of  using this 
image of  transitional incompleteness and failure to justify the privatization 
of  state and public assets, causing even higher unemployment rates 
and inequality in the region. These resurrections varied from workers’ 
activism and strikes, to university occupations and claims of  public city 
spaces. 

The so-called Pravo na Grad, the ‘Right to the City’ movement, is a 
telling example of  the aims and methods of  the uprisings that had spread 
over post-Yugoslavia in the 2000s. In the case of  two of  their most well-
known events, the Ne da(vi)mo Beograd (‘Don’t Drown Belgrade’) protests 
and the Srđ je naš (‘Srđ is ours’), it is noticeable that both movements 
protested against the erosion of  urban public space from the citizens, 
defending urban and natural commons. The Don’t Drown Belgrade 
initiative fought against the development of  the Belgrade Waterfront 
project. This project, supported by the Serbian government and a foreign 
investor, aimed to build luxurious apartments on the Belgrade Sava 
riverbank. Belgrade citizens considered the project as misuse of  the city’s 
natural and urban commons (NDM/BGD 2014). Similarly, the Srđ is ours 
movement fought against the privatization of  the Srđ hill, a green, empty 
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hill right next to the city center of  Dubrovnik, the Croatian town that 
had been overtaken by tourist exploitation. The hill was planned to be 
developed into a golf  course, supported by the Croatian government and 
again with a foreign investor. Like in Belgrade, arguments of  the citizens 
expressed fear for damage to the natural environment as well as to the 
characteristic horizons of  both cities and anger about the self-enrichment 
and irresponsibility of  the local and national government (Srđ je naš 
2012). Current MMSU (Museum of  Modern and Contemporary Art in 
Rijeka) director Slaven Tolj has for years been one of  the key actors in 
the fight against the golf  course above the hill of  Dubrovnik, but had 
after many threats to his family decided to leave the city (Tolj 2017). 
After, among other actions, a city referendum and a law suit, the decision-
making process on the future of  the hill is still ongoing. Within the highly 
nationalized post-Yugoslav nation-state societies and in context of  the 
failed transitions, ‘activist citizenship’ has indeed recently been opened-
up as a new framework for understanding citizenship dynamics in the 
region (Shaw and Štiks 2012). 

Paradoxically, the social protests were also the result of  the lively 
civil society and existence of  many NGOs that the EU had brought itself  
to the Balkans by means of  their transition policies. Thus, the EU provided 
both the threats to autonomy that many citizens in Croatia, Serbia, and 
other countries experienced, but also created the structures to resist their 
threats to autonomy, by having contributed to the creation of  a strong civil 
society in the region. In many post-Yugoslav countries, the EU supported, 
on the one hand, nationalized cultural institutions and, on the other hand, 
civil society and NGO structures. However, as has often been argued, 
the flow of  subsidies, together with a cultural institutionalized world that 
had to resettle along national lines, did not bring change in the world of  
cultural institutions in the Balkans: ‘The transition in culture at that level 
has not happened yet. This is the one thing everyone in the Balkans had 
in common when it came to culture. Unwillingness to change – albeit 
too late, as everything around has changed’ Dobrović (2016, 12). At the 
same time, however, a parallel independent – former ‘underground’ - art 
scene addressed protest, political, activist and aesthetically ‘unpolished’ 
art. Its non-institutionalized character, independent from state structures 
and ideologies, made that this scene was considered as possibly opening 
up the future, because ‘the artistic underground is unburdened by the 
past of  the cuts, and particularly unburdened by the mythical Balkan 
ties when the Balkans were the center of  the (non-existent) world’ (ibid.). 
Especially in Croatia their activities were sustained by regional NGOs, 
after the break-up of  Yugoslavia. 

This background of  post-socialist transitions conditioned the 
contemporary urban governance structure in Rijeka. This model of  
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urban governance is one centered around the narrative of  Rijeka as city 
of  ‘cultural rebellion’. When it comes to the civil and cultural structures 
of  the post-transition urban society, Rijeka’s ‘city-makers’ are, for an 
important part, actors of  the independent cultural scene who have found 
foot on the ground at official national institutions. Not only the municipal 
Department of  Culture has an important role in the city-making 
process of  Rijeka, but national cultural institutions such as the Croatian 
National Theater in Rijeka, the Museum of  Modern and Contemporary 
Art (MMSU), as well as the city’s NGO scene - mainly embodied by 
Molekula and Drugo More - received an independent space and a critical 
voice in the Rijekan cultural world. Rijeka’s current cultural network has 
developed with the arrival of  Mayor Vojko Obersnel – member of  the 
Socijaldemokratska partija Hrvatske (‘Social Democratic Party of  Croatia’, 
SDP) in 2000. Obersnel attracted several individuals to Rijeka who all 
had extensive experience in various cultural sectors in Croatia. Obersnel’s 
efforts resulted into a network of  strong cultural actors, all assigned with 
critical visions that they together could agglomerate into a clear strategic 
vision for the city of  Rijeka. Key positions in the cultural scene of  Rijeka 
were taken by public Croatian figures like the former rock star Ivan 
Šarar (Head of  Rijeka Department of  Culture from 2011), the earlier 
mentioned artist and Dubrovnik ‘regenerator’ Slaven Tolj (Director of  
the MMSU from 2012), theater maker and dramaturge Oliver Frljić 
(Intendant of  the theater section of  the HNK Ivana pl. Zajc in 2014-
2016) and dramaturge and Marin Blažević (Intendant of  the Opera 
section of  the HNK from 2014-2016 and Frljić’s successor at HNK in 
2017). This circle of  cultural actors was, moreover, supported by a group 
of  young people of  which many had graduated at the department of  
cultural studies at the University of  Rijeka. They got junior positions 
at key networks of  Rijeka’s cultural scene, such as at the municipality, 
local cultural institutes, museums, and NGOs. The new group of  cultural 
actors connected Rijeka with a wider Croatian and international network 
and became, with support of  Mayor Obersnel, the new city-makers of  
Rijeka. 

This municipal scene of  cultural and political actors stood on the 
forefront of  creating a Rijekan cultural policy from 2013 onwards. As will 
be discussed throughout this chapter, this cultural strategy functioned to 
establish citizens’ right to the city, using cultural political instruments to 
establish these citizens’ rights. In appropriating the city, Rijeka’s cultural 
actors positioned themselves in contradiction to the neoliberal public and 
rightwing nationalist political climate in Croatia. In their urban cultural 
manifestations, they addressed the concerns of  the transition period, such 
as the massive unemployment, neoliberal misuse of  the commons, and 
state nationalization, and considered these as the result of  privatization 
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and nationalist ideological hegemony. They thus make use of  critical 
discourses which they share with what has been called a ‘New Left’. Using 
the cultural institutions and programs that are traditionally strongly 
linked to political state dominance, Rijeka’s city-makers tended to change 
these nationalized institutions from within. Rijeka’s reputation as city of  
‘cultural rebellion’ was thus both an urban governance structure and a 
self-sustained urban imagination, which was cultivated in and through 
the cultural strategy.

the return of the two-headed eagle

As noted in the opening paragraphs, the statue of  Rijeka’s eagle retrieved 
its second head after almost 100 years. The statue that symbolizes the 
city’s coat of  arms was replaced on top of  Rijeka’s City Bell Tower in 
2017 (Image 5.2). Chapter 2 already described how the double-headed 
eagle Indeficienter originated from the late Habsburg period, symbolizing 
Rijeka’s twofold Habsburg and Italian identity. I argued in that chapter 
that the history of  the statue demonstrates Rijeka’s contested identity 
politics. It had one of  its heads cut off in 1919 by the troops of  Gabriele 
D’Annunzio and was eventually removed from its position on the City 
Tower by the Yugoslav government in 1949. Cutting of  one of  the eagle’s 
heads in 1919 symbolized the Italian victory over Austrian rule, while 
the removal of  the statue in 1949 symbolized Yugoslavian victory in a 
struggle against bourgeois and anti-socialist elements (Tulić 2017, 91-
105). Indeed, when the two-headed eagle was replaced in 2017, the public 
banner placed on Trg Ivana Koblera – the square in front of  the City 
Bell Tower – remarked that by the act of  replacement the Indeficienter 
became once again 

the symbol of  Rijeka and its courage to tell important stories from 
its history. […] Today, Rijeka is fully aware of  its past changes 
and transformations which contributed to the magnanimity of  
its spirit, the openness of  its worldview and the wisdom of  its 
people. […] Rijeka wishes to […] show contemporary Europe 
that it is only natural to be built of  diversities and to use them as 
a basis to carry on shaping the identity of  continuity, belonging 
and acceptance (Exhibition Trg Ivana Koblera 2017). 

This text highlighted the aims and intentions behind the joint effort of  
Rijka’s municipality and the Musej Grada Rijeke (Museum of  the City 
of  Rijeka) to replace the controversial monument on top the Bell Tower. 
The act of  replacement feeds the narrative in which Rijeka turned from 
a ‘suppressed city’ into an open city free to decide upon its own cultural 
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and political paths. This and the following sections develop around the 
question why the return of  the Indeficienter in the public urban space 
happened in 2017. They explore the dynamics of  heritagization of  
Rijeka’s past, of  which the return of  the Indeficienter forms part, by 
examining the development of  municipal cultural policies in Rijeka. In 
this section, I map the first initiatives around the emergence of  an urban 
cultural strategy. It shows how the city and tourist marketing of  Rijeka 
formed part of  a wider regional Kvarner and Croatian national branding 
campaign during the 2000s. This changed, however, in the 2010s, when 
the municipality started to market Rijeka as a city with a distinct cultural 
sense of  place.

 The recent heritagization of  Rijeka’s historical urban narratives 
into projects of  city branding has its traces in the 2013 strategy for 
cultural development, the Strategija Kulturnog Razvitka Grada Rijeke (‘Strategy 
for Cultural Development of  the City of  Rijeka’). In this document 
the municipality formulated its cultural strategy for the period 2013 – 
2020, aiming to situate the branding of  the city within a much wider 
regional, national and European infrastructural network. The Strategy 
was developed by the Rijekan Department of  Culture, on initiative of  
Rijeka’s Mayor Vojko Obersnel (2000 – present) and voted in by the City 
Council. It was claimed to be the first of  its kind in Rijeka and developed 
from the need to define a clear urban cultural policy, in order to accelerate 
the city’s cultural development, so can be read in the document: 

Such a strategy, which is openly based on the positioning of  Rijeka as 
an international cultural center, strengthens the infrastructure capacity 
through urban renewal, at the same time triggers another process that 
can be called the strengthening of  the cultural identity or branding of  
the city (City of  Rijeka 2013, 8).389

Rijeka’s strategy, and its successive cultural practices following the 
strategy the years after, aimed at framing a clear material and immaterial 
urban landscape for Rijeka. Positioning the city as the center of  a wider 
regional cultural infrastructure, could pave the way for Rijeka’s ambitions 
to become European Capital of  Culture. The city council had already 
expressed such ambitions in 2004. The application for European Capital 
of  Culture (ECoC) remained however, due to Croatia’s lack of  EU 
membership, unsuccessful (Kregar Šegota 2016). Should Rijeka wish 
to apply again for becoming ECoC in 2020, formulating a long-term 
cultural strategy for the city was a first necessary step. Rijeka’s candidacy 
was officially made possible after Croatia’s EU membership in 2013.

Rijeka’s cultural strategy identified the city’s future development 
plans and only briefly outlined a series of  urban narratives that would 
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serve as key values of  Rijeka’s cultural strategy. Strikingly was that culture 
was formulated as core value of  Rijeka’s city life. Art and culture, as was 
stated by the authors of  the document, had to be acknowledged by its 
citizens as core to Rijeka’s common identity. Central in this cultural 
vision was the experience of  social cohesion among the Rijekans as well 
as the experience of  being connected to a city that expresses a national 
and international cultural and artistic vitality (City of  Rijeka 2013, 15). 
Here, Rijeka’s cultural vision was presented as based on the idea that 
culture was a value an sich, rather than only an instrument to reach other 
goals – such as economic development. The cultural vision exposed in 
the strategy document was based on three principles: access to culture 
for all citizens as well as active participation to the cultural life; support 
of  diversity and multiculturalism, and ‘respect for the freedom of  artistic 
creativity and the values of  tolerance, dialogue and cooperation’ (ibid., 
17-18).390 The cultural vision thus addressed a certain ‘quality of  life’ in 
the city and assigned Rijeka a distinct cultural sense of  cityness.

The cultural strategy addressed Rijeka’s ‘cultural identity’ in 
relation to its geo-historical position between various wider cultural 
regions. Rijeka, so the document remarked, is ‘a Mediterranean city 
which strongly connects its historical tradition to the Central-European 
culture and civilization’ (ibid., 22).391 Mentioning generalized concepts of  
‘history’, ‘culture’ and ‘civilization’, the authors did not elaborate on what 
‘Mediterranean’ or ‘Central-European’ signified to them. They presented 
their city as ‘multicultural’ – a feature that would be embodied both by 
the urban material heritage as well as by the mentality of  its citizens:

The cultural identity of  Rijeka is also based on multiculturalism 
and multi-ethnicity. Different national cultures throughout 
history have left distinctive traces of  both architecture and specific 
Rijeka mentality. In this context, strengthening cultural links and 
cooperation with cities from South-Eastern Europe contributes 
to greater recognition of  Rijeka as a cosmopolitan city, open to 
different cultural influences (ibid., 23).392

The aim of  the authors to contribute to ‘the recognition of  Rijeka as a 
cosmopolitan city’ referred to two related understandings of  the concept. 
First, it referred here to an understanding of  the term as an idea of  
openness and tolerance towards ‘different cultural influences’ from the 
Mediterranean, Central-Europe and South-Eastern Europe. Second, the 
term functioned to determine Rijeka as a place of  transit and exchange 
within the city becomes key center for a network of  ‘Mediterranean’, 
‘Central-European’ and South-Eastern European cities. The cultural 
strategy thus created a distinct sense of  Rijekan cityness by situating the 
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city along simplified common denominators of  cultural and historical 
‘civilizations’, which remain non-defined yet are assigned to wider 
geographical ‘cultural’ regions that speak for themselves (Lewis and 
Wigen 1997).

So far, Rijeka’s ‘cultural identity’ was in the strategy only briefly 
outlined along simplified notions as ‘cultural vitality’ and as ‘cosmopolitan 
meeting point for different civilizations’. Yet, the authors of  the strategy 
suggested that this distinct Rijekan cityness should actively be ‘branded’, 
through the establishment of  an independent cultural and artistic scene, 
tourist promotion, and marketing of  particular cultural programs (City 
of  Rijeka 2013, 23). Key in establishing this city branding was a renewed 
cultural infrastructure. Indeed, the city implemented two instruments that 
could generate a renewal of  the urban cultural infrastructure. First of  
these was the renovation of  the Rijeka’s sites of  heritage, and in particular 
the reminders to an industrial socialist past. Chapter 7 will take up this 
theme in more depth, discussing the renovation of  the former factory 
Rikard Benčić and its redevelopment into Rijeka’s new cultural center 
- in context of  the city’s wider restructuring policies of  urban heritage 
sites. For now, it is interesting to remark that the cultivation of  Rijeka’s 
cultural identity through means of  marking particular urban heritage 
sites also found resonance in a municipal schooling program. The 
bilingual Croatian and Italian educational program Moja Rijeka: Priručnik 
za zavičajnu nastavu u riječkim osnovnim školama /La Mia Fiume: Manuale per lo 
studio della storia locale nelle scuole elementari di Fiume was first implemented 
in 2013 and presented to elementary school children the main historical 
sites of  their city of  Rijeka. In the preface, Mayor Vojko Obersnel wrote 
that this manual offered an opportunity to get to know the history and 
future of  Rijeka, that was still unknown to many (Sušanj 2013). 

Second instrument to brand the city was implemented through 
tourist promotion. Indeed, exploring the urban imaginations of  Rijeka as 
presented by its local tourist board, provides insight into how the ‘Rijekan 
cultural identity’ that was identified in the 2013 cultural strategy had been 
outlined in local tourist promotion and enables to investigate how the term 
was further developed in the years following the cultural strategy. The 
tourist gaze will provide insight into the experiential and thus symbolic 
use value of  a branded Rijekan ‘urban identity’ (Urry 2002).

The Rijeka tourist board promoted the city as a central place 
within a wider cultural infrastructure of  various geographies. In a 2009 
regional campaign, Rijeka’s tourist promotion formed part of  a wider 
Croatian national campaign. The representation of  Rijeka as part of  the 
‘Kvarner, diversity is beautiful’ campaign, was embedded in the larger 
national campaign ‘Croatia. Full of  life’. Rijeka and its coastline were 
together with the islands of  Cres, Krk, Pag, Rab and Lošinj represented as 
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one of  part of  the Kvarner bay. This regional campaign was accompanied 
by visuals of  a multi-colored wind rose, suggesting a central role for the 
wind in the experience of  the Kvarner region. Indeed, like Trieste, the 
Kvarner is also the place of  the forceful bura wind (bora in Trieste). The 
agency that had designed the tourist branding strategy and its logo, 
explained their design as follows:

Throughout history, Kvarner has been known as an intersection 
of  four transport routes. The very name Kvarner evokes this 
quadrant, navigational spatial orientation. This is why the source 
of  this visual identity proposal begins with the familiar symbol 
of  the wind rose, which also includes references to navigation, 
four-sided spatial orientation and wind direction (Bruketa and 
Žinić 2011).

Referring to the historical position of  the Kvarner bay as interregional 
trade infrastructure, Rijeka was positioned as one element of  a historical 
trade structure of  the wider Adriatic that existed during the Roman and 
later Venetian times. The central slogan ‘diversity is beautiful’ remained 
non-specified and open for interpretation. It might did refer to the 
historical diversity in the region. Yet, the visual wind roses accompanying 
the campaign might offer a possible interpretation: Rijeka’s wind rose 
was depicted from a plan of  blue, red and yellow, on the eye suggesting a 
hilly town along the water shore. The tourist logo of  Rijeka’s wind rose 
brought together the heritage of  historical transport routes – through the 
very navigational symbol of  the wind rose - with present day touristic 
interests – beach, sun, urban heritage. The concept of  ‘diversity’ most 
probably thus presented the diversity in tourist activities in Rijeka and 
the region: the visitor could find sea, forest, islands and cultural heritage 
to visit. 
 During the years towards Rijeka’s candidacy as European Capital 
of  Culture, a second touristic campaign developed next to the Kvarner 
regional campaign. Announced already in the 2013 cultural strategy, 
Rijeka had to grow as an international cultural-touristic destination. 
Touristic development, so one realized, had positive economic advantages 
that would benefit a wider development of  the city (City of  Rijeka 2013, 
23). This second campaign indeed expressed the need for a separate 
urban branding and, similarly as the Kvarner campaign, used ‘diversity’ 
as central concept. ‘Rijeka: Port of  diversity’ focused on branding the city 
of  Rijeka this time not as one part of  a whole, but as center of  a wider 
cultural infrastructure. Since the belief  was that most tourists pass Rijeka 
on their way to other tourist destinations, the 2016 Rijeka tourist brochure 
expressed hope that 2016 would become the year in which the city 
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became a tourist destination. This development was possible, according 
to the brochure, because Rijeka was able to escape ‘from its former image 
of  a port and industrial city,’ thus considering its industrious past as an 
obstacle for the tourist imaginary of  Rijeka. At the same time, the tourist 
board tried to reframe this same urban industrial heritage – instead of  
turning it into cultural heritage – into infrastructural opportunities to 
transport its tourists – metaphorically explaining this ‘both as a means 
of  arrival and as a starting point for new journeys’ (Rijeka Tourist Board 
2016, 3).
 The city was now framed as the place where to take a ‘break from 
dynamic everyday life, [where] you can be what you are, but disguised 
under a carnival mask, you can also allow yourself  to be what you want 
to be without holding back-at least for a moment’ (ibid.). The brochure 
presented various historical periods that had influenced – on architectural 
level – the image of  the city: ‘from prehistory and the Gothic, then the 
Baroque […] and […] Austro-Hungarian monarchy’ (ibid.). The Yugoslav 
and Italian periods of  dominance, were left out of  the presented urban 
image. The industrious heritage, and reminders of  a Yugoslav and Italian 
era, were seemingly considered as non-suitable for branding Rijeka to 
tourists. It is therefore highly remarkable that exactly these themes would 
become the focus of  the European Capital of  Culture project not much 
later, as I will continue to discuss later in this chapter. 
 In sum, whereas Rijeka’s urban image formed part of  a broader 
regional Kvarner and national Croatian tourist campaign during the 
2000s, from the 2010s onwards, Rijeka’s municipality started to market 
Rijeka as a city with a distinct cultural sense of  place. Those touristic 
imaginations represented Rijeka as a site where histories passed by and 
on their way brought the city all kinds of  influences of  cultures and 
civilizations. Rijeka offered the visitor a moment of  repose and place 
to navigate from, to reconsider the past and future, and one’s path and 
future paths. ‘Allow yourself  to be what you want’ in your moment of  
passing by the city, did the tourist board propose to Rijeka’s visitors. The 
tourist branding of  Rijeka was part of  the wider Strategy of  Culture that 
the municipality had formulated in 2013 and that advocated the city 
as a place which had embraced art and culture as its core values. The 
cultural vision of  Rijeka was indeed about providing access to culture and 
openness to the world for all Rijekans. In so doing, the cultural strategy 
was most of  all a signpost that Rijeka would decide upon its own identity. 
When Rijeka’s Indeficienter was returned to its place on top of  the Bell 
Tower, this was presented as a similar clear message in which the citizens 
finally chose their own histories which they preferred to identify with. It 
was time to decide upon Rijeka’s own identity – to consider its navigation 
point. Tourist promotion was for the 2013 Cultural Strategy one way 
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to work towards this goal. Rijeka’s urban ‘renewal’, so the Strategy 
moreover expressed, would succeed or fail by the development of  Rijeka’s 
candidacy as European Capital of  Culture. 

BecoMing a ‘port of diversity’

The most powerful instrument for implementing Rijeka’s 2013 cultural 
strategy was the city’s candidacy to become European Capital of  Culture 
(ECoC) in 2020. The candidacy and development of  a cultural program 
was a chance that was warmly welcomed by the city council and local 
cultural scene. Above all, Rijeka’s ECoC project was and still is highly 
ambitious in its design and scope and serves. The project has been one of  
the most forceful city-making projects in the contemporary city, a process 
that continues until today. Following the dynamics of  Rijeka’s candidacy 
for European Capital of  Culture 2020 from the very start offered a 
unique prospect of  following the processes of  city-making in Rijeka as 
they occur. This section explores the candidacy process and critically 
examines the conceptualization of  its ‘Port of  Diversity’ motto. I show 
how the ECoC team cultivated historical narratives of  their city within a 
new Europeanized discourse to win the ECoC bid. Simultaneously, I show 
how Rijeka’s ECoC bid forms a critique to EU institutional discourses of  
inclusivity and diversity.

Making Rijeka European Capital of  Culture was a highly 
ambitious project. The first initiative – albeit unsuccessful - to candidate 
the city as ECoC already dates to 2004, when Croatia was not yet EU 
member. A second chance came in the spring of  2016 – a chance that had 
been prepared in the years before. The successful bid entitled ‘RI:2020’ 
led to the awarding of  Rijeka as ECoC in 2020 by the ECoC panel of  
the European Commission and was driven by a clear European message 
and conceptual bid book. The introduction of  the bid book expressed 
recognizable European slogans such as ‘Rijeka has learned the lesson of  
diversity’ and ‘New identities in a transnational context’ (Team RI:2020 
2016, 2). The project proposal branded Rijeka as a ‘city of  diversity’, 
thereby making use of  the image of  the city as an historical site of  cultural 
co-habitation and exchange. As this section will continue to show, Rijeka’s 
ECoC candidacy raised several local and European pressing issues, not 
aiming to solve these, but offering a European platform for discussing 
these concerns.

‘Luka Različitosti’ (Port of  Diversity) functioned as key theme 
and served as umbrella for the three carefully selected thematic guidelines, 
namely ‘water’, ‘work’ and ‘migrations’. The bid book noted that the 
concept of  the port referred both literally to the activities of  exchange in 
the city’s harbor as well as to the figurative meaning as a port of  exchange 
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(ibid., 6-7). As a city on the water, the port, so can be read in the bid 
book, has offered work for people from all over the region and Europe, 
stimulating people and cultures to migrate to Rijeka. At the same time, 
the port of  Rijeka functioned as one of  the major European ports used 
for migration to the United States. This discourse in which the concepts 
of  water, work and migrations are interconnected to each other is also 
visually emphasized by the visual scheme accompanying the bid book 
(Image 5.3). In this schematic design the three themes were visualized as 
overlapping circles – a visual which connected the ECoC campaign with 
the imagery of  the Kvarner tourism campaign and which can be easily 
turned into an image for an independent Rijeka tourist campaign (EPK 
2015). Combining water, work and migrations, the conceptual and visual 
discourse of  the ‘Port of  diversity’ theme in the bid book thus created 
an image of  Rijeka as an historical site of  cultural co-habitation and 
exchange, connecting local history to a wider European infrastructure. 
The ECoC representation of  Rijeka as a ‘port of  diversity’ was thus, 
firstly, closely linked to the imagination of  a historical trade- and port-city. 

The ‘port of  diversity’ concept was deepened by building a 
layered urban imagination based on the various narratives of  Rijeka’s 
past. The multiple historical narratives of  Rijeka’s past were for instanced 
visualized by the images accompanying the text of  the bid book. The 
visual images suggested an impression of  overlapping histories within the 
imaginative cityscapes on the one hand, and of  inhabitants’ interaction 
with the material landscape on the other hand. As Image 5.4 shows, one 
of  the images for example showed citizens walking in front of  Rijeka’s first 
skyscraper in the 1950s. The skyscraper was built as a power statement 
taken by the Italian Fascist regime, but at the time of  the picture - literally 
and imaginatively - occupied by Tito’s Yugoslav State. Another image 
showed a Youth Council in front of  the first punk-rock club in Rijeka, 
named after Jan Palach, the Czech student who as a protest against 
Russian Soviet occupation set himself  on fire during the Prague Spring 
of  1968. The background wall is covered by graffiti reflecting various 
periods of  Rijeka’s history. The rock club is now a student center. A third 
image showed citizens sunbathing on a Rijekan beach, situated against the 
background of  the industry of  the city’s harbor. A fourth image showed 
a theater performance on a rooftop, situated against the background 
of  urban landscapes envisioning various episodes of  Rijeka’s Roman, 
Fascist, socialist and industrial histories. The images included in the bid 
book contrasted multiple historical episodes in the urban landscape, 
mapping the historical memories of  the city. The suggestion of  cultural 
exchange emerged from the human presence in this urban landscape full 
of  historical narratives. 

The images affirmed the bid book’s message that a Rijekan 
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ECoC nomination would engage with a mosaic of  histories in Rijeka 
and promised to explore the relationship with the city’s contemporary 
society. Rijeka, so the bid book promised, would, because of  its historical 
experience with diversities, function as a laboratory for issues that 
currently occupy Europe (Team RI:2020 2016, 2). The issues to explore 
would be collected in the ‘seven flagships’, which served as thematic 
collocutors forming the basis for the program line.

As I will continue to show, close reading of  the motivations behind 
the ECoC discourse shows that by formulating the conceptual framework 
around the diversity theme, the RI:2020 team created space to discuss 
the values connected to the concept of  diversity. They did so through a 
constant questioning of  the various ways in which ‘diversity’ could be 
experienced and whether the experience of  diversity in their city indeed 
also led to a way of  human togetherness. In a quest for what scholars tend 
to call ‘conviviality’, the RI:2020 team indeed was inspired by exploring 
the particular conditions in their city which would be relevant for living 
together (for a critical discussion on the various analytical understandings 
of  conviviality see, e.g.: Nowicka and Vertovec 2014).

Existing scholarship has extensively described the process of  
formulating an ECoC candidacy, highlighting that ECoCs often make use 
of  the same discursive structures both for fashioning the local identity and 
the supposed European identity of  the candidate city (Aiello and Thurlow 
2006). Indeed, the Rijekan bid spoke to the EU ‘diversity discourse’ which 
emphasized a need to search for an intercultural dialogue – being ‘united 
in diversity’ (European Capital of  Culture 2010). The Rijekan authors of  
the bid book branded the city as the place that could ‘rescue’ the values 
of  Europe:

Europe, as a continent and as a project, is beginning to doubt its 
own core values and openness, diversity and tolerance. The old 
world’s ambition as a lighthouse of  freedom has turned into a 
wall built of  fear. The only appropriate response is a cultural one. 
We need exemplary action and citizen engagement, building a 
Capital of  Culture that faces present danger and revives future 
hope (Team RI:2020 2016, 2). 

Rijeka was represented by the RI:2020 team as an ‘oasis of  normality 
in an abnormal context’. The abnormal context in point referred to 
Croatia, which was a ‘country still synonymous with insecurity, hardship 
and war, for everything that frightens Europe’, was written in Rijeka’s bid 
book (ibid.). In so doing, the RI:2020 bid book argued that Rijeka went 
through the same challenges of  diversity as Europe. The relation with 
Europe was thus used to identify and give meaning to the branded urban 



Image 5.3 - Port of Diversity: Water, Work, Migrations. Visual scheme (2016).



Image 5.4 - From upper left, clockwise: Rijeka’s 
skyscraper in the 1950s / Benčić Youth Council / Trojka 
/ Beaufort scale. All republished in the ECoC bidbook 
(2016).
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identity of  Rijeka. 
Interesting was then also that Chris Torch, the team’s external 

cultural advisor who was not Croatian but from a Swedish-American 
background, mentioned in our interview that diversity was in particular a 
European concept. ‘Nobody [in the ECoC team] really sincerely thought 
the city was diverse, they did not really know what that meant,’ said Torch 
(2016). It was therefore his task to include a ‘European’ message in the 
conceptual framework, to strengthen the marketing strategy. Meanwhile, 
conscious and unconscious uses of  the diversity concept blurred in the 
conceptual framing. ECoC director Ivan Šarar (2016) mentioned for 
example that 

I think we have some kind of  luck… because the fact that Rijeka is 
an important historical immigration and emigration point and the 
fact that Rijeka is a city that developed like a city for immigrants. 
We didn’t manage that, it is a fact. Now the migrations are a hot 
European topic. And it was easy to interconnect our identity with 
the important topic of  migrants. […] We are lucky. We didn’t 
influence the immigration crisis or so.

Šarar’s comments show the awareness of  the importance of  the European 
migration question, as well as the ability to move the focus from the issue 
of  migration from the ‘global south’ towards a wider understanding of  
historical migrations. While a European message was consciously included 
into the Rijekan ECoC bid, it was also the aim of  the bid to - in the words 
of  one of  the team members – ‘move the term [diversity] away from 
[…] ethnic pornography’ (Torch 2016). As I shall show, throughout the 
development of  the conceptual program the ‘diversity’ concept received a 
rather different meaning, turning from wider issues around the European 
migration question towards a rather local and regional understanding of  
managing diversities and difference.

‘Diversity’ for the ECoC bid referred, first of  all, to ‘micro-
migration’ and the concept of  ‘work’. In explaining the bid’s discursive 
choices, Ivan Šarar (2016) explained that ‘we have two big [moments 
of] importing of  people at the end of  the nineteenth century and in the 
1950s, 1960s and 1970s in the twentieth century. I think between 1956 
and early 1980s Rijeka has grown from 50,000 people to 165,000. […] 
And these citizens have created a certain city spirit.’ However, in the 
1990s, ‘due to the war and a catastrophic privatization process’, the bid 
book described, industrial jobs disappeared, together with ‘the status and 
identity of  an industrial city’ (Team RI:2020 2016, 7). Rijeka’s youth now 
travels on a daily basis to Zagreb, Ljubljana or Italy for work or study 
which they cannot find in Rijeka. This type of  micro-migration generated 
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the important urban challenge to generate work. The ECoC was planned 
to be used to explore new creative and intellectual questions about what 
work nowadays means and can be. In the bid book, the concept of  
diversity was thus represented as a somewhat nostalgic notion towards an 
industrious past that is no more. Rather than only a ‘diversity’ generated 
by a vivid port life, the concept was connected to experiences of  the 
present cross-border mobility of  its (young) citizens, and to experiences 
of  hope to regenerate working possibilities in the city. 

The RI:2020 project also used diversity in the meaning of  a local 
intra-cultural exchange between the urban and countryside communities 
and of  a sustainable preservation of  the local countryside communities’ 
cultures. Valerij Jurešić, the head of  the Cultural Department of  the 
Primorje-Gorski Kotar County from 2013-2018, highlighted this issue 
to me during the interview. For instance, art crafts and folklore in the 
countryside villages were not protected nor institutionalized. Neither did 
these countryside communities have access to institutionalized culture, 
simply because there was a lack of  infrastructure to easily travel between 
city and countryside and islands, as Jurešić (2016) explained. Therefore, 
the ECoC flagship called 27 Neighborhoods aimed at creating a network 
of  cultural centers in small communities, connecting city and villages and 
maintaining the local diversity of  the region. This was, according to Jurešić 
(2016), because ‘diversity does not happen if  it is not communicated.’ 
Such ‘intra-cultural’ local diversity went along with the development of  a 
sustainable tourist infrastructure – of  ‘qualified and motivated European 
visitors [who can] inspire’, which can be used as instrument to highlight 
and sustain the diversity of  the local communities’ culture (Team RI:2020, 
19). 

Next to addressing contemporary issues and challenges for 
contemporary Rijeka, the RI:2020 project addressed the question which 
pasts are not remembered in Rijeka. The RI:2020 program explicitly 
aimed to address Rijeka’s historical ‘traumas’, the difficult parts in the 
Rijekan history. D’Annunzio’s presence in Rijeka and the consequences 
this episode had for the Italian community in the city, the World War Two 
pro-Nazi government, the socialist period under Tito, and the events of  the 
1990s, were all themes to be discussed in this ECoC. ‘Rijeka never really 
addressed these episodes. Rijeka is holding from within and like in any 
therapy, […] we learned that if  you do not confront certain traumas, at a 
moment they will explode’, Vuk Ćosić (2016) - one of  the team members 
- told me. The RI:2020 project would address the moments of  division, 
rather than the moments of  peaceful cultural co-habitation. For instance, 
the Austro-Hungarian heritage of  the city, discursively characterized as a 
period of  relatively peaceful cross-cultural and cross-national exchange, 
was not made a focus of  this bid, unlike in other ECoCs with a Habsburg 
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past.
It is remarkable that half-way through the development of  the 

bid book, the RI:2020 team changed its conceptual idea. From the idea 
in the first bid book in 2015 that one had to understand the city’s past in 
order to understand the future, the premise of  the final bid book became 
understanding the future in order to understand the past.393 This was 
explained by arguing that cities are changing fast and constantly. In order 
to understand these future changes, Rijeka’s ECoC project thus also 
aimed to focus on the history of  its regional transformation and divisions. 
Mapping and discussing the contemporary issues in the urban, national 
and European societies, might also contribute to understanding what has 
happened in the past – of  Rijeka, Yugoslavia, and Europe, so the bid 
book hoped for.

This section has shown that Rijeka’s ECoC candidacy was a 
highly ambitious project in its aim to revive the city after a long period 
of  economic and social crises. The ECoC candidacy was, however, also 
a successful instrument for the city to formulate an urban identity in 
relation to wider regional and European discussions. Rijeka’s ECoC team 
cultivated historical narratives of  their city within a new Europeanized 
discourse to win the ECoC bid. Yet, the branding process of  Rijeka as a 
‘Port of  Diversity’ also formed a critique towards the simplified narrative 
of  EU institutional discourses of  inclusivity and diversity. Rijeka’s bid 
book highlighted the need to consider its themes of  diversity as something 
to work ‘on’, rather than to believe in. Iva Kovač (2017), who is an artist 
working in Rijeka, summarized this potential of  the branding of  Rijeka 
for the ECoC as follows: ‘when they put “banners” on the living processes 
here in Rijeka, it can be banalizing, but it can also be a statement that we 
can call out for and ask the city to actually push this forward. […] These 
decorative statements can have some possibilities for the city.’ Thus, using 
a Europeanized discourse to market the city within the bid to become 
selected as ECoC, provided indeed an important chance for revival of  
the city and meanwhile critically reformulated the diversity concept 
by addressing the challenges of  Rijeka’s present-day society. Rijeka’s 
selection as ECoC in 2020 opened up opportunities for the city to finally 
revive and restage its ‘cultural identity’ as intended by the 2013 Cultural 
Strategy and to examine what these experiences of  a distinct sense of  
Rijekan cityness than could exist of. In what follows, I will further explore 
the heritagization of  Rijeka’s historical narratives of  cityness, and how 
these were increasingly restaged from 2013 onwards.
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heritagizing rijeka’s carnival

Who visits Rijeka during the early spring has a chance to encounter 
Rijeka’s yearly carnival celebrations. The festival attracts up to 100,000 
visitors from Rijeka and the wider region. Although Rijeka’s carnival 
is by locals often perceived as a festival for children and tourists, the 
participation and official role of  the city’s Mayor (together with the 
temporary carnival maestro Meštar Toni and the carnival’s Queen) in 
several of  the celebrations demonstrate that the carnival is considered 
an important festivity by Rijeka’s municipality. Indeed, the carnival is 
not only proudly marketed as Croatia’s largest national carnival by the 
local tourist board, but has during the last four decades been one of  the 
first and most important cultural events for the municipality to heritagize 
Rijeka’s immaterial traditions and to stage a particular sense of  Rijekan 
cityness, I want to argue. This section will explore the cultivation of  
Rijeka’s carnival in context of  the city’s broader city-making processes 
of  local heritagization and city branding. It shows how Rijeka’s carnival 
tradition cultivates historical narratives of  the urban past by adapting 
international discourses of  intangible heritage preservation, in order to 
fashion a distinct urban cultural sense of  cityness. 

Rijeka’s Carnival is a yearly celebration that, like carnival 
festivities all over the world, traditionally is held at the last phase of  winter 
around late January or early February as start of  the lent period. Carnival 
as a community festivity includes masquerading, excess in and through 
dancing, drinking and eating, and is often characterized by transgressing 
accepted social roles (Filippucci 2002). The festival in Rijeka as we know 
it today mixes ‘original’ traditions with ‘invented traditions’. Although 
today’s carnival was first initiated by the Rijeka Tourist Board in 1982, 
the tourist brochure specially dedicated to Rijeka’s carnival mentions that 
the first written sources about a carnival in the region date back from the 
fifteenth century (Turistička zajednica grada Rijeke 2009, 2). Since 1982 
Rijeka’s carnival has grown into a Mayor event in Croatia, taking place 
in the city center with several parades and parties on the city’s squares. 
Initially an event organized for a local audience from the city and its 
surroundings, the events have received wider significance. The website 
of  the carnival proudly notes that Rijeka’s carnival is since 1995 ‘a full 
member of  the Federation of  European Carnival Cities (FECC)’ and has 
been ‘added to the list of  the 500 most important events in Europe’ (Rijeka 
Turistička Zajednica Grada Rijeke, n.d.). The Sunday Times declared it 
one of  the most exotic world events, included in the book ‘501 must be 
there events,’ whilst the Rijeka Tourist Board won the ‘Golden Tourist 
Heart’ prize as the organizer of  the best tourism event in south-eastern 
Europe in 2009 (ibid.). The list of  institutional recognition emphasizes 
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the effort that the city has put since the 1980s into mapping its carnival 
on an international agenda of  cultural events. These efforts continued 
from the 2010s onwards when the carnival was indeed included into the 
Cultural Strategy for the City of  Rijeka 2013-2020. Being one of  the 
largest cultural manifestations of  the city and the region, the carnival 
was turned into a project of  city branding, in order to increase Rijeka’s 
cultural recognition in a European context, as argued in the Cultural 
Strategy (City of  Rijeka 2013, 22). Three years later, the ECoC bid book 
wrote that the city’s aim was, moreover, to develop Rijeka’s touristic and 
cultural infrastructure because, despite of  the international recognition 
and success, its cultural infrastructure was too small to sustain large local 
cultural events such as the carnival (Team RI:2020 2016, 5). Rijeka’s 
carnival tradition is, thus, a performative tradition that recently became 
an important focal point for the city’s cultural urban policy and strategy. 

Rijeka’s local tourist board dedicated the carnival a separate 
tourist brochure, considering it an important cultural denominator 
of  Trieste’s city marketing. This brochure presents the Riječki Karneval 
(Rijeka’s Carnival) as a combination of  ‘various carnival traditions: the 
Venetian and the Austrian, the Mediterranean and the Central European’ 
(Turistička zajednica grada Rijeke 2009, 2). Remarkably, there is no specific 
reference to Catholic religious origins of  the carnival, which suggests 
that Rijeka’s carnival is not framed as a Croatian Catholic manifestation 
in context of  wider regional identity politics in which Croatia is often 
positioned as Catholic country within a socialist and Orthodox historical 
region. Rather, Rijeka’s carnival is presented as very local historical 
experience in which the city is framed as a cultural cross-over in between 
these different historical cultures of  Venice (especially world-famous for 
its carnival), Austria-Hungary, the Mediterranean and Central-Europe. 
The international allure and culturally diverse character of  the event is 
subsequently extended from the past into the present, by relating today’s 
carnival to the Habsburg tradition during which the Austro-Hungarian 
royalty and diplomats from all over Europe visited the Rijekan balls. The 
contemporary Carnival Ball, as the tourist board’s brochure mentions, 
is still frequented by ambassadors from all over the world (Turistička 
zajednica grada Rijeke 2009, 4). ‘Be what you want! Come to the Rijeka 
Carnival!’ the carnival’s website invites foreign visitors to the city (Rijeka 
Turistička Zajednica Grada Rijeke, n.d.). Situating the Rijekan carnival 
within broader carnival traditions, thus serves to emphasize the local 
particularity of  Rijeka’s lent festivities.

Besides of  the parades organized in the urban streets of  Rijeka 
and the Carnival Ball, the image of  Rijeka’s carnival is perhaps most of  
all fashioned by the rural tradition around the bell ringers (zvončari). These 
three ‘embodied’ traditions of  celebrating carnival can be understood 
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as evoking a way of  local urban conservation that ‘strives to realize a 
sensuous, unmediated bodily experience of  space. The bodily experience 
of  space is said to be a “natural” basis of  sense of  place’ (Filippucci 2002, 
88). This comes especially to the fore in the bell ringers tradition. Dressed 
in sheepskin, colorful hats and with bells around the waist, groups of  
bell ringers from various places from Rijeka’s surrounding Kastov region 
march from village to village. Dancing and bumping each other’s hips 
in a rhythmical way, they arrive from the winter landscape to announce 
the spring in the various neighboring villages, while exorcizing evil forces. 
In a dynamic interactive performance with the villagers, ‘with variations 
distinctive to each village, the annual carnival bell ringers’ pageant 
is a way to strengthen bonds within the community and a valuable 
means of  renewing friendships among the towns in the region while 
integrating newcomers into its traditional culture,’ the UNESCO (2018) 
website presents the tradition. The bell ringers, moreover, brought the 
contemporary carnival festivities and masquerades from the countryside’s 
villages to the city. While the pageant of  the bell ringers is an old tradition 
connected to carnival festivities in the surrounding countryside, the 
contemporary Rijekan carnival as urban invented tradition thus draws its 
carnival branding on this old tradition ‘rooted’ in local culture too. This is 
not only established through assigning the bell ringers tradition a central 
position within the visual imagery of  the carnival, but also by the fact that 
this rural tradition was declared UNESCO Intangible Heritage in 2009 
(UNESCO 2018). The UNESCO recognition provides the city’s carnival 
historical rootedness and legitimization.394

The UNESCO recognition of  part of  Rijeka’s carnival tradition 
is important because of  the theme of  ‘suppression’ that is an important 
factor in the urban discourse and meaning-making of  Rijeka’s carnival. 
Various tourist and marketing publications on the festival mention that 
Rijeka’s carnival was suppressed several times during its history. This first 
happened in 1449. The same document that is considered to make notice 
of  the carnival for the first time, contains a provision of  the City Council 
prohibiting ‘the covering of  the face with a mask (with the exception 
of  guests of  the masked ball in Kaštel), which at that time was severely 
punished’ (Rijeka Turistička Zajednica Grada Rijeke, n.d.). Today’s 
official carnival’s website claims that the aim of  ‘that provision was to 
maintain public order and prevent a free criticism of  the government’ 
(ibid.). This historical happening is also linked to the contemporary motto 
of  Rijeka’s carnival, which is Krepat, ma ne molat! (‘Die but never give 
up’). Despite the suppression of  the festivities throughout history, so is 
claimed in these publications, it was in the outskirts of  Rijeka where the 
bell ringers continued their traditions and the ‘masquerading managed to 
preserve the love for the carnival tradition’ (Turistička Zajednica Grada 
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Rijeke 2009, 7). The bell ringers are presented here as Rijeka’s victory 
over past suppression of  its carnivalesque spirit: ‘The little bells of  the 
youngest bell ringers fill the air with the sounds of  the past, which will 
live forever’ (ibid., 3). 
 The restaging of  the carnival tradition was thus presented 
by the organizers and tourist board as a way to reclaim ownership to 
the city’s local historical traditions. This was moreover emphasized by 
framing Rijeka’s carnival as the city’s ‘Fifth Season’. The phenomenon 
of  a fifth season is not unique for Rijeka, but is well-known in carnival 
towns throughout Europe, especially in German and Austrian towns. 
The notion refers to a wider carnival custom in which the rule of  carnival 
towns during one moment in the year is transferred from the city council 
to a temporary carnival Mayor. During this period in which the symbolic 
keys of  the city gates are in hands of  this temporary Mayor, the regular 
laws and customs are replaced by carnival laws. This custom that is often 
interpreted as a city’s ‘fifth season’ is especially meant as counter voice 
against the political establishment. In Rijeka too, the signification of  a 
fifth season creates an autonomous moment outside regular historical 
and political experience – a moment in which the Rijekans establish their 
own values and regulations.
 Even though Rijeka’s carnival as celebrated today is a reinvented 
tradition that emerged in 1982, it proved to be a powerful instrument in 
heritagizing a local Rijekan historical intangible tradition. ‘Rather we gain 
access to the deeply rooted participation which Riječki Karneval represents. 
A carnival cannot be dictated, it is about freedom. A carnival cannot – 
finally – be superficial, it is about generations of  tradition,’ the ECoC bid 
book defined the meaning of  the carnival in 2016 (Team RI:2020 2016, 
30). The carnival assigns Rijeka the role of  meeting point of  various 
regional cultural cross-roads and as a city that will always continue to 
defend its urban independence. Increasingly in the last decade, Rijeka 
adapted international discourses of  intangible heritage preservation to 
establish its distinctive urban identity. 

rijeka suMMer nights: theater for the people

Perhaps one of  the most remarkable – at least most controversial - cultural 
programs that was initiated by the city of  Rijeka to stage a distinct cultural 
urban identity are the Riječke Ljetne Noći (RLN - Rijeka Summer Nights). 
The RLN were initiated by the municipality of  Rijeka, the Rijeka Tourist 
Board and the Hrvatsko Narodno Kazalište Ivan pl. Zajc (HNK – Croatian 
National Theater) in 2004. Starting as an urban cultural festival offering a 
diverse cultural program to the Rijekans and tourists during the summer 
months, the festival became highly controversial during the years, which 
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made the organization decide to rename the festival in 2018 into ‘Summer 
in the City.’ Following the cultural paths of  this summer festival from 
2004 onwards, provides a unique insight into the active cultural remaking 
of  the city by some of  Rijeka’s main cultural actors. This section focuses 
on the local political and public debates that were evoked by the RLN 
and explores how the festival engaged with Rijeka’s historical narratives.

The aim of  the RLN was to provide a diverse cultural program to 
Rijeka’s citizens of  theater, opera, dance, concerts and exhibitions during 
the months of  June and July. These performances did not only take place 
in the various theaters of  the city, among which the National Theater 
itself, but used the whole city as an urban theater. Performances took 
place in the open air: at Rijeka’s streets, squares, and in its abandoned 
factories and buildings. In so doing, the festival aimed to offer culture 
to Rijeka’s citizens as well as to open up known and unknown places of  
the city to ‘make its history more vivid’ (Best of  Croatia, n.d.). Although 
neither the 2013 cultural strategy, nor the 2016 RI:2020 bid book referred 
to the RLN as an existing cultural festival, they did however assign an 
important role to the National Theater and to its two intendants (Team 
RI:2020 2016, 6; City of  Rijeka 2013, 26-27). In the years following 
Rijeka’s ECoC nomination, the RLN came to play a central role in the 
city in discussions about the role of  culture in urban development issues 
and in the question how art and culture could help Rijeka to restage its 
urban narratives of  the past. This development was no coincidence since 
both intendants of  the HNK, Oliver Frljić and Marin Blažević, were also 
part of  the team that was developing the ECoC program.
 Oliver Frljić became the new director of  the Croatian National 
Theater in Rijeka in 2014, a function he would withdraw in 2016. 
Marin Blažević became the theater’s general manager and dramaturge, 
also in 2014. Although chapter 7 will elaborate in more depth on the 
personal and professional background of  the two intendants, in context 
of  their restaging of  the theater building within a wider Rijekan historical 
cultural narrative, here it is crucial to say a bit more on their visions on 
dramaturgy. Blažević has in particular been inspired by ‘intra-cultural’ 
dramaturgy that addresses inter-ethnic and inter-cultural dynamics 
and opens up political cultures within a society (Blažević 2017). What 
is more, for Frljić, theater is explicitly a way of  social engagement, 
and an instrument to change society. His aim is to make his audience 
aware of  what heterogeneity does in and for society, using the world as a 
theater (Frljić 2016). Both intendants, thus, consider theater as a dialogue 
between themselves as theater makers and the audience about the current 
state of  the society they live in. Their visions on the role of  theater in 
everyday political society produced a type of  theater performances that 
was often considered as highly controversial. Already before their work 
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for the Rijekan HNK, their performances and theater productions aimed 
to open up critical discussion of  the ever-nationalizing societies of  the 
post-Yugoslav countries and directly and indirectly criticized Croatia’s 
national politicians – Frljić’s Balkan Trilogy (2008-2011) has been the 
most significant and controversial example. Bringing this critical style 
to Rijeka, as one of  the largest and most important ‘national’ Croatian 
state theaters, raised resistance at Zagreb’s national Ministry of  Culture. 
Among other responses, Croatia’s then minister of  culture Zlatko 
Hasanbegović (member of  the right-wing HDZ party, minister in 2016) 
cut off the budgets for the theater for some time.395 When Frljić resigned in 
2016, Blažević continued his work for the HNK, however, waking people 
up on a less controversial way as before, still by means of  participating 
theater (Blažević 2017).
 Under Blažević’s supervision, the 2017 edition of  the Riječke Ljetne 
Noći made a remarkable call. It was ‘time for decisions!’, as the title of  
this RLN edition announced, and focused its program around a Theater 
Parliament. During the previous years, the festival had increasingly been 
developed under guidance of  the HNK. Blažević, as director of  the 
theater, aimed to position culture as an important angle of  the wider 
development of  the city, thus following the 2013 Cultural Strategy. By 
means of  discussing the future directions of  the RLN and of  the HNK 
more broadly, Blažević tended to set a wider agenda. On the theater’s 
website, Blažević announced that the goals of  the 2017 program were 
twofold:

The title of  this year’s Rijeka Summer Nights cannot be a more 
direct message than it is, a twofold one. The message being that 
the CNT Ivan pl. Zajc is ready for any decision on the future 
of  the Summer Festival except for the one that would cancel 
it, namely, the Theater sees new perspectives and has specific 
proposals. It is also a message to all involved in the funding of  the 
Summer Festival to join the discussion, decide and take on their 
part of  responsibility for the future of  the Rijeka Summer Nights 
(HNK Ivana pl. Zajca 2017d).

The announcement of  the 2017 summer program raised questions about 
whether the Rijekans and the financing (private) institutions wanted to 
continue the summer festival in the future, questioning both the financial 
structure and the program structure. As Blažević indeed told me in our 
interview, the theater was in financial problems at the moment he and 
Frljić were attracted. Their main task was to reorganize the financial 
management of  the theater, of  which the summer festival formed part. 
‘The idea of  the program is to openly discuss with our audiences about 
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our program, and anything related to the theater, the life of  the theater so 
to say’ (Blažević 2017). Indeed, during the Theater Parliament, the public 
audience and financial sponsors were invited to think with the theater 
intendants about the future of  the festival and the theater itself: ‘The time 
for decisions is also there for our audience. So, here you are, from comedy 
to tragedy, from the classical to the modern, from the theater for children 
to that forbidden for those under the age of  eighteen, from ballet solos to 
the opera spectacle, or, to make a long story short – from the Turbofolk to 
the Aida. This is the HNK Ivan pl. Zajc. These are our Rijeka Summer 
Nights’ (HNK Ivana pl. Zajca 2017d). 

The issue of  the financial survival of  the festival was, however, 
closely related to a rather political issue in which the director of  the 
theater wished to intervene. The summer festival for him, was an event 
that could raise social awareness among the citizens of  Rijeka in relation 
to their wider social and political environment. The RLN 2017 Theater 
Parliament was part of  a longer development during which the theater 
had functioned as a public forum for social and political discussion. 
During the previous two years, the RLN had aimed to establish 
partnerships with cultural institutions and festivals in the wider region, 
and had experimented with new programs and a participating form 
of  theater too, using the theater as an urban platform. ‘We worked on 
various methods of  performative interventions into discursive spaces of  
the theater – of  the city […]’ Blažević (2017) explained this idea of  the 
theater as a platform. The Rijekans have, in the eyes of  Blažević (2017), 
‘a history of  being in the opposition. Being resistant to the nationalistic 
discourses and politics and to conservative ideologies.’

Already from their early start in 2004 the RLN build on a tradition 
in which theater and dance performances are taking place around the city 
and its public spaces. The RLN of  2015 and 2016 presented a program 
that was wider than performing arts alone, and took an interdisciplinary 
approach to the Arts and Culture. During these years, attention also 
focused on the theater building itself. The 2015-2017 programs presented 
the HNK-Ivan pl. Zajc as urban forum, the ancient place where democracy 
and public debate flourished. The opening event of  the 2017 RLN for 
instance, was named ‘Theatre that breathes’ and invited Rijekans to 
discover a variety of  the program offered in the new cultural season, 
performed in the various spaces throughout the theater. The opening 
event offered access for the visitors into those spaces that normally stayed 
closed. ‘Together with you, our spectators,’ the organization promoted 
this event, we would like the Theater to breathe with full capacity, our 
Neo-Baroque auditorium to become an open city square, its corridors the 
streets and numerous rooms and halls crossroads, places of  the immediate 
encounter with artists’ HNK Ivana pl. Zajca 2017b). Indeed, the theater’s 
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press report stated that the visitors entered the building from all sides, 
overtaking all spaces, rooms, halls and offices, presenting the event as 
the people taking over the theater (HNK Ivana pl. Zajca 2017c). When 
in the theater, the visitors were invited to participate into the singing, 
music and dancing performances. Meanwhile, the visitors of  the office 
of  the general manager of  the theater were confronted by the Italian 
drama actor Giuseppe Nicodemo, who collected signatures for a petition 
to change the name of  the Tito Square, at which the theater was situated, 
into the Square of  Gabriele D’Annunzio. By so doing, the manifestation 
and performance in one, was a way to raise awareness for the nationalized 
landscape the HNK had always been subject to: as a continuing struggle 
between Italian and Croatian markers of  the nationalized urban 
landscape. The visitors were made aware of  this historical struggle and 
of  their own responsibilities in engaging with the socio-political history 
of  the city. 

The idea of  the theater acting as a place for social and historical 
engagement, was also suggested by the overall program of  the RLN. 
From 2015 until 2017, the RLN aimed for a series of  events which were 
enjoyable and which would breathe a summer mood, yet which did not 
neglect political concerns and ideological criticism. The 2017 edition, for 
example, included a wide range of  performances from stand-up comedy, 
to children’s theater, and classical pieces like Aida (as discussed in chapter 
2, Aida had also been the first opera on stage in this Theater in 1885). 
However, the program similarly included the theater performances 
Lampedusa Beach (on immigration, shipwreck and Mediterranean identity), 
Racconti di Costa e di Mare (together with Rijeka’s Italian community and 
Trieste’s Rossetti theater, about the experiences of  an Istrian identity) 
and Wrecked/Uništeno (about Tito, his official ‘Galeb’ ship, and John F. 
Kennedy). These performances all reflected on the historical and current 
issues at stake in the region (HNK Ivana pl. Zajca 2017a). The flyer of  
the 2015 edition was particular in that sense too. Although the title of  
this 2015 edition was Usprkos svemu! (Despite everything) – referring to 
the economic crisis, political marginalization and doubts, explained by 
Blažević (KanalRi 2015) – the flyer itself  showed a summer scene with 
citizens sunbathing on the urban waterfront, two of  them reading a red 
book titled Narodno Kazalište/Kazalište Narodu (‘National Theater/Theater 
for the people’) (Image 5.5). Understanding this image as referring to 
Mao’s red book, this scene could be read as presenting exactly this mix of  
an enjoyable summer mood and political and ideological criticism.

The idea that theater, and the arts and culture more broadly, did 
not only serve a function of  entertainment, but should activate citizens 
too in making them rethink their position in relation to the wider society 
in which they live, was informally institutionalized through the earlier 
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mentioned Theater Parliament. Already from 2014 onwards, Frljić and 
Blažević had regularly invited their audiences to exchange their experiences 
with the theater program, which should mainly be – as discussed above 
- a ‘theater for the people’. In July 2017 the first Theater Parliament was 
organized, to which those considered responsible for sustaining the HNK 
had been invited. To this first event, the various departments of  the HNK 
participated, as well as several ‘common’ Rijekans, representatives of  the 
city and the county. The Ministry of  Culture had not sent representatives 
(Cuculić 2017). Besides the ‘parliament’s’ function to decide upon the 
main lines of  future development of  the festival, the Theater Parliament 
also functioned as a strong symbol and instrument to improve public 
engagement. Therefore, the meetings of  the Theater Parliament were 
sustained. Its sessions function as a platform to discuss current issues of  
the theater. For example, half  a year later after this first session, another 
session discussed the themes of  language and gender in the theater 
curriculum (Borić 2017).
 This section has shown how the annual Rijeka Summer Nights 
started in 2004 as a key festival to open up known and unknown places 
in the city to the Rijekans and Rijeka’s summer visitors. As a cooperation 
between the municipality, the Rijeka tourist board and the Croatian 
National Theater in Rijeka, it aimed at making the city’s history more 
vivid through introducing the festival visitors to Rijeka’s urban landscape. 
Since 2014, the goals of  the RLN shifted towards using culture as a 
key force in the creation of  more politically socialized Rijekan citizens. 
The program of  the RLN was further developed under guidance of  
the two new HNK attendants Frljić and Blažević, and started from the 
idea that it was necessary to let the citizens participate in the decision-
making process on the future line of  the RLN and the HNK more 
broadly. This participatory effect of  the RLN was, however, much wider 
than concerning only the Theater. As an urban forum the RNL were 
instrumental for raising awareness among the Rijekans and wider theater 
audience of  their responsibility towards the political history of  Rijeka, as 
well as towards the nationalizing discourses and politics in contemporary 
Croatia. The festival, thus, took a forceful and controversial position 
in the city-making process of  Rijeka. Not only functioned the RNL to 
make citizens know their city and its urban landscape, but, moreover, the 
festival aimed at teaching Rijekans the responsibilities of  being a Rijekan 
urban citizen. The RNL were a cultural instrument to make Rijekans 
reconsider their political experiences of  cityness. 
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conclusion

This chapter has examined how a distinct sense of  Rijekan cityness has 
recently been rediscovered as subject of  cultural projects of  urban renewal 
and city-branding. It showed, thus, how Rijekan senses of  cityness were not 
only embedded in urban historical narratives, but were actively restaged 
in local marketing and culture projects for the city in the 1990s and 
2000s, to be increasingly energized by the city’s nomination as European 
Capital of  Culture. By exploring the process, the mechanisms, and motifs 
of  heritagization of  Rijeka’s urban imaginations by contemporary city-
makers, my research showed how such contemporary city-making projects 
did not only serve a purpose of  hope for recovery of  the local cultural 
economy, but – by cultivating Rijeka as a site of  ‘cultural rebellion’ - 
served in particular to regain ideological ownership of  their city that was 
subject to Europeanized discourses and nationalizing tensions in Croatia 
and the region.
 This study has explored the paths towards the heritagization 
of  Rijeka as an imagined city of  cultural rebellion, against the wider 
context of  its ‘socialist’ and post-socialist ‘transitional’ urban experiences. 
Memories of  Rijeka’s particular position as one of  the main industrial 
port cities of  Yugoslavia and as gateway to the ‘West’ retrieved urban 
narratives around the profound success in Rijeka of  the socialist labor 
system that depended on the Yugoslav ‘brotherhood and unity’ politics. 
This provided the city with a new distinct urban narrative within a 
socialist context. The emergence of  urban narratives in which Rijeka 
was presented as a city with a distinct rock and punk scene, further re-
invoked Rijeka’s reputation of  a culturally rebellious city. These urban 
imaginations were cultivated in context of  the city’s post-socialist 
‘transitional’ experiences too. The critiques towards the Europeanizing 
and nationalizing forces of  the transitions were in particular formulated 
in urban spaces which turned into symbolic battlefields in the struggle 
for local self-determination of  citizens – a struggle guided by the region’s 
strong NGO network and civil society. Rijeka’s post-1990s model of  urban 
governance was conditioned by this critique: the cultural and political 
scene of  contemporary city-makers has its roots in the post-Yugoslav civil 
society and ‘Right to the city’ movements. Rijeka after Yugoslavia was on 
the one hand thus formed by its experiences of  the socialist urban past 
as well as by post-Yugoslav transition experiences. Yet, at the same time, 
Rijeka’s post-1990s city-making processes were also inspired by urban 
imaginations in which the city was presented as having taken a distinct 
path – both during socialism and during the transition period.
 This municipal scene of  cultural and political actors stood 
on the forefront of  creating a Rijekan cultural policy from the 2010s 
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onwards. The cultural regeneration of  Rijeka was institutionalized in 
2013, through its Cultural Strategy, which advocated the city as a place 
which had embraced the arts and culture as core values. I explored three 
projects of  urban heritagization, which elaborated the aims set in the 
cultural strategy. Rijeka’s candidacy to become ECoC in 2020 highly 
energized the urban renewal plans – a process I analyzed through 
critically examining the ‘Port of  Diversity’ motto. This showed, on the 
one hand, how the ECoC team cultivated historical narratives of  their 
city within a new Europeanized discourse to win the ECoC bid. On the 
other hand, the branding process of  Rijeka as a ‘Port of  Diversity’ also 
formed a critique towards the simplified narrative of  EU institutional 
discourses of  inclusivity and diversity. Rijeka’s bid book highlighted the 
need to consider its themes of  diversity as something to work ‘on’, rather 
than to believe in. What is more, Rijeka’s carnival tradition cultivated 
historical narratives of  the urban past by adapting international discourses 
of  intangible heritage preservation, in order to fashion a distinct urban 
cultural sense of  cityness in which the city was presented as a place in 
which citizens chose their own paths. Finally, a discussion of  the Rijeka 
Summer Nights (RNL) showed how the festival not only functioned to 
make citizens know their city and its cityscape. As an urban forum the 
RNL were instrumental for raising awareness among the Rijekans and 
wider theater audience of  their urban responsibility of  taking a critical 
position towards the history of  their city and the political scene of  today.
 The chapter has also highlighted how the distinct narratives 
of  Rijeka’s urban past were assigned cosmopolitan meaning within a 
cultural-political European discourse in which the ‘post-socialist city in 
transition’ functioned as nodal vision for the making of  a European society 
‘united in diversity.’ These border imaginations of  Rijeka were eagerly 
instrumentalized by the city-makers to generate the financial and political 
goodwill to regenerate their city. Meanwhile, the cosmopolitanized 
discourse projected on their city was actively criticized to activate local 
social change. For Rijeka’s cultural scene, the city-making process was an 
intellectual project of  rethinking common experiences, responsibilities, 
discourses of  empowerment, and imaginations of  their relation to the 
city and national governments. The acts of  city-making discussed in this 
chapter, can thus be considered as acts of  cultural citizenship. The cultural 
projects and performances of  cityness create a new - and literally creative 
– entrance into the debate how citizens can critically relate themselves 
to the (local, national, and European) political structures that surround 
them.




